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ABSTRACT
This thesis analyses the present status of the Cyprus
Manufacturing Industry (CMI) through identification,
analysis
and evaluation of all quality parameters
related to the concept of Total Quality Management
(TQM).
This analysis is accomplished through an extensive
National Quality Survey, reported through a specially
designed questionnaire, which targeted 60 manufacturing
industries. Data and information or quality growth in
the US, Japan and Europe are presented for comparison
with Cyprus.
The survey reveals that the Quality Standards of CMI
fall short of those of other competitor countries
with respect to the following:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Quality policies, manuals, systems and certification;
Suppliers assessment, communication;
Behaviour, culture, Cypriot attitudes;
Usage of Quality techniques/tools;
Who are the customers and what are their requirements;
Insufficient training;
Almost negligible performance measurement;

It is shown that in Cyprus TQM can only be implemented
by a few large enterprises, which currently possess the
right structure, systems, culture and training.
It is
suggested that the majority of these enterprises, having
first understood the concept of TQM, should proceed step
by step along the route of restructuring, in accordance
with the suggestions elaborated in the conclusions and
recommendations chapter of this thesis.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The main objectives are to evaluate the status of Total
Quality Management (TQM) and to make recommendations for
improving the performance of the Manufacturing Industry
in Cyprus.
The evaluation and recommendations are based on findings
identified through a survey designed to evaluate Cyprus
Quality status and levels.
1.2 THESIS HYPOTHESIS

This Thesis is based on the premise that Quality
Standards of the Cyprus Manufacturing Industry (CMI)
fall short of those of other competitor countries
(mostly European).
To address this deficiency, if the above hypothesis is
valid, it is proposed that CMI should invest in Quality
Systems at all levels, according to the requirements
identified through the survey, spanning from simple
quality techniques to TQM.
1.3 THESIS STRUCTURE AND CONTENT

This investigation addresses only the CMI and excludes
the service sector.
The manufacturing industry must
greatly improved before Cyprus joins the
European
Community (EC).
The TQM concept, as discussed in this
evaluation research, will supply information on the
current status of Cyprus Quality Standards to all levels
of management in an
organisation
and
to
other
institutions (e.g., Industrial Training Authority (ITA),
Cyprus Productivity Centre (CPC)).

Improvements can be successful at the implementation
phase only after the needs and problems have been
identified and correctly evaluated at the diagnostic
phase. The thesis is dedicated to an identification and
evaluation of those needs. The purpose is to recommend
actions to be taken and to assist later any plans for
any
implementation of TQM, not only by the CMI but by
nation or organisation that might share the same needs
and problems.
To identify the above, a Questionnaire covering the most
important aspects of TQM was designed and a survey was
conducted. (The methodology used to identify the needs,
evaluate the status and prove that the hypothesis could
easily be adopted by any other country or organisation
throughout the world.). The survey offers a variety of
experiences, techniques, approaches and solutions to any
reader who wants to follow the same path for research.
In Chapter 2 the TQM concept (its meaning, evaluation
and applicability) is introduced through a literature
search and discussion of related topics such as history,
quality Gurus, quality systems, tools, techniques, etc.
Chapter 3 details the research design and methodology
steps, and
and includes the formulation,
adopted
techniques which have been followed in the preparation
of the questionnaire. The design and formulation of the
questionnaire were very much assisted by the information
and findings of the industrial studies of CMI, which are
outlined in detail in Appendix 2. The questionnaire was
given out to 60 manufacturing enterprises (10% of the
total manufacturing population and 16% of total gross
financial output) over a period of nine months.
This is followed by illustrating the methodology which
A
was adopted to conduct the above-mentioned survey.
research study of this kind has never before been
conducted in Cyprus and its survey results are unique to
- 2 -

These results were mainly used for
the subject area.
the purpose of this thesis but were also presented to
for
plan
action
an
discuss
to
industrialists
improvements and to investigate a methodology which
could be adopted for the implementation of TQM by the
CMI.
computer
discusses
3
The last topic in Chapter
programming and customization for data analysis. The
to accept
program (SPSS) was customised in such a way
and analyze the results and findings of the survey.
All answer codes, explanations and results are presented
in a numerical summarised form in Chapter 4, to assist
the evaluation, findings and
stage
later
a
at
recommendations.
results,
quantitative
Chapter 5 includes all the
This chapter addresses
findings and recommendations.
the eight important aspects of TQM which have been
included in the survey. The chapter discussion is based
All
on the quantitative answers to the questionnaire.
the discussions and answers by industrialists to qualitative questions are summarised briefly in Chapter 6.
Chapter 7 summarises and outlines the findings and the
with
together
survey,
the
of
recommendations
conclusions. It also offers recommendations for further
outlines the parameters that should be
and
work
considered if implementation is decided upon.
TQM is important for small countries like Cyprus with
limited resources, technology, shortage of workers, etc.
There is a need to upgrade manufacturing sectors through
productivity and quality in order to become and remain
better
with
achieved
be
This can
competitive.
utilization of the existing resources and by adopting a
new philosophy after the needs and problems have been
identified and evaluated.

CHAPTER TWO
INTERNATIONAL QUALITY
GROWTH AND TQM: ITS MEANING,
EVALUATION AND WORLDWIDE APPLICABILITY
2.1 INTRODUCTION

Interest in quality is growing worldwide. Customers and
users are becoming more and more demanding. They are no
longer willing to accept inferior quality. Citizens are
also insisting that the public sector improve the
quality of its services.
A recent survey of the American Society for Quality
of
Control (ASQC) conducted in the United States
America, Japan and Germany (among others), identified
quality as consumer's top or second priority after
Therefore this chapter is
[Ryan J. 1991].
price
meaning,
its
of
investigation
an
dedicated to
evaluation, and worldwide applicability.
"Total Quality Management" (TQM) is a generic term for
the modern approach to quality. Several attempts to
define TQM have led to many interesting discussions.
Some definitions of TQM are given below:
"TQM is a cooperative form of doing business that relies
on the talents and capabilities of both labour and
and
quality
improve
continually
to
management
productivity using teams" [Jablonski J. & Hartman P.
customers'
"TQM is continually satisfying
1990].
requirements at lower cost, achieving total quality by
harnessing everyone's commitment (customers, suppliers)
in the organisation" [Smith S. 1990].
Total quality is one of many "cultures" (attitudes,
management style, leadership, way of thinking) which may
A culture
be exhibited by a business enterprise.
- 4 -

determines the way in which staff successfully carry out
their work.
Many company cultures have arisen over
years speaking about change. Changes for the worse can
be achieved overnight; changes for the better can take
years [Millan R.M. 1990].
Total quality is the company culture that allows quality
goods and services to be provided at the lowest cost.
TQM's objective is to achieve
Total
Quality
by
harnessing everyone's commitment.
2.2

BRIEF HISTORY AMD DEVELOPMENT OF QUALITY

Before mass production, the craftsman was responsible
for the manufacture of a product and at the same time
controlled the quality of his work. That period was
known as "Operator Quality Control" [Feigenbaum A.
V.
1983].
That was followed by the "Foreman Quality
Control" period where a supervisor was assigned to
oversee
the quality of the operators.
The first
full-time inspectors were employed during World War I.
The 1920-30s saw the creation the "Inspection Quality
Control".
"Statistical Quality Control" (SQC),
was widely used during World War II.

the

fourth

stage

Statistical Process Control (SPC) was first introduced
by Deming in Japan in the early 1950s as an integral
part of management control.
During the 1950s the concept of Total Quality Control
(TQC) was introduced in western countries by Feigenbaum.
He saw TQC as a management tool that would improve
product design and quality and also reduce operating
costs and losses.
Kauru Ishikawa was one of the first to introduce TQC in
Japan during the period 1950-60. He defines TQC as "A
- 5 -

company-wide management tool that makes high quality
goods and services, for the most important competitive
edge
now and in the future" [Ishikawa K. 1985].
Feigenbaum adds another element to this definition "....
which allow for full customer satisfaction" [Feigenbaum
A.V. 1983].
L.R. Chase in an article in the booklet "Winning with
Quality"
[1989],
illustrates
very thoroughly the
differences between western and Japanese organisations:
"Japanese businesses have spent over 30 years pursuing
quality. Japanese companies in the 1950s and 1960s
created total quality organisations. After 'perfecting'
customer-driven management methods in the
domestic
market, they entered global trade with devastating
effects.
Within a
decade
Japanese
manufacturers
dominated US markets in motorcycles, cars, washers,
cameras, pianos, robots and photocopiers. Now Japan has
more than a 50% share of world trade in over 30 separate
product fields.
US industry spent most of the 1970s in
turmoil.
Originally, companies did not understand the problem.
They started 'crash' product development programmes.
Massive cost reduction followed.
Work forces were
slashed
by
up
to
50%,
plants
closed,
and
capital-intensive,
factory automation projects were
initiated.
They
attempted
to
graft
Japanese
manufacturing 'secrets'.
At the same time Japanese
competitors
continued
to
expand
by
producing
inexpensive, reliable products which the American public
wanted".
Developing countries, especially in the Far
East,
attempted to duplicate Japanese economic success by
stressing quality. Companies in Taiwan, Singapore, Hong
Kong and South Korea were particularly quick to adopt
quality manufacturing practices. This is clearly shown
by the total quality time line illustrated in Figure 2.1
- 6 -

[Smith S. 1990].
European companies have been slow to learn the quality
Automotive manufacturers began implementing
message.
quality programmes in the late 1970s. Since then, the
quality revolution has spread to their suppliers. More
recently this has been adopted by other sectors of the
service industries. "The recent
and
manufacturing
Quality
for
formation of the European Foundation
Management is now sending a clear signal to the US and
Japan. Europe is determined to gain global markets by
manufacturing and selling only quality products" [Chase
L.R 1989].
Japantotal quality

1980
1983
1985

USA
Pacific Basin
Hong Kong,
S.Korea, Taiwan
Europe

1990
Developing countries
Egypt. Mexico, Brazil.
China

Figure 2.1

Total Quality time line
illustrating year of adoption

There are many differences between Quality Control (QC)
activities in Japan and those in the US and Western
Europe. They were developed within a framework of
different societies and cultures. Ishikawa elaborates
these differences in his book, "What Is TQC" [Ishikawa
K. 1985].
Quality control regulated the quality of the product.
But what about the product's durability and integrity?
covering these aspects is product
discipline
The
assurance. Product quality assurance is concerned with
quality, performance, aesthetics, reliability, safety,

economy, integrity, etc. [Carrubba R.E.
1988].

&

Gordon

D.R.

TQM represents a fundamental shift from previous systems
(QC, TQC). The systematic analysis, preplanning and
blue-printing of operations remain essential, but the
external
focus switches from a process driven by
controls through procedure-compliance and advancement,
to a process of habitual improvement, where control is
embedded within and is driven by the culture of the
organisation.
"In TQM a customer orientation is achieved through
continuous quality improvement" [Foster M. 1990]. D.M.
Lascelles and B.D. Dale [1991] in the article "Levelling
out the future" they identify six different levels of
They invite
Total Quality Improvement (TQI) adoption.
managers to consider the six levels and place their
organisation at one of these levels.
Continuous improvement and change are not enough. They
do not guarantee the complete transformation of a nonquality company to a systematic and consistent quality
Gibbs, who
There should be a metamorphosis.
company.
has devoted his "Quality Newsletter" to TQM training,
argues in his cover letter that the new word which
should be used is "morphing". "Tom Peters could speak
about a passion for morphing also. TQM could be Total
Quality Morphing" [Gibbs K. 1992].
As mentioned earlier TQM is a concept with different
approaches, views and implementation procedures. This
is also stressed by an International Quality Study,
conducted in the four leading countries, the US, Japan,
Germany and Canada where each country has adopted its
approaches to quality management [Bemowski K.
own
1991]. They have their own views on what customers are
looking for, with respect to product and service quality
[Ryan J. 1991].

In his article "Australian TQM model"/ Turwell Ch.
[1991] proposes a broad TQM framework to help overcome
Australia's
unique
implementation
barriers.
The
Australian culture is very different from that of
America and Japan.
The European Foundation for Quality Management developed
and adopted its own model, which has been used by
several European countries.
Figure 2.2 expresses graphically the principles of the
European Model developed for the European Quality Award.
Processes are the means by which the organisation
harnesses and releases the talents of its people to
produce results. In other words, the process and the
people are the ENABLERS which provide the RESULTS [EFQM
Guidelines 1992].
"'

''i> Tr."-

LEADERSHJP

--.--• -,:--;;---•-.•-

PEOPLE SATISFACTION

PEOPLE MANAGEMENT

' *^"* "' OtfSl lf~V f CTPATPf'V'

. •,-.;"

•

PROCESSES-

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

IMPACT ON SOCIETY

i\co^UR\-Co .

ENABLERS
Figure 2.2

BUSINESS
- RESULTS

RESULTS
The European TQM Model

This model has been used to address the basic principles
and concepts of TQM in Europe.
2.3

THE TQM CONCEPT

TQM is both a philosophy and a practical working process
for companies committed to growth and survival.
To
support this process, TQM is guided by seven basic
principles, as follows [Smith S. 1991]:
* The approach

Management-led

* The scope

Company-wide
- 9 -

*
*
*
*
*

The
The
The
The
The

scale
philosophy
standard
control
theme

:
:
:
:
:

Everyone is responsible for quality
Prevention not detection
Right first time
Cost of quality
Continuous improvement

A total Quality Management organisation is one
totally committed to quality, which:

that

is

FOCUSES ON: -Continuous process improvement
-Everything as a process as well as the
results
-The use of scientific methods/techniques
-Perfection as the goal
-Customers
-Prevention versus inspection
-Mobilize expertise of work force
-Fact-based decision making
-Feedback
-Right first time
THROUGH

:

-Universal participation - everyone
-Everywhere
-Individual and teams

RESULTING IN-Customer satisfaction
-Exceeding expectations
-Image
-Productivity
-Cost reduction
-Certainty of operation
-Morale
-Teamwork, unity
-Improved management
-Satisfied customers
FOR:

Internal and external customers
[Jablonski R.J. & Hartman P.
Eng. 1988, Price F. 1984]

- 10 -

1990,

Lucas

Any company in any sector can follow this path and share
their success, provided its management considers quality
and meeting customer requirements as major issues. TQM
is a never-ending route leading to the creation of a
Quality company. The first steps are the hardest.
Deciding where and how to begin are so difficult that
many have failed to apply TQM. This stagnation is so
common that it has been given the name "Total Quality
The process for applying TQM in practice
Paralysis".
consists of four phases, summarised below [Smith S.
1990]:
I
II
III
IV

Diagnosis and preparation
Management focus and commitment
Planned improvement
Review, reinforce and re-start

three factors that dictate how a TQM
are
There
organisation functions and how that organisation is
These have been described variously as
perceived.
or
Culture, Structure, Systems [Lucas Eng. 1988],
People, Policy & Strategy, Resources [EFQM 1992] or
People, Systems, Tools. The EFQM European model is
similar to the one followed in the UK. The model which
will be adopted in this thesis is shown below in Figure
2.3, conforming to the UK model.

TOTAL
QUALITY
MANAGEMENT

CULTURE
PHILOSOPHY
ATTITUTES
EDUCATION
LEADERSHIP

Figure 2.3

TAGUCHI
SPC
PARETO
FMEA
QFD
DPA
etc

QUA.POLICY
QUA.MANUAL

The TQM model adopted
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Success comes from the right balance between these
factors, which should be supported as outlined below.
PEOPLE/CULTURE: The combination of company values and
management style, and employee attitudes and reactions
to these values supported by training and education,
motivation and leadership - not management.
SYSTEMS: Format procedures related to organisation,
policy, strategy, communication, implementation, review
and improvement. Above all, the essence of the system is
to say what you do, do what you say, and be able to
prove it.
TOOLS/TECHNIQUES

FOR

QUALITY

IMPROVEMENT:

All

the

scientific methods and
tools
that
support
the
decision-making through facts and data. These quality
assurance techniques (e.g., statistical process control
(SPC), Taguchi methods, QCs, etc.) tend to be used
mainly by technical experts but also by shop floor
operators when they have been trained [Lucas 1988, Hundy
B. 1991].
2.4.

PEOPLE/CULTURE - QUALITY GURUS

More than anything else, what distinguishes a total
quality company from an ordinary one is the way its
staff think and act, i.e., the value that employees
place on quality of performance in every activity and
what they do to improve the quality of their work and
product to satisfy the customer's requirements.
A
company only lives because it has customers. A quality
company lives for its customers. Culture is the set of
attitudes that people at work share with each other
[Lucas Eng. 1988].
A recent survey by Develin & Partners found that the two
greatest difficulties in introducing TQM were [Seddon J.
& Jackson S. 1991] .
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a) achieving cultural change and,
b) changing management behaviour.
Every aspect of the organisation influences culture:
[Seddon J. & Jackson S. 1991, Lucas Eng. 1988]
-

The company's mission
The company's technology
Organisation structure
Organisation systems
Management values or philosophy and management style
Training programmes
Strategic goals
Leadership

Changes in culture will only result from making a
coherent set of changes in all
aspects
of
the
organisation. Therefore, structures and systems must be
designed to reflect the company's mission and values.
Most quality management theories can be traced back to
the ideas and philosophies of a group of distinguished
men, often referred to as "Gurus", because they form a
cornerstone of quality management theory and culture.
The overall major messages and philosophies of the Gurus
are consistent, varying in details.
Dr W.A. Shewhart, F.W. Taylor, Dr W.F. Deming, Dr T.M.
Juran, K.Ishikawa, P. Crosby, A.V.Feigenbaum, T.Peters,
Dr G. Taguchi, M. Imai, T.Ohno, S. Shingo, C. Moller, T.
Peters are considered the most important persons in the
field of quality, in the last 100 years [DTI 1991].
A brief review of the philosophies of five of the
leading quality "Gurus" together with the views of T.
Peters
are
presented
below and summarised in a
comparison table (Table 2.1) page 18 [DTI 1991, Timmers
G.J. & Wiele T. 1991, Angeli I. & Smith J.A 1992],
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2.4.1 Crosby

Philip B. Crosby is one of the quality gurus, who has
developed his own distinctive approach to Total Quality.
A
former corporate vice-president and director of
quality at the ITT corporation, he established a Quality
College
in
Florida, USA in 1979, to spread his
philosophy.
Crosby uses a disciplined and highly structured approach
which is not solely product-oriented, but is based
entirely on "prevention" and readily applicable to any
enterprise.
With his four "absolutes" of quality management, Crosby
provides a well-defined road map for attaining a new
management quality commitment and culture programme. A
well structured approach, which demonstrates how the
culture
can be changed and a process improved, is
provided through the
14-step
Quality
Improvement
Process [Crosby P. on Quality video 1979].
Because of his focus on changing the management culture,
Crosby's approach is clearly a top-down process.
The approach and main doctrines of Crosby as well as
the other five gurus in the field of quality management
are summarised in a comparison table (Table 2.1).
2.4.2

Deminq

Dr William Edwards Deming is an American statistician
and business consultant. He worked at Western Electrics
and in March 1950 went to Japan. Deming spent 30 years
contributing to and leading the Japanese economy out of
the devastation of war to become the dominant industrial
power of the 1980s. He was, and still is, a national
hero in Japan. The most prestigious National Quality
Award, "The Deming Prize", carries his name. Now, in
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spite of his age, he is still
over the world.

delivering

seminars

all

Deming's philosophy is as much about management style
and leadership as about the practice of quality itself.
Through his 14 points of management obligations and
management commitment he removed the major roadblocks to
quality improvement, started the renaissance in quality
attitude and promoted a participative management style
[Walton M. 1989].
In her book, "Deming Management method", M. Walton
[1989] reviews Deming's seven deadly diseases
and
obstacles, many of which are so serious as to be fatal
to an organisation unless corrected. Deming is as much
a part of Total Quality Management today as he was 30
years ago. His teaching is as vital as ever [Deming
W.E. 1982, Deming Video].
2.4.3

Feigenbaum

Feigenbaum is a strong advocate of the "Total Quality
System" approach. He argues that because any single
activity can create a quality problem, there is a need
for integrated and continuous control of all activities.
The Total Quality system should offer customers the
quality they seek [Truscott T.B. & Turner T.B. 1986].
He also states two organising principles for quality:
"Quality is everybody's job" and "Everybody's job tends
to become nobody's job".
Feigenbaum argues that, from the organisation's point of
view, for quality programmes to be maintained they must
comprise a systematic group of quality disciplines which
are continuously coupled with buyer/ customer needs.
The need for integrated high level control is of
primary, rather than secondary importance [Feigenbaum
A.V. 1986].
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2.4.4

Ishikawa

Kaoru Ishikawa is a Japanese chemist who graduated from
He studied statistical
University in 1939.
Tokyo
methods in 1948. His work contributed to the recovery of
Japan's economy.
Ishikawa has long been considered one of the world's
foremost authorities on quality control. His practical
methods have helped literally thousands of companies including IBM and Ford - to turn out higher quality
products at much lower costs.
The main issues of his methodology include involvement
of all employees in all stages of decision making, use
of quality circles for problem solving and extensive use
stages
all
of statistics and Quality Control at
[Ishikawa K. 1976].
In his book, "What Is TQC, The Japanese Way" [Ishikawa
K. 1985,] he states 14 points of difference between
Japanese experience and western experience. Although
the Japanese adopted ISO 9000 in 1992, they used their
own QC method to achieve their present status. These
points, as stressed and explained by Ishikawa, show how
the Japanese management style has proven more effective
and successful compared to their western counterparts
[Ishikawa K. 1985].
2.4.5

Juran

Dr. Juran is one of the most well-known gurus in the
quality scene, worldwide. He first visited Japan in
1954 and delivered seminars to top managers explaining the
role they had to play in promoting QC activities.
He emphasised that QC should be conducted as an integral
part of management control [DTI 1991]. He reiterated
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that QC is a tool for management, which
establishment of Total Quality Control.

ensures

the

He breaks quality tasks into two distinct categories:
breakthrough, and control.
He
also
divides
the
problem-solving effort into two journeys: a journey from
symptom to cause and a journey from cause to remedy.
The first is the more difficult [Quality Magazine 1986,
Truscott T.B. & Turner T.B 1986].
One of the latest theories for management of quality is
"The Juran Trilogy". These three managerial processes
or schemes are Quality Planning, Quality Control and
Quality Improvement [Juran J.M. 1988].
Similar
to the other gurus, Juran emphasises the
importance of QC in setting goals for improvement,
providing training, and monitoring and recording the
progress in achieving those goals [Juran video 1989].
Dr Juran suggested nine steps/stages as a road
Quality Planning [Juran J.M. 1988].
2.4.6

map

for

Tom Peters

Tom Peters is best known for his emphasis on customer
orientation. He is the writer of the international
best-seller, "In Search of Excellence", published in
1982, followed by, "A Passion for Excellence", published
in 1986. He explores the art and science of management
through discussion of leading companies with records of
long-term
profitability
and continuing innovation.
Superior
customer
or
client
service,
constant
innovation, and full use of the abilities of every
company employee, combined with leadership, are the
three secrets of long-term excellence [Peters T. &
Haterman H.R. 1982, Peters T. & Austin N. 1986].
Peters argues that the heart and soul of the whole
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* Zero defects

CROSBY

* Cost of quality
Def: conformance to
requirements

*
*
*
*

Hidden factors
Slogans
Management culture
Process model

DEMING

*
*
*
*
*

Process orientation
Use of statistics
Drive out fear
Reduction of variation
All one team

*
*
*
*

Total quality system
Design quality in
Customer orientation
Quality programs

*
*
*
*

Use of statistics
Quality circles
Involvement of employees
Quality control

*
*
*
*

Management involvement
Quality planning
Quality control
Quality improvement

Def: has no meaning except
the definition
that you give it
FEIGENBAUM
Def: is everybody's job

ISHIKAWA

Def: conformance to
customers requirements
JURAN

Def: fitness for purpose

PETERS

Def: is about care, people,
passion, pride,
consistency, eyeball
customer

* Quality has always paid
* Learn to love change
* Managing by wandering
about
* Leadership
* Training and retraining

Def: Definition of Quality
Table 2.1:

A comparison of the gurus
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concept of leadership is "Managing by Wandering About"
(MBWA). He also stresses that "Quality Has Always Paid"
and "We Must Learn To Love Change" [Peters T. video
1990]. Like the other gurus Peters has his own 10 points
of quality, similar to the others but with more emphasis
on management and training [DTI 1991],
2.5

SYSTEMS

A supplying organisation wants to install and maintain a
own
its
strengthen
will
that
system
quality
competitiveness and achieve the required product quality
in a cost-effective way.
In addition, in the contractual situation, the purchaser
is interested in those elements of the supplier's
quality system which affect the supplier's ability to
produce consistently the product or service to its
requirements, and the associated skills [BS 5750 Part O
1987]
2.5.1

ISO 9000 Quality Systems Series

"The International Standards Organisation (ISO) Quality
Assurance series is a harmonizing standard with a
consistent
for
framework
comprehensive systematic
application. It is not a product specification standard
but a management system standard, which demonstrates how
quality is applied and shows that it can be done
consistently every time" [BSI video 1992]. According to
that standard, quality equals fitness for purpose and
meeting the agreed specifications. Its purpose is to
ensure that the product or service is under the control
of a system that will ensure customer satisfaction.
ISO 9000/EN 29000/BS5750 dictates how an organization
can establish, document and maintain an effective system
that will demonstrate to potential customers that there
is a commitment to quality and an ability to supply
- 19 -

their quality
needs.
"Right-First-Time", and
this system.

The
guiding
principle
is
everyone has a role to play in

The quality management system originated during World
War Two, when ammunition suppliers realized that it was
very difficult to test all products. As a result, they
found a system to supply quality products.
BS 5750 was the first Quality Assurance System for
Quality Management developed from NATO-AQAP (1968), Def.
St. 05-2 (1972), BS4891 (1972), and BS5179 (1979).
It
was first published in 1979 and in 1989 was
integrated with ISO 9000. ISO 9000 was first published
in 1987.
ISO 9000 and 9004 are advisory in nature, whereas ISO
9001-9003 constitute a three-level series of Quality
assurance
standards:
Quality
Systems for Design,
Development, Production, Installation and
Servicing
(9001),
Production
and Installation (9002), Final
Inspection and Test (9003). The series are accompanied
by ISO 8402 "Quality Vocabulary" and BSI 6443 (1981),
"Quality Costs" [Angeli I. 1992 (A)].
The importance of these quality standards is stressed
everywhere by leading organisations and institutions:
"It is a necessity you cannot live without, especially
those seeking to trade with Europe" [Mulder J.R. 1991,
Sawin D.S. & Hutchens S. 1991, BSI Q.A]. Among the 91
countries belonging to ISO, 42 countries reply in a
survey that either they use ISO 9000 or have an
identical and fully equivalent national standard [ISO/
CASCO Report May 1991]. Sixteen
thousand
British
companies received an accreditation certificate in 1990,
180 companies in Switzerland in 1991, as well as some
other EC countries.
According

to

George

Lofgren [1991], the Japanese were
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expected to adopt the ISO 9000 series as Japanese
national standards by Autumn 1991. (According to a
recent ISO/CASCO report Japan has adopted ISO 9000 as
from
January 1993.).
In the US the majority of
certification bodies have already adopted and used
quality systems standards compatible with EC processes
[Subhash C.P. 1991].
The certification process required by the EC involves
on-site assessment and subsequent registration. The
average time for certification can vary from 12-24
months.
Every six months there is a Quality Audit to verify that
the standard is implemented correctly.
In general the role of the audit function is to act as
an
extension
of
management
by
monitoring
performance,
identifying
anomalous
performance,
reporting their findings and verifying the effectiveness
of corrective actions [Arter R.D. 1989],
2.6

A COMPARISON OF THE SYSTEM. THE PHILOSOPHIES OF THE
GURUS AND THE TOOLS

By
combining
the
three major components of TQM
(elaborated previously) in a matrix form and using a
powerful tool (Quality Function Deployment (QFD)), we
can share some important and useful conclusions [Angeli
I. & Smith J.A. 1992].
To accomplish the above-mentioned task an exercise was
conducted that compared the
requirements
of
the
International
Quality
Assurance
Management System
Standard ISO 9001 (SYSTEMS; see Figure 2.3) with the
philosophies of five of the leading quality gurus,
namely: Crosby, Deming, Feigenbaum, Ishikawa and Juran
(PEOPLE).
This was achieved by constructing a QFD
matrix (TOOL) see Figure 2.4. The correlation between
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the respective philosophies of the gurus is presented
and analysed in the matrix representing the "roof" of
the "house of quality".
The entire procedure and
exercise is detailed in Appendix l.A. A short summary
of the conclusions is given below:
A)

ISO 9001
points

requirements

in

comparison with gurus 's

From Figure 2.4, it can be seen that:* Not one of the five gurus covers
all
requirements.
* All the guru's points are not covered by
standard.
* Crosby's and Deming's points are more related
ISO than those of the other gurus.
* The most important ISO requirement stressed by
gurus leading to success of a quality business
as follows, in rank order:
a) Management responsibility
259
b) Training
88
c) Process control
65
d) Statistical techniques
52
e) Quality system
37
f) Internal quality auding
33

ISO
the
to
the
are

B) Comparison of the Gurus Points
* The Guru's points consist of 119 similarities
* Crosby and Deming have the greatest number of
similarities with the rest of the gurus.
* They all stress management responsibility and
commitment.
2.7

TOOLS/TECHNIQUES FOR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

2.7.1

Introduction

In

a TQM environment most staff and employees should be
- 22 -

to
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Figure 2.4

80.STAT1STICAL TECHNIQUES
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13.CONTRGL OF
14.CORRECT1VE ACTIQN
15.HANUUNQ PACK,.DELIVERY
16.QUAL1TY RECORDS
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154

INSHIKAWA

The QFD House, ISO 9001 + Quality gurus
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128

CORRELATION
BETWEEN
GURUS •

T
0
0
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ready to become actively involved in a task force for
in teams and using
working
improvement,
quality
communication skills. It is at this stage that the
appropriate training tools and techniques offered by
This is where the
professionals may be called for.
philosophies of the so-called "Gurus" find their place:
"Institute modern methods of training on the job"
(Deming's 6th point) or "Employee Education" (Crosby's
8th point).
Quality improvement tools, when accompanied by proper
and implemented using self-directed work
training,
teams, enable companies to attain dramatic increases in
productivity and product quality. They help people in a
particular section or even from diverse areas in the
company to work together more efficiently. This enables
the company to compete more effectively with foreign and
domestic rivals.
2.7.2 The Tools/Techniques
Some of the most important tools/techniques and skills
for quality improvements are now explained briefly.
1. 7 Basic Tools

The seven basic tools are summarised below [Walton M.
1989, Ishikawa K. 1976], and are outlined in Figure 2.5,
page 26.
A. Cause and Effect Diagrams

Also known as the "fishbone" diagram because of its
the Ishikawa diagram, named after its
or
shape,
originator. It represents the relationship between an
"effect" and the possible "causes" influencing it.
B. Flow Charts
These

are

pictorial

representations of a team working
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towards improving a process, which show all the steps of
that process.
C. Pareto Charts
the most commonly used graphic
among
are
These
techniques. These are sorted vertical bar graphs which
priorities for action and to
determine
to
help
distinguish between the important few and unimportant
many.
D. Run Charts
These are perhaps the simplest of the statistical tools.
They display observation points over a specific time
period.
E. Histograms
These are used to display the frequency of an event and
to present the distribution of data values.
F. Scatter Diagrams
study
to
These are diagrams used
relationship between two variables.

the

possible

G. Control Charts
These are charts that control and analyse a process.
statistically
with
charts
time-ordered
They are
determined upper and lower control limits on either side
of the process average (e.g., X, R, moving charts and
attribute charts p f np, u, c).
2. Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
QFD
Since

was developed in Japan by Toyota in the late 1970s.
then

its

use

has
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grown

very

rapidly;

Cause and Effect
Materials)

(Machines

SEVEN
HELPFUL
CHARTS
Pareto Chart

Flow Chart

1003

20

10

25%

Parameters

Run (Trend) Chart

Time

Histogram

Measurement

Control Chart

Scatter Diagram

UCL

Measurement Time

Figure 2.5

Variable 1

Seven helpful charts
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simultaneously it has realised a competitive advantage
in quality cost and timing [ASI 1989].
"QFD is the most powerful approach to product/process
design and strategic running of a business which employs
a collection of tools to highlight where engineering
effort should be expended and, just as importantly,
where not to invest time and money. In many respects it
has parallels with FMEA (i.e identify elements-sources
of problem, relative severity of problem, add up points,
score and focus on priorities) in its ability to help
engineering
determine where quality technology and
effort (e.g., Taguchi methods) should be applied" [Lucas
Eng. 1988].
Driven
QFD is also known by the terms, Customer
Engineering and Matrix Product Planning [ASI 1989]. The
whole concept is based on a sequence of operations to
translate the voice of the customer into the final
product (or service), with a basic tool, the house of
the QFD.
3. Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
The definition of FMEA is "the study of the potential
failures that might occur in any part or a system, to
determine the probable effect and results which are
ranked in order of seriousness" [BS 4778 1987].
FMEA was first developed over 60 years ago and was
adopted by the Aerospace industry during the 1960s. The
technique can be applied to both the design and to the
manufacture of components, processes and for systems
improvements [Lucas Eng. 1988].
4. Statistical Process Control (SPC)
Statistical Process Control has been available for many
years, and has been adopted by most large manufacturing
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companies. However, it also has a major role to play
service companies.

in

"SPC is a method which gives confidence that components
produced are within tolerance, without having to measure
every component. It is also associated with machine
capability and with the theme of controlling
the
process, NOT the product, and is a form of feed-forward
control" [Lucas Eng. 1988].
Some charts of SPC are average and range control charts,
for
variables,
charts for attribute data, charts
p,np,c,u. Charts detailing moving average, moving range
and short-run SPC have been recently developed.
5. Taquchi Methods

Taquchi Methods are an off-line quality engineering
approach, which complement on-line quality
control
systems such as SPC.
It follows application of FMEA
procedures and is used when a
particular process
element requires an in-depth attack using experimental
methods [Millan R.M. 1990].
A Taquchi experiment minimizes the number of experiments
required for each variable when searching for the
OPTIMUM combination [Lucas Eng. 1988].
The Taquchi methods not only contribute to the design of
experiments but also to the interpretation of Loss and
tolerance design. "The quality of a product is the
(minimum) Loss imparted by the product to the society
from the time the product is shipped" [Taquchi G. 1986].
6.

Poka Yoke

This practice is widely used in Japan where the word
"poka yoke" means fool-proofing. It involves designing
parts with marks, signs, slots, sockets, key ways, so
- 28 -

that they
knowledge.
components
1988].

with limited
can be correctly assembled
It might prevent incorrect assembly of
and eliminate defective products [Lucas Eng.

7. Just In Time (JIT)
Just in Time, which is not strictly a quality tool, is
an operating philosophy/technique which has as its basic
objective the elimination of waste. This is a continuing
and perpetual focus.
"This methodology allows an organization to improve
product
improved
via
competitiveness in business
quality, reliability of delivery, and reduced product
costs. All of these can be achieved with positive cash
flow due to the release of capital allowed by the
reduction in stock levels" [Lucas Eng. 1988].
8. The Kanban System
"Kanban" literally translated, means visible record
is generally taken to mean a card.

and

Toyota's Kanban system (one of many) uses a card to
signal the need to deliver more parts and another card
to signal the need to produce more parts. "The key
feature, is that in Japan, the cards act as a system to
pull work through, in contrast to western systems,
including Materials Requirement Planning (MRP), which
push work through" [Lucas Eng. 1988].
9. Departmental Purpose Analysis (DPA)
Departmental Purpose Analysis
assists departments to :
A) Align

their

objectives

with

mission
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(DPA)

the

is

a tool which

overall

company

B) Clarify customer and supplier relationships
C) Establish measures of performance [Lucas Eng. 1988].
Departmental quality can be defined as how well a
department as a whole meets its own and the outside
world's bottom line and "beyond bottom line" demands and
expectations [Holler C. et al. 1988].

10. Quality Circles fOCsl
formed
Quality circles are small teams which are
voluntarily by people employed in similar jobs. They
have regular 30-45 minute long meetings to identify and
solve work-related problems (usually quality) [Ishikawa
1976].
11. Zero Defects (ZD)
a quality
The doctrine of Zero Defect, which is not
tool but a well-structured approach, was first developed
by Philip Crosby 20 years ago.
The idea is to achieve a Zero Defect rate. Any company
which is prepared to accept a 5% or even 1% rate of
defects in its products will not succeed in today's
The only acceptable level of defects is
marketplace.
zero [Crosby P. 1979 , Skapinker M. 1986].
12. Skills Levelling
"Skills Levelling is an approach to servicing a Total
Organisation (TQO) with simpler employment
Quality
to
They are organised in relation
arrangements.
changing tasks and not fixed jobs, are resourced by
people able to express the full range of their personal
skills in relation to tasks, and have a fair reward
structure in which the dominant factors are the level of
personal skills and performance" [Lucas Eng. 1988].
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13. Management By Wandering About (MBWA)
This is a technique used by managers for communication
with internal
customers,
external
customers
and
suppliers*Tom Peters suggests that 75% of managers' time
should be spent on wandering-walking around to express
their interest in people and to "naive" listening.
Through this leadership and constant innovation managers
should listen and protect the views and ideas of their
employees, teach them through questions and take care of
their people, ideas, views, etc.
[Peters T. & Austin N.
1986].
2.7.3.

Quality Tools Summary in a Matrix Form

Figure 2.6 summarizes the quality tools and concepts
mentioned previously and their range or application in
a typical manufacturing company. Many of these can be
equally well applied to the service industry [Hundy B.
1991, Angeli I. 1992 (B)].
Each matrix, representing a particular tool/technique
consists of two elements: The USER (vertical axis) and
the AREA/SECTION (horizontal axis).
The user axis is divided into four levels of people:
Director, Managers, Technical and Operatives. The area
axis is split into three sections of a company: Sales &
Marketing, Development & Design and Manufacture.
By

drawing vertical and horizontal lines, starting from
a particular point in the boxes of a matrix, the reader
can
identify in which area a particular tool is
applicable and by whom. Strong or weak relationships
between the user and the area are specified by the
symbols used (donut = strong, circle = weak). With this
methodology the answers to the following three questions
are demonstrated at the same time: Which tool? In what
area?

and By whom?
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
3.1

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES SURVEY - QUESTIONNAIRE

3.1.1

Introduction

A survey was determined to be the best method to
identify and evaluate the current problems and needs of
CMI.
In this chapter the steps and methodology which
have been adopted to carry out the survey will be
explained. Included also are the design and contents of
the questionnaire which was used for the industrial
survey.
3.1.2

Questionnaire Formulation

According to various authors and references [Camp C.R
1989 f Hague N.P. 1984, Levey C.D. 1991], the best method
of conducting a survey of this nature is to produce a
questionnaire which is completed during a personal
interview
between the interviewer and the company
representatives. This was the approach adopted by the
author.
A draft questionnaire was prepared and its contents were
discussed
with
senior
representatives
from
the
Department
of
Statistics, the Industrial Training
Authority (ITA), the Cyprus Chamber of Commerce
and
Industry (CCCI) and Cyprus Standards Organisation (CYS).
The draft questionnaire was reviewed by the above bodies
in January 1991 and their ideas and comments were
incorporated in the final document. One should bear in
mind that the majority of the recommendations to come
out of the study will be implemented through these
bodies. A list of the persons who were interviewed or
- 33 -

asked to comment on the questionnaire is attached as
Appendix 3. This questionnaire is unique in its nature,
as it is the first of its kind in this country
quality
and
TQM
survey
formulated specially to
standards.
form of the questionnaire was largely
final
The
influenced by the techniques devised and used by L.R.
Chase [1989], B.C. Dale [1991], C.R. Camp [1981] and the
Questionnaire Censuses [1984]. Appendix 2 contributed
the
of
preparation
in
information
valuable
questionnaire.
The questionnaire was written both in English and
to ensure maximum participation in this exercise.

Greek

A pilot implementation of the questionnaire, surveying
15 enterprises, was conducted over a period of 45 days.
pilot study enabled the author to test the
This
the
of
reliability, suitability and effectiveness
questionnaire and proceed with the formulation of the
final questionnaire.
Changes suggested by the manufacturers were incorporated
into the final questionnaire [Stowell M. & Smith H.S.
1991].
Changes were suggested on 5% of the questions and
certain new questions were added. Improvements were
made regarding response methodology, options, and the
suitability of certain questions.
the above
incorporating
questionnaire
final
The
This was the
amendments is shown as Appendix 4.
vehicle for the whole study.
3.1.3
A

Questionnaire Key Areas

survey of TQM literature [Yearout L.S. 1991, Lakewood
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Research 1990, Benchmark Partners 1991, Bottomley C. &
1991, Dale E.G. 1991] reveals that
J.
Darlymple
questionnaires are widely utilized. Surveys that intend
to evaluate/measure quality levels, identify customers'
needs or implement TQM, follow the same structure. This
questionnaire was formulated so that it could be used
within any manufacturing unit throughout the world.
It includes all aspects and concepts of TQM: Systems,
All the parameters contained within
Tools, People.
The
those three concepts were explained in Chapter 2.
those parameters through 105
covers
questionnaire
different questions.
questionnaire

The
1)

is

divided

into

three

sections:

Inputs-general characteristics (structure, culture,
suppliers, etc.)

2) In-house Quality activities,
inspection, control, etc.)

(design,

techniques,

3) External Quality activities (customers, training, QC,
etc. )
The sections relate closely to Crosby's Three Plate
Analogy, (suppliers-me-customers) [Crosby's video]. The
sequence of the questions and activities parallel the
sequence of a real production line. It's design recalls
Deming's flow diagram (Incoming materials - Process Outputs) [Deming W.E. 1982].
The

framework

of

the questionnaire is shown in Figure

3.1.
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Page 1: Title
Page 2: Director of studies, supervisors, Advisors, Sponsor
Page 3: Cover letter
Page 4: TQM Picture
Page 5: Confidential data (Name, Address of respondent), Characteristics
of enterprise (for official use)

SECTION I

SECTION II

SECTION III

GENERAL

IN HOUSE QUALITY

EXTERNAL QUALITY

CHARACTERISTICS

ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITIES

G) Design Stage

L) Customers

H) Machines

M) Total Quality

A) Characteristics of
Enterprise

B) Organisational structure

Process

Capability

Management

C) Company Culture

I) Optimization

N) Training

D) Departmental Purpose

J) Manufacturing Stage

O) EC and Cyprus

E) Suppliers - Inputs

K) Inspection

P) Quality Costs

F) Quality Associated

Q) General
Questions,

Activities

Comments,
Suggestions

Figure 3.1

Questionnaire Key Areas
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3.1.4

Selection of Companies - The Sample

The size of the sample and selection of enterprises were
of vital importance: These questions were addressed in
Appendix 2 where the Cyprus manufacturing fraternity was
examined.
According to the 1986 Census of Industrial Production,
6,656 enterprises were registered. It was decided to
interview enterprises employing more than 10 workers,
which reduced that number to 669 enterprises (for the
five investigated sectors).
As this number was still
too large, an eventual sample of 60 enterprises was
investigated (see next page).
The enterprises were
carefully selected from catalogues (see points 2,3,5
next
paragraph) to ensure accurate and consistent
results.
By selecting a representative sample the
findings
and
recommendations can be expanded and
generalized to
include
the
entire
manufacturing
population.
The
selection of the enterprises was
assisted by the following:
1. The findings and recommendations of Appendix 2
2. Membership catalogues of Cyprus Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (CCCI)
3. Membership catalogues of Employers and Industrialist
Federation (EIF)
4. Recommendations of senior officers of CCCI and EIF
5. Census of Enterprises 1989
The purpose and objectives set at the beginning placed
three
major restrictions in the selection of any
enterprise. Therefore, the 60 enterprises selected in
accordance with above had to fulfill the following three
criteria:
a) Suitability and capability for implementation of TQM
b)
Belong
to one of the five major sectors of
manufacturing industry and
- 37 -

c) Similarity and compatibility with EC competitors.
These three restrictions reduced the number of eligible
companies to a list of 150 prospective enterprises.
100
survey
to
was
Although the initial target
enterprises, the sample size was reduced to 60 for
reasons explained in section 3.2.4, page 40. All other
parameters (location, sector, size of enterprise, etc.)
remained unchanged. The final sample of 60 was then
selected from the above list at random and was as
follows:
a) Sample size: CLOTHING
FOOTWEAR - LEATHER

13
13

Enterprises

FOOD-DRINKS PROCESSING 14
14

METAL INDUSTRY

6

FURNITURE

60

TOTAL

b) Enterprise size (no. of employees)
Enterprises with 10-50 Employees
Enterprises with 50-100 Employees
Enterprises with 100-above Employees

Interview 33%
Interview 33%
Interview 33%

c) Exports: [Industrial Statistics 1989-1990].
Enterprises exporting to the UK, Greece
were preferred (EC countries absorb

and
the

Belgium
largest

volume of Cyprus exports).
d) Distribution: [Industrial Statistics, 1989-1990]
The

number

of

enterprises

interviewed

in

each

district were in accordance with the actual total
number of enterprises located in those districts.
Nicosia district
Limassol district

65%
20%

Larnaca district

15%
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e) Persons interviewed in rank order of preference

1)
2)
3)
4)

Quality Engineers
Person responsible for Quality
Owner - Director
Production Manager

3.2

METHOD OF CONDUCTING THE SURVEY

3.2.1

Questionnaire Administration Method

As mentioned previously, the best method of collecting
data and
information is through personal interviews,
especially when conducted by the researcher.
This
approach (which has been adopted) is the best, with two
major disadvantages: I) It is expensive and timeconsuming,
II)
It is valid only insofar as the
researcher does not lead or guide the interviewees in
their answers.
The
reaction
among senior officers of Industrial
Training Authority (ITA), statistical departments and
some manufacturers, was that only a few enterprises
would answer a large and specialised questionnaire
especially if were received through the mail.
The
majority
of enterprises (37) were personally
interviewed and the return mail method was used only in
cases
where
the company representative could not
allocate time for a personal interview
with
the
researcher on the day of the appointment and visit. On
those occasions there was
a
small
introductiondiscussion between the two parties followed by a request
to forward the completed questionnaire (return mail
method).
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3.2.2

Before the Interview

The companies were selected randomly in accordance with
the restrictions specified earlier (3.1.4).
Prior to
each
interview there was a telephone conversation
requesting an appointment and explaining the nature of
the research.
3.2.3

During the Interview

All the interviews were carried out by the author at the
premises of the enterprises and consisted of
two
approaches:
a personal interview (62%) lasting on
average 84 minutes or a 30-minute discussion when the
interviewee could not allocate the minimum of one hour
on that particular date to answer the questionnaire.
This was followed by return mail method (38%) specified
on the SPSS spread sheet with statement "By hand".
The
interviewees
were
mainly
Owner/Directors
(27%), Directors (26%), Production Managers (39%) and
Quality personnel (10%).
The average
questionnaire

time
required
to
respond
to
the
was approximately 84 minutes, but in many
cases, the interview lasted more than 3 hours due to
extensive
discussions.
Discussions
either
were
recorded, or notes taken
at
the
back
of
the
questionnaire, and were used in the preparation of
Chapters 5 and 6.
As a general comment, the
experience,
knowledge,
information and benefit received from the survey was
enormous.
Some
of
this
information
and
these
experiences will be shared in Chapter 6.
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3.2.4

After the Interview

upon completion of each interview the
Immediately
Further
computer.
answers were entered into the
analysis was also made on notes and recordings, to be
used in Chapters 5 & 6 (Findings and Results).
After the completion of the first 25 questionnaires a
This
printout with all the answers was prepared.
printout appears under files FREQ1A and FREQ2B on the 3
A second printout was
1/2" diskette enclosed (Dl).
prepared after all 60 enterprises had been interviewed.
This is listed under files FREQ2A and FREQ2B (Appendix
5).
Comparing these two printouts, it appeared that they
were almost identical, with only small fluctuations.
the
That comparison led to the decision to stop
interviews of more companies since the only difference
would be in the sample size and the statistical error.
3.2.5

Accuracy and Statistical Error of the Survey

The accuracy and the consistency of the
are shown below.

data

collected

According to the statistics book [Damianou Ch. & Coutras
M. 1987], it is very difficult to measure the error of a
qualitative survey, such as the one executed. The
statistical error and the confidence interval were
calculated in an attempt to ascertain how accurate the
survey was.
According to N.P. Houge [1984], "in most industrial
samples selected from a large universe, 50 companies
would be considered a minimum and 200 is an acceptable
sample size."
The accuracy and the consistency of the answers given by
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the interviewees were tested with an additional method.
In three enterprises two questionnaires were given to
two different persons (related to quality activities) at
different times. The answers of the two persons were
compared.
The results reveal that either the answers
were identical (in the majority of the answers) or the
choice selected by the second person was only one choice
before or after the selection of the first respondent.
But statistical error with respect to sample size can be
measured more accurately using the following simplified
formula [Johnson R. & Battacharyya G. 1986]:

E =

(Z a/2)
__-_ (l)
2 Vn

where

E = sampling error
n = sample size
Z a/2 = denotes the upper a/2 point
standard normal distribution
=

So

of

the

1.645 for 90% confidence interval, i.e.
For a = 10%.
(from standard normal
distribution tables)

n = 60 from previous chapter
Z a/2 = 1.645

substituting

So

there

to formula (1)

is

an

error

E

=

probability 90%.
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10%

with

confidence

OR the results are 90% accurate with an error of ±10%.
Comments
In spite of the fact that the questionnaire was very
lengthy all the questions were answered by the majority
of the interviewees (95%). There were only a few cases
where they did not understand the question or could not
answer it, due to lack of knowledge or information.
3.3

COMPUTER PACKAGE CUSTOMIZATION

3.3.1

Introduction

In this section the selection,
entry method will be analysed.
3.3.2

programming and data

Package Selection

Difficulty was experienced in selecting the computer
package to analyse the data from the survey. This was
due to the large size of the questionnaire which
included 105 questions (232 entries into the computer).
The following packages were available in Cyprus, which
were related with the requirements of the thesis:
Lotus 123,

D-base, SAS, SPSSPC +, SMART.

The Cyprus Government Statistical Department uses SAS &
SPSS/PC+, ITA uses SPSS/PC+. After consultations with
was
senior officers of the above bodies, SPSSPC+
selected as the most suitable for the questionnaire.
This was available at the Higher Technical Institute
(HTI) computer department.
SPSS/PC+ is a very
information analysis

powerful statistical package and
system compatible with a wide
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It
selection of mainframe and personal computers.
brings increased power and flexibility to the field of
statistical and reporting software. This package is 7.8
Mb called SPSS/PC+ version 3.0 [SPSS/PC+ 1991].
This package is commonly used for large questionnaires
of this nature. It includes the data entry menu which
includes logic commands, certain protections against
mistakes, accurate definitions, etc. It also has the
capability for cross-tabulation, graphs, statistical
information, etc.
3.3.3

Computer Programming

Upon formulation of the questionnaire, the computer was
programmed to accept and analyse the results of the
survey (answers/choices of the questionnaire).
All the variables were first
followed by the definitions of
commands, etc.

defined and specified,
ranges, rules, logic

The programming and data entry were accomplished through
The entire programming,
the DATA ENTRY II sub-menu.
case
every
for
inputs
232
includes
which
necessary
commands
all
contains
(questionnaire),
to protect the user against typing mistakes, choices,
etc. The steps followed are summarized in Appendix 6.
The computer programming and data entry customization
processes lasted 3 1/2 months and were completed in
April 1991. The computer was then ready to accept the
data (answers of the questionnaire).
The computer was programmed to be used by and accept
The
data from anyone with basic computer knowledge.
questionnaire, as mentioned earlier, is applicable for
any country if accompanied by the customized computer
program. Any modifications can be carried out easily to
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meet the specifications and requirements of the user.
3.3.4

The Start File

The START file was specially developed so that the
survey results collected by any researcher can easily be
entered into the computer users or operators with no
background on the package. The batch file was created
to enable any user to get into SPSS in order to input or
modify data. The customization was designed to warn or
give information to the operator when something was
mistakenly entered or inconsistent. The operator can
work either on an individual case form, or, by pressing
F10, work on the whole spreadsheet showing all the
questions and cases. The START file is included in the
3 1/2" diskette attached at the end of the thesis as Dl.
3.3.5

Data Entry

Immediately upon the completion of a questionnaire the
answers were entered into the computer.
The capacity of the data-entry memory depends on the
number of questions, length of answers and number of
cases. The whole questionnaire contained 105 questions
with 232 variables.
The answers were split into two
files because there was insufficient memory to accept
the whole working form.
Appendix 5 shows all files related to this thesis on the
attached 3 1/2" diskette (Dl).
Further manipulation with the (DATA ENTRY II) sub-menu
is also possible through the layout of this menu
[SPSS/PC+ 1991]. This can be accomplished by accessing
Data Entry through the START batch file.
In spite of the fact that inputting data is very easy,
each case requires 40 minutes to transfer all answers/
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choices into the computer
variables for each case.

due to the large number of

After completion of the data entry, the answers were
ready for further data processing. The analysis, results
and recommendations are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
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CHAPTER FOUR
PRESENTATION AND EXPLANATION
OF QUESTIONNAIRE ANSWERS
4.1

RESULTS PRESENTATION

The purpose of this chapter is to explain and display
the answers to the questionnaire survey in a tabular,
numeric form.
Having entered all the data into the computer and using
All Bar Command", [SPSS PC+], a 400-page
"Frequency
printout resulted, with all the information needed for
results (question no., question
the
of
analysis
description, value labels, frequency, percentage, valid
percent, cumulative percent, missing cases and bar
charts of the answers). A sample page of the computer
printout is attached as Appendix 8 to show how the
information was presented.
The computer results were further analysed and examined.
Based on the computer printout, a table containing the
The table
answers to the 105 questions was prepared.
and the explanation of the answers are detailed in the
be
would
it
Without this table,
next section.
impossible or very difficult to create the bar charts,
or proceed with the analysis of 400 computer printout
This table and the research results were given
pages.
to all participating enterprises who answered positively
to question 99 and to 40 delegates who attended the
half-day results presentation seminar on 25 November
1992. Research results were also presented by the author
on Cyprus TV (Channel 2, 5 February 1993) on the program
"Financial World".
4.2

PRESENTATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE ANSWERS

The

sample

page

attached

as
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Table

4.1

(next page)

presents for consultation all the answers/choices of the
questionnaire in actual and percentage numbers. One
entire
the
should cross-reference the answers of
attached as Appendix 9 with the
table
five-page
corresponding question on the questionnaire (Appendix
4).
OUESTIQN

ANSWERS-CHOICES

HISSING

ACTIV

1

C:fl3^22%

F:(14^23%

LF:fl3^22% M:fl4^23%

LOCAT

2

A:(39^65%

B:fl2^20%

C:f9)15%

FORM

3

COOP:(1)2% PRIV.LTD:(35)58% PUPLIC:(2)3% SEMIG.:(1)2%
SHARE CO: ( 20^33%

EMPL

4

9-19:(6)10% 20-49:(12)20% 50-99 : (23)39% 100-199: ( 15)25%

WF:f6MO%

0
0
1)
0

200-500: (5^9%
OUTP$

5

MILL. POUNDS UP TO; 0 . 5 : (7 ) 12% 1:(10)17% 5:(28)48%

(9)15%

17:(4m
CODE N06

C:(13^22%

F:(14^23%

LF: ( 13 } 22% M: f 14 ) 23%

BY HAND: ( 23^ 38%

WF:(6MO%

STUD.:f2U%

NAME

7

ANGELI:f 35^58%

TITLE

8

Q.ENG:(4)7% Q.PERS:(2)3% OWNER: ( 16 ) 27% DIREC: ( 15) 26%

0
0
0

PROD. MAN: (23^39%
9

A:(13^22%

B:fl4)25%

C:fllU9%

D:f22^35%

OMANU 10

A:(11U9%

B:f24^41%

C:flOU7%

D:(14^24%

ST.COM11

Y:n4^57%

N:(26143%

OBJ.CO12

A:^27^80%

B:f6M8%

C:(l\3%

13

A:(16)27%

B:(l)2%

C:(8)17%

F:fll2%

H:(18^30%

Y:fl8UO%

N:f42WO%

W.O.P

RESP

O.SYST14

D:0

0

E:(15)25%

(43)72%
0
0
0
0
0
0

O.SYST14B O.A.STAN: (5^8% UNDER LIC.:(3^5% OTHER:f9U5%
O.OBJ 15 A:^22^37% B:f37^62% C:fl^2%
MAN.C016

A:f54^90%

B:r518%

OBJ.

17

A:r37^62%

B:(23)38%

ILOP

18

Y:f39^65%

N:f21^35%

ALOP

19

Y:fl7l28%

N:f43)72%

DEP

20

A:f38l63%

B:(16^27%

DPA

21

Y:fl3^22%

N:M7^68%

APL

22

Y:f51l88%

N:(7U2%

A:f5^8%
RECOR 24* A:(42)70%
F: f45^75%
SUPP 25 A:f5^8%

VIS

23

C:(1^2%

C:f6UO%

0

r2m

B:flOU7%
B:(49)82%

C:f45W5%
C:(52)87%

D:(31)52%

B:fl2^20%

C:fl4l23%

D:f29H8%

Table 4.1

0
0
(26U3%
(1)2%

E:(59)98%

Questionnaire answers
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0
0
0

4.3

CODES, EXPLANATION, EXAMPLES

In this section the meaning of each symbol and column of
survey
Table 4.1 (part or appendix 8: Summarised
results) will be explained in detail, accompanied by
examples. This is to assist anyone who wishes to
analyse or understand the results of each individual
question.
4.3.1

Explanation of important codes
Appendix 8

of

Table

1

and

Definitions:
Valid Percentage : Valid answers only; total 100%
Actual Percentage : Valid answers + missing cases = 100%
Codes:

(no.): Number of times this choice has been selected out
of 60 questionnaires (frequency).
no.%: The above number (frequency) converted into actual
(%) or valid percentage.
The
Question label and number.
numbers and letters shown are the
as those used as variable
same
labels in the computer frequency
distribution printout.

QUESTION:

(after

Question

*)

The
question.
: Multi-answer
one
more than
answer contains
All numbers (answers) are
choice.
given in actual percentage.

(after Question %) : All numbers (answers) are given
actual percentage.
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in

ANSWERS;

(A,B,C ..... or 1,2 , 3 ...). Answers
or choices selected by interviewees
during the survey. The same letters
or numbers were used as choices on
All
Questionnaire.
actual
the
numbers (answers) are given in valid
percentage total 100% (neglecting
missing cases)

MISSING:

Missing cases or invalid answers.
The number (1) and the percentage
no. % are always given in actual
percentage, i.e., out of 60 cases or
100%, which is the total population.

4.3.2

of

Examples illustrating the meaning
and, number of table 4.1
usual case.

Example 1:

symbol

The majority of answers were given in this form.

MISSING

ANSWERS

QUESTION

each

(no.) Number of times selected
(Frequency, total 60)
51 + 7 + 2 = 60

APL

22

Y : (51)

88%

N: (7)

12%

~(2)

3%

Question

Question

Valid answers converted into

% of missing cases

Label

Number

valid percentage total 100%

out of 100 of

\ /
Both from

88 + 12 = 100

computer
printout
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actual percentage

Example 2:

After word question a % symbol.

All answer numbers were

given in actual percentage

QUESTION

ANSWERS

MISSING

Number of times selected
(Frequency total 60)
9+4+4+ 43 =60

SYST 32A%

CONTINUOUS: (9) 15%
3-12 MONTHS:

OFTEN: (4) J7%

(43)

72%

(4)

Actual percentage, total 100%
15 + 7 + 7 + 72 = 100 (Rounded)

Example 3:

After word question an asterisk * symbol.

Multiple answer

question (more than one answer).

QUESTION

ANSWERS

MISSING

Number of times each choice was
selected, more than 60

CREQ 76*

As (12) 21%

B: (8) 13%

C: (39) 57%

D: (38) 63%

E: (3)

F:

3%

/
»

(6) 10%
f

Actual percentage of each choice,
more than 100%
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(2)

3%

CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION OF QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter will summarise the results & findings of
quantitative assessment/questions and will present them
in most of the cases in a graphical form followed by
Related
and recommendations.
analysis
discussion,
answers were grouped together under ten topics (e.g.,
systems, culture, suppliers, etc.) which comprise the
These topics are
most important parts of the thesis.
the same as those dealt within the questionnaire.
Some answers were grouped together in a graph form to
show their common characteristics. For uniformity each
topic follows the same methodology:
a) Presentation of the results-finding in a graphical or
numerical form,
b) Discussion based on the results and interviews,
c) Recommendations related to that topic. The letter Q
followed by a number, either on top of graphs or in the
text (e.g., Q. 51), indicates the questionnaire question
related to that graph or text.
5.2

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

This is a report on the survey conducted by the author
between March 1991 and December 1992, covering 60 Cyprus
manufacturing enterprises from the five largest sectors,
(Clothing 13, Food and Drinks processing 14, Leather &
Footwear 13, Metal Industries 14, Wood and Furniture 6
(Q.I)). These enterprises, primarily private 58% and
share-holding 33% (Q.3), were located all over the
island, mainly in industrial estates near the large
- 52 -

towns: Nicosia 65%, Limassol 20%, Larnaca 15% (Q.2).
The gross financial output in monetary terms of these
enterprises is 146 million Cyprus pounds, 16% of total
gross output of manufacturing (Q.5), employing 5544
workers (Q.4), 11.4% of total manufacturing employment
[Industrial Statistics 1990].
Something vitally important for continuation of this
thesis is to assess whether the first part of the
hypothesis set in the Introduction is true or not. "It
is considered that the Quality standards
of
CMI
fall short of those of other competitor countries".
Before proving the hypothesis it is necessary that two
questions be answered:
1.
What is the opinion regarding joining the EC? 100%
answered Yes (Q.94).
2. Does CMI trade or have plans to start trading with
the EC?
58% of CMI is trading with the EC and another
31% is planning to start (Q.93).
In addition to the
above question figures show that out of 190 million
pounds of manufacturing products, 112 million pounds are
exported to EC countries [Economic Report 1989].
Having a positive answer to the above, the hypothesis can
now be proved through Figure 5.1, where it is seen that
41% responded that the quality of Cyprus products is the
same as EC products, while 59% gave a negative answer
(Q.97).
The results are even worse on Q.96 where only
12% answered that CMI is ready to join the EC; 41%
answer that CM! products have the same quality levels as
their European counterparts and
approximately
46%
believe that Cyprus is ready to join the EC.
Both answers have approximately the same percentage.
Prior to joining the EC many prerequisites must be
- 53 -
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fulfilled (systems, banking, etc.)/ including quality.
Question 97 assumes that investment in quality is needed
and Cyprus is on the right track.
It is assumed that Cyprus will continue to trade with
European countries. EC customers are interested in both
high quality and low prices, but place more emphasis on
quality.
It is therefore necessary to proceed to an investigation
of how quality can be achieved and implemented at lower
cost. The above statement is verified by a recent
gallop poll conducted by ASQC surveying German, American
and Japanese consumers, where they were asked what they
were looking for in foreign goods.
Consumers rank
quality as the first or second requirement [Ryan J.
1991].
Having proved the first part of the hypothesis, the
thesis will proceed to investigate the second part: "To
address this deficiency, if it is true, it is considered
that CMI should invest in Quality Systems at all levels,
according to the requirements identified, spanning from
simple Quality Control to Total Quality Management".
5.3

SYSTEMS

To the important question, "Do you have a written
quality policy" (Q.9), only 22% claim that they had a
written policy or manual.
Another 35% answered that
they had one, but not written. Figure 5.2 shows almost
the same percentages (even worse) regarding quality
manuals (Q.10).
It was found however, that only 5% of the companies
could provide documents to support their claims.
A
cross-tabulation of the results reveals that only large
companies working under licence have quality manuals.
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Figure 5.2.: Quality Systems
(Answers to questions Q9, Q.10, Q.13, Q.14

Q13 WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR QUALITY
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KYES BUT NOT WRIT. (35,6*)

Q9 WRITTEN QUALITY POLICY

Y:YES (30.0H)

B:NO (41.OK)

A:YE3 (19.0K)

This is because somebody is assessing their quality
system (Q.14) and because they also employ a Quality
Engineer (Q.13).
(Q.ll) have a committee for
The fact that only 57%
clear
no
have
(Q.12)
Quality matters, and 80%
objectives, puts them in a disadvantageous position.
From the above it can be concluded that only a few
companies (5 to 20%) have or use written instructions,
and very few are using Quality Assurance Standards (none
use ISO 9000) (Q.14). At this point the ancient Chinese
"If you don't know where
wisdom is self-explanatory:
you are going you will certainly end up in a wrong
place".
It is the responsibility of CYS and the CCCI to inform
Cyprus manufacturers about the importance of standards
Without them they will never
and quality systems.
achieve the standards required to enter the EC after
The message which should be passed through not
1992.
only for those trading with the EC countries, is clear:
Without systems there can be no methodology regarding
and
how Quality is perceived, executed, monitored
maintained.
The author believes that small countries (or even large
ones) should concentrate on updating their Quality
laboratories and pay attention to the implementation and
placing
than
assessment for certification, rather
emphasis on preparing standards, which is a laborious
process. They can use ISO or BS or DIN Standards, which
accepted
available for years and are
been
have
more
and
Cyprus government,
internationally. The
specifically CYS, should take measures or implement a
necessary
system which will provide CMI with the
facilities for testing and certification. This could
easily covered by the EC-3rd financial protocol (Grant
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of 15 million ECU).
Lack of standards, or having standards without providing
means for testing and certification, produces the same
Producers are not required by any standard to
effect.
deliver according to certain requirements and customers
do not know or are not able to recognize if a product
So the only
complies with requirements or standards.
basis for judgement in Cyprus is price; Quality is not
easily detected or identified.
5.4

CULTURE - PEOPLE

Culture - attitudes - behaviour are vital to CMI. These
are the starting points for change. These are the most
difficult and time-consuming, and give no quick results.
This is where Cyprus has the biggest problem.
The problem is not clearly demonstrated in Figure 5.3
(People, Culture), because it is an attitude problem.
The majority of the discussion period and the comments of
Q.105 were spent on people and culture. During that
discussion manufacturers had a tendency to affirm that
The problems lie
"all is well" with their company.
outside, and everyone else is to blame. The results of
the four questions (Q. 15, 16, 17, 20) look to be
The questions touched only the surface;
encouraging.
the main purpose was to stimulate the interviewees to
in a discussion. The majority of the
participate
problems (findings/discussions) will be explained in
That chapter
Chapter 6 on Qualitative Assessment.
and
quality
to
contains all key issues related
the
in
included
not
were
which
productivity
questionnaire.
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Figure 5.3: Questions related to people-culture
(Answers to questions, Q.15, Q.16, Q.17, Q.20)
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0.17 PRODUCT CLEAR OBJECTIVES TO ALL

The four major problems and characteristics of the
Cyprus society are written below. If it is decided to
proceed with any implementation towards upgrading CMI
with relation to quality these four characteristics must
be very seriously considered.
a.
b.
c.
d.
5.5

CULTURE (Attitudes, behaviour, ethics, etc.)
SYSTEM (Structure, position, titles, etc.)
DEPENDENCY ON POLITICAL PARTIES
UNIONS' SUPERPOWER
SUPPLIERS

The majority of the suppliers are located in EC countries
(52%, Q.26), followed by the local market (25%). This
factor is very important because there is a great
dependency on foreign raw materials, especially from the
EC. Quality materials exist and Cypriot manufacturers
must demand those through exact specifications and
acceptance procedures.
Figure 5.4 shows that the majority of companies have
more
than
10 suppliers (Q.25) and 70%
have no
"suppliers assessment system" (Q.32).
This
places
Cypriot manufacturers at a great disadvantage: they have
not the means to assess the best and the most suitable
supplier for their company. This deficiency could be
overcome if the suppliers conform to a particular
standard
or
to
a
quality
system
(ISO 9000).
Unfortunately this is true for only 30% of enterprises
(Q.14) which conform to a particular local product
standard but not ISO 9000.
Without an assessment system qualitative judgement for
the quality delivered by the suppliers is impossible.
That is why manufacturers rarely (68%) or never (32%)
change suppliers (Q.27).
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Figure 5.4: Questions related to suppliers
(Answers to questions, Q.28, Q.32, Q.25)
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The materials supplied are currently checked before
(Q.29, 53%) and after storage (Q.31, 86%), while 15 20% have no system. When this occurs and without longterm supplier assessment records (Q.32), it is very
quality of materials
the
identify
to
difficult
There should
especially after a long storage period.
always be a measurement of performance: it should be
recorded, analysed, and then improved.
Some of the answers given by the interviewees were
conflicting or did not accurately represent the true
This is shown in Q.32 where
image of the company.
of companies answered positively that they
15-20%
possesses an assessment system but when they were asked
to state or explain the system around 70%, could not
answer the question (Q.32A, B).
5.6

QUALITY ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES

5.6.1 Quality Activities

In Cyprus, quality is not given the importance it
deserves, or may be covered or combined with other
factors, such as upgrade the CMI, increase productivity,
marketing, etc.
This is proven in Figure 5.5, which specifies what type
of records a company maintains and where they are kept.
The bar chart indicates clearly that records are kept in
Records for quality
areas where money is involved.
customer
SPC,
(productivity,
activities
related
complaints, quality costs, etc.) account for 20-40% or
less.
Record keeping is vital for performance measurement.
Without accurate records enterprises cannot judge where
The importance of records is also a
they stand.
requirement of the ISO 9000 Quality Systems series,
referenced in clause 16 [ISO 9000 pt.l].
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QUALITY ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES
KEEP RECORDS FOR
-99-
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS:

A:Performance E:0utput production
B: Absences
F: Production parameters
C: Shortages
G: Maintenance
D: Defectives
H: Investments
Figure 5.5: Quality-Associated
5.6.2

I : Productivity
J:SPC
K: Gust. Complains
L: Quality Costs
Activities

Inspection

Failure rates or defective percentages under normal
conditions come under inspection
activity.
Those
figures are valid only if they have been identified and
calculated through intensive inspection, sampling and
SPC.
The figures shown in Figure
5.6 regarding
failures and defectives are empirical , extracted from
the experiences of the interviewees. It is worthwhile
to mention that the majority of the interviewees argue
that
they
are within the "acceptable limits" of
defective components 1 to 3%.
Who defined
those
"limits" it is unknown and is in conflict with ZD. Is
believed it is a matter of culture and misleading
information .
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Figure

5.6:

Failures and defectives figures (Y axis:
How many failures falls within a region, X
axis: Regions of % failures)

The figures for failures and defectives (Figure 5.6
Q.49, 71,71A, 72) averaged from 3 to 5% are the only
figures which have been detected or identified. Thirty
five to 40% the enterprises could not give even an
empirical
answer
(missing cases).
A small scale
experiment conducted by the author in two enterprises
where SPC was implemented in a pilot study reveals that
the figures given in the questionnaire were well below
the actual figures, especially for scrap and internal
failures, before rework.
Forty percent of the enterprises had or were required to
have, their own testing laboratories (Q.68). Assistance
from government laboratories is available to these
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facilities, but their services are utilized in only 50%
of cases (Q.74).
Government Testing Centers or Laboratories function as
advisory
centers;
they
are
not covered by any
legislation, and are not tested or recalibrated.
They
are spread throughout the island resulting in the
associated problems of communication, administration and
coordination.
Under-utilized centers (e.g., the HTI
calibration laboratory) always cause problems such as
unwillingness for new investments, misleading, inaccurate
and unreliable measurements (manufacturers instruments)
due to lack of recalibration, training, usage, etc.
Every nation should invest, expand and encourage use of
testing centers. They are not productive units, but
they contribute to better quality, standardization,
competitiveness and productivity.
This process may be accelerated if these centres are
advertised, encouraged or become compulsory through a
standard. Especially if the testing or QC process
carries a mark or identification symbol, placed on the
product, which does not occur (80%) in Cyprus (Q.69).
This process could be supervised and monitored by the
existing scheme of factory inspectors.
As explained
earlier
regarding
quality-associated
activities (Chapter 5.5) there is a limited use of
resources, systems and techniques/tools (SPC).
To
address
this
deficiency,
factories
aiming
for
defect-free products use several workers at the end of
the production line or during the production process to
identify the defective products for either scrap or
rework. With this method and in certain cases, 100%
inspection and re-work is avoidable with all the obvious
repercussions
related
to
costs,
productivity,
competitiveness, etc. This is the existing practice,
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which is in conflict with Deming's 3rd point "Cease
dependence on inspection to achieve quality".
5.7

ON-LINE QUALITY

ON-LINE QUALITY
APPLY OR HAVE THE FOLLOWIMG
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Figure 5.7:
Answers related to on-line quality
TQM consists of three elements: Systems, Cultures and
Tools/Techniques.
Any healthy foundation must have the
right balance between these elements. Figure 5.7 (online quality) proves again that there is lack of
techniques methods usage and in certain
cases
a
technique or tool is completely unknown. As a general
comment more than 75% (Q. 38, 46, 53, 21, 33) do not
use, or know anything about techniques (Q. 50, 63, 66,
91).
If an enterprise is using the right systems and has a
positive culture but lacks the tools, it cannot proceed.
Conversely, if techniques are familiar to some members
of the company, improvements can be made even without
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Investing in
having the right system and/or culture.
techniques training, which is easy, will give fast and
productive results.
5.7.1

Design Stage

Strictly speaking there is limited design of products in
Cyprus, especially in the metal, furniture and food
industries. The majority of the products are produced by
copying or imitating other products. Quality is not
built into production or taken into consideration during
Around 50% argue that some analysis regarding
design.
quality problems is done but no records are kept (Q.41).
Although Taquchi methods (Q.50) FMEA (Q.38), QFD (Q.66)
are unknown techniques, their content and methodology
are somehow being taken into consideration (Q. 51, 39,
67). Analyses regarding quality problems are primarily
design stage (Q.44), but there are
made during the
cases (40%) where the western model is utilized, i.e.,
where the majority of modifications take place during
manufacture rather than design.
5.7.2

Capability

Process, machine and worker capability are important
They were always taken
to quality.
factors related
manufacturers.
seriously into consideration by the
Capability was measured by 28% of enterprises (Q. 46,
47) but without modern scientific techniques.
5.7.3

Optimization

Past experience, standard practice, trial and error,
change to certain parameters is the methodology utilized
by 70% of the enterprises in their attempt to optimize
Only 10-15% used statistics or a
their production.
statistical approach (Q.52) and 2% Tacquchi Experiments
(Q.50).
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It is obvious that limited scientific methods are used.
This is due to lack of training, limited awareness and
management participation, lack of encouragement for team
work and reliance on fire fighting.
5.7.4

Manufacturing Stage

cycle
manufacturing
All questions related to the
centered on techniques used, especially SPC. Only 35%
use SPC (Q.53) and among these only 40% keep records
(Q.53A). SPC without records equals inspection only, so
the original figure, 35%, drops down to 14%. When asked
to present sample charts, only 5 to 10% could produce
records. So, the more accurate figure is 5 to 10%. SPC
is applied mainly by companies that work under licence
or are requested to adhere to a standard.
The above statement can be also proven by Q.54 and Q.55
where only 15% to 20% understood something about SPC, or
Fifteen percent of the companies
could produce charts.
use SPC charts (Q.60, Q.61). This number is correct
because it matches the number found in the previous
paragraph. Generally the person responsible for entries
is the supervisor (37%) (Q.57).
It can be concluded that the process/production is not
systematically and everything depends on
monitored
When the
inspection (as mentioned earlier, 5.6.2).
process is out of control, if it is detected, the
production line is stopped (73%), or total inspection at
the end is adopted (40%), or the methodology is checked
(68%, Q.59). All these choices are both more costly and
more time-consuming than SPC.
The core of any manufacturing business, the production
process, is in chaos and must be reorganised by educated
At present, they spend their time
professionals.
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fire-fighting, fixing, rework, inspecting and detecting.
In Cyprus the majority of enterprises are not designed
for quality. There is limited professional personnel in
managerial positions especially in terms of quality
management (Q.13) and no vacancies seeking Quality
Efforts should concentrate on training,
personnel.
upgrading, improving and controlling the manufacturing
stage.
5.8

CUSTOMERS

Quality means "customer satisfaction". TQM focuses on
the customer. Examination of Figure 5.8 shows that the
customer is not very important or there is no systematic
and
needs
customer's
identifying
to
approach
satisfaction (Q.76, 79, 80).
Communication between customer and supplier is a vital
enterprise.
any
of
prerequisite for the success
Unfortunately the majority of products are produced in
(Q.76,
accordance with management decision, trends
Systematic visits to customers or the
Q.80), etc.
opposite (customers to the supplier) are limited to the
cases of serious quality problems. In most of these
through
with
dealt
are
problems
the
cases
correspondence.
This is seen in Q.77, which shows that only 34% of
enterprises keep records of customers' complaints and
among them only 10% have actual figures on complaints.
The figures are small because of limited communication
and coordination between the two parties.
It is suggested that suppliers should arrange regular
visits with their customers (after identifying them) to
discuss matters concerning quality, standard and special
requirements, specifications, standardization, capacity
and capability of their enterprises, quality problems,
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Figure 5.8: Answers related to customers (from where
manufacturers get information and feedback)
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techniques or methodology of production, new products,
by
answered
be
The same questions should
etc.
government officials in collaboration with CCCI and EIF.
When dealing with any customer, especially with EC
customers, it is a great mistake to start by saying
This gives the
is the Quality you want?"
"What
impression to the customer that Cyprus is offering
products with inferior quality. The correct statement
should be "We are offering this product which is of high
quality at this price" (but only if it is true) (Q.105).
5.9

TRAINING

"Training, Training, Retraining, Retraining": these are
Peter's words. In one of his speeches delivered to
CEOs in London, Tom Peters stressed again and again the
importance of training [Peter T. video]. Deming's 10th
point is "Eliminate slogans without providing the means
These "means" will be provided by
of doing it".
"Instituting training on job (Deming's 6th point) or
Education"
Quality
on
"Mount Training programmes
(Crosby's 8th point).
The CMI at present does not follow the philosopher's
orders regarding training. Question 84 proves that only
25% have considered or have instituted an improvement
was
question
That
personnel.
program to train
substantiated when they were asked if staff or foremen
Forty five
received any formal training on Quality.
percent of staff (Q.85) and 33% of foremen (Q.86) have
had this opportunity. When interviewees were asked to
give details, more than 75% could not answer the
question (Q.85A, 86A). It is obvious that there is no
adequate, formal on-the-job training. The only training
which is offered to the manufacturer's personnel are
by HTI, CPC, and other
organised
courses
short
all
for
There are general courses
institutions.
manufacturing sectors and personnel.
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The results shown in Figure 5.9 about willingness for
training indicate that management and staff are quite
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Figure 5.9:

B
ANSWERS
C
R5553 MANAG.WILL.FOR TRAIN. V//A WORKERS WILL.F. TRAIN.

Willingness for Training & Improvements
(Management willingness for improvements
(A)
and
willingness
for
training
(management (B), workers (C))

interested in training, (Q.87A), compared with the
willingness of the workforce (Q.87B).
This
small
deficiency could be overcome by adopting an on-the-job
training
program,
by
motivating,
rewarding
and
encouraging workers to get educated for their own good
and, by extension, the company's.
It is taken for granted that personnel are willing to be
trained [Crosby's video 1989]; there are plenty of
educational institutions, and there are professionals.
The secret is to match them correctly. There should be
the right course, for the suitable sector, with the most
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foreign
and
Cypriots
instructor.
appropriate
instructors should participate in courses, seminars,
conferences, etc.
Examination and study of Figure 5.10, on training
methodology and content, provides the means to transform
thought into action.
Cypriots are willing to participate in a short (2-3 day)
specialized course for different levels, lab work,
practice and on-the-job application (Q.88). They wish to
be guided through a specialised course and then shown
how to do it through "on-the-job application". What is
needed are an instructor, a coordinator and then a
facilitator to stand by their side and assist the
The
company to implement what it has been taught.
knowledge, experience and theoretical background of the
the
and
facilitator combined with the experience
familiarization with the needs of the company personnel
will give the best possible results owing to a correct
knowledge, experience, and theoretical
of
balance
background.
The practice of inviting experts and foreign consultants
is a good one, which is widely used. But it will never
solve the problems. Local personnel should learn from
these experts, and then act themselves in the capacity
of instructors and facilitators. The second step is to
Close
personnel.
manufacturing
training
start
supervision of the instructors by the experts will
assure the correct implementation at the beginning.
seriously
be
should
Experiment
Funnel
Deming's
the entire action plan should be
and
considered
carefully prepared.
A local supervisor is always in an advantageous position
because of his familiarity with the culture, attitudes,
behaviour and needs of his staff.
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TRAINING CONTENT AND METHODOLOGY
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Figure 5.10:

Training content and methodology

INDEX

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Separate course for staff-engineers
Separate course for supervisors
One course for everybody
A seminar
A short intensive course 2-3 days
A short course once per week (20-40 hours)
A short course once per week (40-60 hours)

8. A special course suitable for specific industries
only (e.g., textiles, shoes, clothing)
9. A general course suitable for all industries
10. A theoretical course with practice
11. A course with practice, lab and application
12. Special short courses for techniques (e.g., SPC
optimization methods, FMEA, etc.)
13. Individual visits to interested parties and
discussion of individual quality problems
14. A theoretical course with on-the-job application
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Manufacturers would welcome a
paid
expert
or
a
facilitator (Q.90), for a short on-site visit (Q.91) to
identify quality problems and advise them on how these
problems could be tackled.
Cyprus manufacturers realise their deficiencies and are
ready for discussion, willing to change things and
implement new methods (Q.104). The ground is ready for
training.
The implementation methodology should be
carried
out
by institutions with the
personnel,
equipment and means to provide the appropriate training.
Prior to that, there should be a masterplan of the
implementation methodology to
answer
the
crucial
questions, what, when, who, how.
This should be a
product
of
close
coordination,
and
after
the
establishment
of correct channels of communication
between interested institutions and parties (ITA, HTI,
CPC, CYS, EIF, .CCCI). This will break down the barriers
which now exist among these institutions and eliminate
the
possibility
of duplicating courses, rejecting
courses, doubling investments, working independently,
etc.
5.10

QUALITY COSTS

In section 5.2 the quality of Cyprus products was
compared with that of European competitors, and it was
shown that approximately 40% of Cyprus products are of
similar quality to those of EC countries, but at WHAT
COST? and for how long? If the prices of the 40% Cyprus
products keep increasing are
they
going
to
be
competitive in the near future?
Unfortunately there are no figures (or they have never
been measured in a systematic way) related to Quality
Costs,
as
specified
by the BS [BS 6143], e.g.
prevention, appraisal, lost opportunity, total costs
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(Q.98). Percentage figures were given only for failures
(internal and external) by 40% of the enterprises. These
figures
were not converted into money because as
mentioned earlier (5.6.2), these figures were estimated
or identified .only through experience.
There is no
systematic recording either through SPC or through
quality cost reports [BS 6143 pt 2]. It is obvious that
quality-related costs, appropriate to the organisation,
are not identified or monitored.
The above-mentioned brings us to the conclusion that a
business cannot run effectively without having quality
cost data and measurement of performance. In Cyprus
the total cost for every product is calculated without
including quality cost or is based on rough estimations.
This has an impact on the selling price which is either
low (loss to the company) because of underestimating
quality costs or high (against company competitiveness)
because an estimated percentage for quality cost, scrap,
returns, etc. is added to basic product cost.
5.11 GENERAL QUESTIONS

The feelings and reactions of those participating in
this survey were quite encouraging and interesting. In
spite of the fact that the questionnaire was very
lengthy, specialized and time-consuming, interviewees
enjoyed it and were very enthusiastic in answering all
the questions (more than 95% of the time). Interviewees
stressed that they learned a lot from the questionnaire
because a number of techniques, statements, and ideas
were unknown to them. They were especially interested
to learn that the questionnaire choices were formulated
in such a way to include the right or best answers in an
ascending order A right .... E worse. Due to this fact
the majority asked for a copy of the questionnaire and
almost
all
of them (97%) stated that they were
interested in the results and findings of the research
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(Q99)
It should be reiterated that never has a study of this
kind been conducted before in Cyprus (Q.103, 100%) and
the survey results are unique to the subject area.
The
atmosphere
of
the
interviews was friendly,
beneficial and
enthusiastic.
There
were
lengthy
discussions with Directors and on some occasions other
company representatives were invited to participate in
the discussions, which lasted up to four hours. As a
result of these beneficial discussions, relations for
future cooperation have been established. This explains
the
very
high
percentage
(91%)
of
company
representatives who trusted the researcher to advise or
recommend TQM
methods and techniques applicable to
their enterprises for the purpose of this research
(Q.100), or during any implementation stages.
One of the most important questions was related to the
establishment
of
the
first
Quality
Assurance
Institution/Organisation (QAI), and there were long
discussions regarding its status and content.
All
agreed (97%) that the establishment is a necessity
(Q.101)
and
70% stated that they will join the
organisation (Q.101, H) when it starts operating. There
were certain disagreements on the form/status of the
institution and who would be responsible. Figure 5.11
details the status of QA Institution. Analysis of figure
5.11 reveals that the government is not preferred as the
body responsible for that organisation. An independent
body is the most favourable choice, 38% (Q. 101 F).
This is how all QA Institutions operate throughout
Europe.
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STATUS OF QA. INSTITUSION
Q101 ESTABLISHMENT OF THE 1st Q.A.INST.

110
100

W
O

O

YES

NO

A

B

Figure 5.11:

Status of QA Institution

INDEX

Q.97: In favour of the establishment of the first QAI
A. To be semi-government

B. To be independent
C. To be a government department
D. Under CCCI
E. Under EIF
F. Independent with all the above

G.
H.
I.
J.

Belong to manufacturers
I am willing to be a member of that organisation
I am willing to be among the first
Other specifications
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It is both the government's and the industrialists'
responsibility to work together for the establishment of
a body/institution in which each one has a role to play.
This will lead to better communication and a single
It is beyond the scope of this research to
strategy.
outline the status of that body. What is essential for
this thesis is to outline and draw the structure of the
Institution/Organisation.
Assurance
Quality
first
Figure 5.12 shows the suggested structure of this
institution.
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oo
o

SECTOR 4
METAL/MECHANICAL

TRAINING/CONSULTANCY

Figure 5.12:

LINKED WITH OTHER
INSTITUTIONS/ORGANISATIONS

NATIONAL TESTING CENTER

Suggested structure of QAI

CYPRUS STANDARDS ORGANISATION

BDARD DF DIRECTORS AND REPRESENTATIVES

QUALITY ASSURANCE INSTITUTIDN

CHAPTER SIX
LISTING OF QUALITATIVE RESULTS

6.1

INTRODUCTION

This Chapter summarises all the qualitative key issues
related to quality & productivity which were collected,
noted, recorded and discussed during the
personal
interviews and are not included in the previous Chapter.
It also includes all the suggestions and opinions of the
respondents which were discussed upon completion of the
questionnaire (Q.105).*
Suggestions and opinions from non-industrialists are
also included. Senior officers from different reputable
institutions, such as ITA, CPC, HTI, CYS, Consumers
Association, and consultants were asked to comment on
the status of
Cyprus
quality,
productivity
and
competitiveness.
The structure of this Chapter follows the same as the
previous Chapter but with limited elaboration and no
priority.
6.2

SYSTEMS

Problems identified were:

Lack of standards for some sectors, i.e. hygiene,
safety, leather, etc.
For those
sectors
where
standards exist, that standard is very detailed with
too many requirements.
In addition there is no
equipment to test the standard requirements.
Each

company

has

a different policy, determined by
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managerial decision. There is no
or government policy.

uniform

industrial

- Shortage of CYS staff members. CYS now employs only 8
people. This number is very small in relation to the
size and activities of Cyprus. The ratio for European
countries is approximately 10-20 people per million
[ISO member bodies].

There is no connection with foreign data banks,
especially with the EC for directives, standards etc.
Some suggestions for change were:

- Requirements for joining the EC: Awareness, standards,
legislation, banking system, structure.
Cyprus
should be given on
- Adequate information
products, i.e., composition, use, units, contents,
etc.
6.3.

CULTURE-PEOPLE

Problems identified were:

(QMC: Quality Management
committees
many
Too
Committee, ACIT Advisory Committee for Industrial
Technology, ACDHP: Advisory Committee for Development
of Human Resources, ITDC: Industrial Technological
Development Committee) targeted for upgrading CMI.
All use a different methodology without coordination
and a strategic plan.
- The majority of decision-makers for industrial policy,
(They
financing improvement, are nonindustrialist.
officers, economists,
employees,
government
are
lawyers, politicians.)
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Allocation of money from the EC is subject to the
decision of subcommittees in different ministries.
For any problem the government tendency is to invite
a highly paid expert, to write a report and disappear.
No implementation, no responsibility.
Among the three organizations responsible for industry
(ITA, CCCI, EIF) there is no person responsible for
quality, standards, certification, etc.
Until now no vacancy, either in the government or the
private sector has been advertised seeking a Quality
Engineer, or any personnel related to quality.
Employment of women is low due to close relationship
with parents. No need for work. As a result they are
not seriously concerned with suggestions for Quality
improvements.
The educated (high school graduates), prefer to work
in the tourist industry, sales, insurance, etc. CMI
currently employs older, less educated workers, who
show limited interest in training, understanding,
cooperation.
Shortage of workers
causes
numerous
problems,
especially in districts where older people with low
productivity and physical problems are employed.
Due to nonexistent customer-supplier
agreements,
orders and deliveries suppliers are forced to deliver
products in short time against product quality, e.g.,
food products, etc.
Over-protection of certain local products, especially
agricultural
and
food
products
(e.g.,
milk,
juices, vegetables) has a direct impact on prices and
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competitiveness. Cypriot manufacturers are forced by
legislation to buy all local products or raw materials
at prices higher than those abroad.
With certain local products
used
for
further
processing or as raw materials there is monopoly or
oligopoly consign the price rises (e.g.,
Cyprus
refinery, Cyprus Forest Industry, etc.).
Only a limited number of government officials pay onsite visits to factories, to identify and discuss
individual problems with industrialists.
Managers and directors of mutual-related organisation
generally follow government policies and approach.
Money from external loans (e.g., EC protocol) is not
utilized correctly, under-utilized or invested in
other less productive sectors.
Shortage of workers.
Importing workers is not a
solution.
Better
utilization
of local workers
(through motivation) and machinery resources will
solve this problem.
No
awards,
productivity.

rewards,

prizes

for

Quality

and

Job hopping, workers' mobility, due to workers looking
for more money or wishing to start their own business
similar to the one they have been working in.
Jobs, savings, are converted into nonproductive
(e.g., precious stones, cars, houses, etc.).

units

"Cypriots are like a Drum, big voice and noise but
nothing inside" "Foreign industrialist".
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- There is always an
blame elsewhere.
- No professionalism.

excuse

for

everything.

Lay

the

Workers work 2-3 jobs to survive.

Cypriot manufacturers shifted from traditional Cyprus
products for which Cyprus was famous, to common and
easy money products (e.g., silk, perfumes, oils,
wines, etc.)
- There is a tendency to take advantage of certain
drawbacks of the system and the society as a whole.
Some suggestions for change were:

-

Provide motivations and benefits to married women to
increase the female working population and reduce the
labour shortage problem.

-

There should
employees.

be

special training courses for union

- Generalization in manufacturing sectors destroys or
levels down all individual trials. This should be
are
manufacturing
avoided (e.g. All workers in
unskilled).
6.4

SUPPLIERS

Problems identified were:

-

The quality of local raw materials changes daily due
to lack of legislation and weather conditions (e.g.,
meat, milk, citrus products, cement, leather etc.).
Wrong judgment or selection of suppliers destroys or
closes down some Cyprus manufacturing industries.
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-

All
materials
imported
from
abroad
carry
transportation and insurance expenses, which add extra
cost to the final product.

Some suggestions for change were:

- Ordering policy should be organised in collaboration
with CCCI to attain lower prices, certification, low
administration expenses, etc.
Orders
could
be
arranged on behalf of a group of industries using
common raw materials.
6.5

QUALITY ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES

Problems identified were:

- The promotion of Cyprus products and Quality awareness
is negligible. Cyprus Broadcasting Corporation (CBC)
could offer more on the above issues.
-

Everyone
discusses
and
addresses
management
techniques, while only a few speak about Quality.

-

Vacancies
for
managerial positions related to
manufacturing are primarily open
to
economists,
business management, lawyers. Engineers are wrongly
considered to be second-class degree holders.
The
government's
and
semi-government's
low
productivity and bureaucracy have a direct impact on
manufacturers, especially those dealing with exports
and imports (customs, licence, loans, investments,
etc.).

- High taxation on certain raw materials
and products
increases the final product price. This becomes worse
when money from a particular tax is
used
for
nonproductive purposes (e.g., Refugee fund, Defense
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fund, etc.).
- Lack of programming and bureaucracy in financing
policy make manufacturers reluctant to invest (e.g.,
CDB, laws concerning loans, oligopoly in banks, etc.).
Some suggestions for change were:

The formation of share-holding companies
or
a
consortia
[Industrial Strategy 1986] will reduce
individual capital investments.
This will benefit
individual companies from investing in high technology
machinery, will reduce duplication, and provide full
utilization of machinery.
It will reduce costs and
increase quality and productivity.
- More surveys should be conducted which target
sector, leading to more accurate results.
-

each

Large companies could work more effectively if they
split into smaller ones, specialising
in
some
products only.
Flexible manufacturing [Industrial
Strategy 1986].

6.6

ON LIME QUALITY

Problems identified were:

- Industrialization and specialization.
No adequate
machinery for certain products and process. This
could be solved with share-holding companies
or
consortia.
Some suggestions for change were:

-

Simplification of process to prevent mistakes. There
should be a movement from dependence on workers to
dependence on machines and correct design.
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6.7

CUSTOMERS

Some suggestions for change were:

The best means to identifying customers' requirements
on-site
is through personal contact and regular
This will establish and maintain strong
visits.
relations between the two parties.
- It is always worthwhile to inform customers about the
enterprise capacity, capability and diversification.
This will lead to arrangements for larger orders and
production of similar products.
Failure rates are directly related to exact, accurate
These
and strict requirements set by the customers.
be studied carefully before
should
requirements
accepting an order and giving the exact cost.
6.8

TRAINING

Problems identified were:

Insufficient coordination and communication
educational institutions (ITA, CPC, HTI, etc.).

among

No professional personnel or consultants in matters
concerning quality and productivity in Cyprus. No QA
specialist personnel.
-

Limited amount of information technology and quality
activities.
The calibre of technical and vocational schools
graduates is far below what it should be, considering
This is
the amount of money spent on each student.
good area to start quality awareness.
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- Workers mobility. Manufacturers invest money to train
personnel, who leave after 2-3 months to work for
somebody
else.
Opposite
effect
for
training
investments.
Some suggestions for change were:

- Industrial Training Authority (ITA) should adopt a
planning
study
or
pilot training for specific
production units and identify the current need for
full implementation (German prototype).
-

ITA should reconsider the methodology of training and
the approval of courses.
There should always be
follow-up.
It is of top priority to educate top management first
regarding TQM.

- Training and re-training
shortages.
-

workers

will

cover

labour

Reward workers who show interest in quality training
and productivity.

- Establishment of training schools for each sector.
6.9

QUALITY COSTS

Problems identified were:
- Workers know they will receive salary increase and
cost of living allowance (COLA Union power). So
attention to quality and productivity is limited.
- There is no relation or agreement between unions and
manufacturers to correlate productivity and salary
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increase. Everyone gets a raise every year.
This
causes to companies several problems for those highly
paid old workers with low productivity, and young
productive workers with lower earnings.
The system and the items selected for COLA are wrong,
according to CCCI and EIF. The allowance given to the
workers has a direct impact on the product cost and
competitiveness.
There
should
be
government
intervention in prices to work as a balancing factor.
6.10

CYPRUS QUALITY PROBLEMS IN A C & E DIAGRAM
(Fishbone)

Figure 6.1 (produced by Auto Cad V.10) includes the
quality problems and causes identified and discussed
during qualitative and quantitative assessment of the
survey. These causes/ factors address the areas where
Cyprus falls short in Quality Standards and levels
compared with those of other competitor countries.
The usual approach of a C & E diagram is the utilization
of the 5 Ms & E.
Since this chapter evaluates TQM
activities a different approach was adopted.
It is
divided into the same subject areas as Chapters 5 & 6.
According to Ishikawa (the first to have used this
diagram), if a diagram consists of many complex elements
it means that the knowledge of the causes is deep and
the diagram is very detailed and accurate. This large C
& E diagram will help greatly in the decision making
process, which consists of too many complicated stages
[Ishikawa K. 1976, Adair J. 1985].
This diagram also includes some causes identified by the
author and the other members of the National Quality
Management Committee of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry in November 1991.
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Fiqure 6.1 FINDINGS OF AN EVALUATION
OF THE STATUS OF TQM
IN CYPRUS MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRY IN A C&E1 DIAGRAM
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CHAPTER SEVEN
OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7 -l CONCLUSIONS RELATED TO EVALUATION

The following conclusions
research.

have

been

drawn

from

this

It has been demonstrated that the hypothesis set at
1
"Cyprus
the beginning (see Chapter 1) is true, i.e.,
Quality Standards fall short of competitor countries"
(see Chapter 5.2).
2. It was identified that the majority of companies
not have the following:
a) Quality policies and manuals
b) Quality systems
c) Appropriate standards
d) Legislation
e) Quality personnel
f) Right culture attitudes

did

Lack of these, causes several serious problems to
producers and customers alike, especially those dealing
with the EC.
3. It was identified that there is insufficient and
incorrect communication between customers and suppliers.
The majority of suppliers conform to no standard and
they have never undergone assessment regarding their
services and/or materials supplied.
4. The major problems are those dealing with people,
attitudes and behaviour. These are the areas where the
efforts should be concentrate, if a
of
majority
At
long-term project or program is to be implemented.
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every stage the anticipated resistance to change should
be seriously considered.
The following four opposing forces should be weakened or
preferably
reversed
before
any
large
scale
implementation can take place.
a) CULTURE (attitudes, behaviour, ethics)
b) SYSTEM (structure, positions, titles)
c) DEPENDENCY ON POLITICAL PARTIES
d) UNION POWER

These are discussed in Chapter 5.3.
5. Quality-associated activities are limited to those
activities dealing with money, (e.g., absences, output
production, etc.) They are
never
concerned
with
productivity, quality
costs, etc.
For this reason
records are kept only for such activities.
Thus, most
of
the
data for this thesis are extracted from
empirical numbers based only on experience (Limited
records, see Chapter 5.6). To address this deficiency
there is great dependency on end production
line
inspection,
with
all
the well-known unproductive
results.
6. Use of quality techniques/tools is very limited, and
in some cases is negligible. The most powerful tool,
SPC, is used by only 10% to 15% of the large companies
or companies working under licence.
7. The term "customer" has a confused meaning. The
definition of Quality as "customer satisfaction" is not
clear to everybody. Identification of who the customer
is, what his requirements are and how these requirements
can be satisfied, is limited only to few companies
(20-30%).
8.

Although

there

is

a

proliferation
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of

training

programs, the appropriate training at all levels of an
The
implemented.
currently
not
is
enterprise
characteristics of insufficient training offered are
demonstrated below:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Lack of professionals on Quality matters
Over-dependency on foreign experts
Lack of coordination between training establishments
Unsuitability of training
Lack of fees - funding
Non-existence of "On-the-job training"
Unwillingness/motivation for training

Quality costs,
9. Performance was rarely measured.
productivity, failure rates, customer complaints, etc.
are vital factors which were seldom measured or were
given inadequate attention.
10. A number of reasons for poor quality are hidden or
never exposed due to some characteristics particular to
Cypriots (passive, suspicious, wait for somebody else,
etc. ) .
7.2

RECOMMENDATIONS

7.2.1

National Level

1. The problems and causes identified through the survey
and elaborated in Chapters 5 and 6 (summarised in Figure
examined
be
to
6.1 in a C & E diagram) need
individually, evaluated and ranked. The solution should
be the result of a team effort in which all the
interested parties take a part and have an active role.
2. The research has demonstrated that TQM cannot be
implemented at many Cyprus enterprises or on a large
scale, because the majority of industrialists do not
few
know what TQM is. It could be implemented by a
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large enterprises having
training and culture.

the right structure, system,

3. Most important for those who wish to proceed with TQM
implementation are:
* consider TQM as a major project
* give it major project status
* guarantee management commitment
* have a steering group with top management involvement
plan with
plan/training
strategic
a
prepare
*
responsibilities
* use ISO, SPC, Quality tools.
4. As mentioned previously, the Quality problem should
That team/
be analysed and evaluated by a team.
committee should come up with an action plan/strategic
plan, using all data available from previous research,
reports, etc. The action plan should be harmonized and
integrated with the National Master Plan for upgrading
Cyprus Industry (submitted to the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry in 1991).
Upgrading and reinforcement of the already existing
the
all
which
"Quality management" committee in
interested parties are involved, and assistance from the
Institute of Technology (IOT) will contribute positively
A suggested structure of the
to the above target.
preparation of an action plan for quality improvement
are shown in Figure 7.1.
The new plan should not be buried once again in
past.
government drawers, as has happened in the
Someone (see Figure 7.1) should proceed to a pilot
common
with
industries
some
in
implementation
(consortia) assisted by different
interests/sectors
institutions (ITA, CPC, HTI, IOT, etc.) and EC funds.
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NECESSITY
PRESSURES
EC COMPETITION

>

COMMITMENT

COMMITTEE FOR INDUSTRIAL RESTRUCTURING
GOVERNMENT,CCCI.OEB,IT,CPC,CYS.HTMTA.ACIT.etc

I

I

ACIT

ACDHP

I ITDCI

etc
9TC

NATIONAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
STEERING COMITTEE
SURVEYS
SUGGESTIONS
EXPERTS REPORTS

ANALYSIS EVALUATION
OF DATA

PREPARATION OF
ACTION PLAN

i

COORDINATION OF INTERESTED
PARTIES.ROLE TO PLAY

AWARENESS

TRAINING
THROUGH
INSTITUTIONS

PROMOTION

i

1

Q.A
INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS
SECTORS
CERTIFICATION

PILOT IMPLEMENTATION
1-2 YEARS

EC.ITA.CPC,
CYS,HTI,IT.

FIRST RESULTS
NEW DATA

REPLAN
EXPAND

OTHER
SECTORS

CONTINUES IMPROVEMENT

Figure

7.1.

Suggested structure of
an
act
of
preparation of an action plan for Cyprus
quality improvement
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This is the starting point.
The continuous feedback,
experiences and re-plan will guide to the implementation
of more advanced plans and lead to expansion to other
industrial sectors (Figure 7.1).
There are numerous ways in which the entire process and
action plan could be assisted or even accelerated: by
decisions and actions taken by people beyond the company
level, awareness campaigns, seminars, training, talks,
prizes, articles-programs via the media, legislation,
standards, formation of QA bodies, lab-testing centres,
etc.
7.2.2.

Company Level

In order to answer the second part of the original
hypothesis (Chapter 1 up to what extent).
Taking into
consideration the Cyprus reality (how slow everything
moves)
until
the
above-mentioned
measures
are
implemented Cypriot manufacturers should not mobilise;
they should take their fortune and their future in their
hands now.
Having secured the measures (manageable at company
level) outlined above (7.2.1 paragraph 3) and taking
into consideration the characteristics particular to
Cyprus society (culture, systems, labour, shortages,
passive,
etc,)
it
is
suggested
that
Cyprus
industrialists:
-

Do

not

wait

for

someone

wait

for

help

else

to

address

their

problems.
-

DO

not

from

anybody

(Government,

institutions, etc.).
- Begin first by securing senior management commitment.
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- Draw up an action plan, implementable immediately for
their
enterprise,
in coordination or under the
supervision of a responsible institution/organisation.
-

FIND a professional outside the company
accepted by the majority of the personnel.
FORM
a
small
group with some
manufacturers to cut down expenses.
learning methodology.
DRIVE
Gurus.

out

fear

and

who

is

other willing
Share action

suspiciousness.

Study Quality

- TRAIN local personnel on Quality matters.

GUIDE-LEAD them forward
continuous improvement.
-

the

correct

way

for

STAY with them and SHOW the way of doing things right
first time and every time.

- START with easy techniques
(i.e., SPC) and

that

give

quick

results

EXPAND to more advanced concepts, more laborious and
difficult techniques by involving everybody in the
business.
-

GRASP any opportunity offered, i.e.
protocol, training, special funds, etc.

EC financial

Combining the professional's knowledge
of
Quality
matters with the local personnels' experience in the
identification and the solution to problems will give
the maximum benefit and results toward competitiveness,
quality and continued improvement.
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The core is the company, centered around management.
The quality "disease" should be injected by "doctors" to
management. That disease will spread to other company
levels both nearby and above. This will cause pressures
from companies on government committees to create an
environment of change. Naturally this is an upside-down
approach.
The rest is a matter of time; the others will follow.
If they don't follow, the game will be lost especially
when they have to compete with EC prices and quality.
After all "Survival is not compulsory".
7.3

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH WORK

1. Analyse in detail the findings from the previous
survey.
Evaluate and rank the importance of each
parameter, identifying the starting points.
2. Investigate how TQM
manufacturing industry.

can

be

implemented

in

any

3. Prepare proposals for a National Quality Improvement
Programme
to include courses, conferences, quality
awareness programmes, legislation, implementation of
TQM, information on costs of quality, quality awards,
benefits of TQM in the short term and long term, etc.
This will be carried out in close cooperation
and the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.

with

CYS

4. Pilot implementation of earlier findings, in a group
of the largest manufacturing industries in Cyprus. This
project would
utilize the action learning methodology
under close supervision of the researcher.
A proposed
plan of this project, suggested to HTI management, is
attached as Appendix 9.
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5. Conduct the same survey in three year's time with the
same enterprises to determine what has been changed and
in what areas.
The first measurable figures and
degree of improvement will be established by combining
the results of the two surveys.
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PROCEEDINGS - NINTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF THE ISQA-1992
ISO

9000

AMD THE PHILOSOPHIES OF THE QUALITY GURUSA Quality Function Deployment Analysis
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Engineering Department,
Higher Technical Institute, CYPRUS

Department of Mechanical and
Manufacturing Engineering,
University of Glamorgan, U.K

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to compare the requirements of the International Quality
Assurance Management System Standard ISO 9000 with the philosophies of five of the leading
quality gurus; namely, Crosby, Deming, Feigenbaum, Ishikawa and Juran. This is achieved by
constructing a Quality Function Deployment (QFD) matrix. On the horizontal lines of the matrix
the 20 "WHAT" requirements of ISO 9000 are identified. On the vertical lines of the matrix the
"HOWS", the main points of each of the 5 gurus is presented; a total of 60. The correlation
between the "WHATS" and "HOWS" is represented and analysed in the QFD matrix. The correlation
between the respective philosophies of the gurus are represented and analysed in the matrix
representing the roof of the House of Quality.

INTRODUCTION

The interest in Quality Management is growing throughout the world. Customers are becoming
more demanding. They are no longer willing to accept inferior quality products or services. The
quality revolution has indeed witnessed the emergence'of numerous different kinds of quality
programs, each with its own merits.
To establish a uniform approach to Quality Assurance Management we have recently seen the
establishment of ISO 9000 as an International Quality Management System Standard. This standard
is recognised in the United Kingdom by the series reference code BS 5750 and in the European
Community and EFTA countries by the series reference code EN 29000. The text and requirements
are identical under all three reference codes.
Most quality management theories can be traced back to the ideas and philosophies of a group
of distinguished men often referred to as "Gurus", because they form a cornerstone of quality
management theory. Five of the most important are Crosby, Deming, Feigenbaum, Ishikawa and Juran.
The overall major messages, objectives and philosophies of the gurus are consistent, varying
only in detail. They all agree top management should take responsibility when implementing new
quality programmes.
This paper will identify the requirements of ISO 9000 and compare the requirements with
the philosophies of the gurus. The correlation between the philosophies of the gurus is also
explored.

ISO 9000

The ISO 9000 quality assurance series is a harmonizing standard.
It is not a product specification standard but a quality management system standard.
According to the standard quality equals "fitness for purpose" and the guiding principle is
"right first time". Everyone is an organisation has a role to play in this system.
BS 5750 was the first quality assurance system for quality management.
published in 1977 and in 1989 was harmonised with ISO 9000.

It was

first

ISO 9000 was first published in 1987 and was updated in 1989. Since then, over 91 countries
have or are adopting the standard. From a recent survey May (91) 42 countries confirmed that
either they use ISO 9000 or have identical or equivalent national standards.
One of the common issues that is associated with the European Community 1992 deadline is
-he formation and acceptance of common standards. ISO 9000 series standards have been adopted
bv EC as EN 29000 to assure consistency of product (or service) quality and reliability. The
standards tell suppliers and manufacturers what is required from a quality oriented system.
ISO 9000 and 9004 are advisory in nature, whereas ISO 9001-9003 constitutes a three level
series of quality assurance standards.
Quality^ystems for Design Development, Production, Installation and Servicing (9001).
Production and Installation (9002).
394
Final Inspection and Test (9003).
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PROCEEDINGS - NINTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF THE ISQA- 1992
The series are accompanied by ISO 8402 "Quality Vocabulary".
o= m^ The followi na is a summary of what each clause in the Part 1 standard means Thev have the
means. They have tne
same numbers and sequence as they appear in the standard.
Management Responsibility - Management shall define in a document, its nolir-v oh-iectives
1.
and its commitment to quality and ensure it is understood throughout the organisation
Quality System - A documented quality system shall be established and maintained to ensure
2.
product quality and conformarice. This will include the preparation and imolementation of
^cirem-a..
appropriate procedures and instructions.
Contract Review - Procedures shall be established and maintained for contract review and
3.
coordination and maintaining records.
Desion Review - Procedures shall be established to control and verify all activities
4.
responsible for technical specification, design, planning, design input, output verification
'
and changes.
Document control - Procedures shall be established and maintained to control all documents
5.
and data; including the review and removal of obsolescent documents. The procedures must provide
document changes and modification control.
Purchasing - This clause includes selection of sub-contractors, and records of supplier
6.
capabilities and performance, it also addresses purchasing data verification of purchased
product, and product identification and traceability.
Pur-chaser- Supplied Product - Procedures shall be established and maintained for the
7verification, storage and maintenance of purchased supplied product provided for incorporation
into the supplies.
Product Identification and Traceability - Procedures for identifying the product free
8.
drawing and specifications shall be established and maintained at all stages of production,
delivery and installation, individual product or batches shall have a unique identification.
Process Control - To ensure quality, production and installation shall be planned so that
9.
they are carried out under controlled conditions. This will include, where appropriate, work
instructions, written standards, monitoring and control, and approval of processes and equipment.
Inspection and Testing - This covers verification of in-coming goods, in-process and final
10.
inspection procedures and records.
Inspection, Heaaurino and Teat Equipment - This covers the control, calibration and
11.
maintenance of all inspection, measuring and test equipment, and demonstrates the conformance
of product to the specified requirements.
Inspection and Test status - This covers the requirement for the inspection and test status
12.
to be identified at all stages of the production and installation processes.
control of Nonconformino Product - Procedures shall be established and maintained to ensure
13.
control and identity products that do not conform. Thus prevented from inadvertent use cr
installation.
Corrective Action - Procedures shall be established for
14.
procedures for tracing causes, introducing corrective action and
changes.
Handling, Storage, Pacfcaoing and Delivery - Procedures shall
15.
to'components at all stages of production, storage, handling and

documenting and maintaining:
recording resulting procedure
be defined that prevent damage
delivery.

Quality Records - Procedures shall be established for identification, collection, indexing,
16
filing, storage, maintenance and disposal of quality records.
internal Quality Audits - A comprehensive system of planning and documented internal quality
17
audits need to be established to determine the effectiveness of the quality system.
-rrainina - This covers procedures for identifying the training needs that ere to :: =
18
satisfied on the basis of qualifications required to perform work tasks, and the requirement fcr
maintaining such records.
servicina - Where servicing is specified in a contract, procedures shall be established a-i
19.
maintained.
statistical Techniques - where appropriate, procedures shall be established for identifyir.;
70
adequate statistical techniques required for verifying the acceptability of process capability
and product characteristics.
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THE GURUS

A brief synopsis of the philosophies and methodology of the gurus is now provided.

CROSBY

Philip B Crosby is one of the quality gurus, who has developed his own distinctive approach
to Total Quality. He was the corporative vice president and director of quality at the ITT
Corporation. In 1979 he established a Quality College in Florida, USA, to spread his philosophy.
Crosby uses a disciplined and highly structured approach which is not solely product
oriented, but is based entirely on -prevention" and readily applicable to any enterprise.
With his four "absolutes 1 for quality management, Crosby provides the well-defined road map
for attaining a new management quality commitment and culture programme. A well-structured
approach which demonstrates how the culture can be changed, and a process improved, is provided
through the 14-step quality improvement process.
Because of his focus on first, changing the management culture, Crosby's approach is clearly
a top-down process.
The approach and main doctrines of Crosby, as well as, the other four gurus in the field
of quality management are summarised in abbreviated form in Table i.

Dr W Edwards Deming is an American Statistician from Yale University. He worked at Western
Electrics and in March 1950 went to Japan. Deming spent 30 years helping to lead the Japanese
economy out of the devastation of war to become one of the dominant industrial powers of the
1980's. He was, and still is, a national hero in Japan. The most prestigious National Quality
Award "The Deming Prize" carries his name.
Deming's philosophy is as much about management style and leadership as a practice of
quality itself. Through his 14 points of management obligations and management commitment he
removes the major roadblocks in quality improvement, enabling the renaissance in quality attitude
and promoting a participative management style.
Apart from the 14 points (which appear in Figure 1) his book "Deming Management Stylereview Deming's seven deadly diseases and obstacles, many of which are so serious as to be fatal
to an organisation unless corrected. Deming is as much a part of total quality management today
as he was 30 years ago. His teaching is as vital as ever.

FEIBENBAOM

Feigenbaum is a strong advocate of the "Total Quality System" approach. He argues that any
single activity can create a quality problem, there is therefore a need for integrated and
continuous control of all activities. The total Quality system should offer customers the quality
they seek.
He also states two organising principles for quality "quality is everybody's job" and
"everybody's job tends to become nobody's job"
Feignebaum argues that the requirements from the organisation point of view is for quality
group of quality
programmes to be maintained which must be recognised as a systematic
disciplines, and be continuously coupled with the buyer and customer. The need for integrated
high level control is primary, than secondary importance.

ISHIKAWA

Kaoru ishikawa was a Japanese chemist who graduated from Tokyo University in 1939. ishikawa
has long been considered one of the world's foremost authorities on quality control. His
practical methods have helped many companies produce higher quality products at lower costs.
The main issues of his methodology includes involvement of all employees in all stages of
decision making, use of quality circles for problem solving and extensive use of statistics and
quality control ac all stages.
896
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He states the 14 points difference between the Japanese and the Western experience
points are compared again with ISO 9000 in Figure 1.

The 14

J3JEAH

Juran breaks quality tasks into two distinct categories: break through, and control. He also
divides the solving effort into two journeys: a journey from symptom to cause and a journey from
cause to remedy. The first is the most difficult.
One of the theories for management of quality is"'The Juran Trilogy. These three managerial
processes are expressed as quality planning, quality control and quality improvement.
Similar to the other gurus, Juran places emphasis on the importance of quality control,
setting goals for improvement, providing training, monitoring and recording the progress in
achieving those goals.
D.r Juran suggested 10 steps for quality improvements. These are identified in Figure 1.
Table 1: X comparison of the guziia

CROSBY

* Zero Defects

* Cost of quality

Definition: conformance to
requirements

* Hidden factory

* Slogans
* Management culture
* Process model
* Process orientation
* Use of statistics

DEMING

Definition: has no meaning except the
definition that you give it

* Drive our fear

* Reduction of variation
* All one team

*
*
*
*

FEIGENBAOM

Definition: is everybody's job

Total quality system
Design quality in
Customer orientation
Quality programs

* Use of statistics

ISHIKAWA

* Quality circles

Definition: conformance to
customer requirements

* Involvement of employees

* Quality control

JCJRAN

* Management involvement
* Quality planning

* Quality Control

Definition: fitness for purpose

* Quality improvement

THE QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT MKTHODOLOGY (QFD)

The QFD methodology has been selected to demonstrate the relations between the requirements
of ISO 9000 and the philosophies of the gurus.
On the horizontal lines of Figure 1, the 20 "WHAT" requirements of ISO 9000 are identified.
On the vertical columns the points of each guru are presented (total 60) , showing "HOW" these
requirements are supported by the methodology of the gurus. In QFD worksheets the relationship
between what and how is given by the symbols shown on the top of the worksheet, the symbols
represent the numerical values of 9,3,1. A strong correlation is denoted by 9, medium by 3 and
weak by 1. A blank indicates no correlation.
On the -importance" vertical column of ISO 9000, the same number of importance 1, was
allocated to each requirement. It was decided at this stage not to differentiate between the
importance of the individual requirements as ISO argues that they are all of equal importance.
in a normal QFD worksheet an important number ranging from 1 to 9 can be allocated to each
requirement. That number is then multiplied by the value appearing on the vertical rating column
to determine the total value of support for each requirement.
The roof of the QFD house shows the correlation between the points of each guru. The
correlation symbols used or. a standard QFD worksheet, have not been used. A shaded circle here
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indicates that there is relation between the two corresponding points.
show the summation of the
Tne last horizontal and vertical lines of the rectangular matrix
__,
sows by how much the gurus
ne, shows
verca line,
.e. thee vertical
relation (numbers) between requirements,, i.e.
one
ate
to tthat Particular requirement of ISO. The horizontal line shows how much
ate . to
Sar^i!-, ,
particular point of a guru relates to the ISO 9000 requirements.
matrix) it means that there is
When there is a symbol inside the square boxes (Rectangular ISO
requirement the and Guru's
ding
correspon
the
between
weak)
or
medium
(strong,
relationship
find the ISO requirement.
to
left
the
to
line
the
follow
hip
relations
the
points. To identify
the particular point of
identify
will
it
box
same
the
from
upwards
line
By drawing a vertical
nt.
requireme
that
to
relates
which
Guru
r
a particula
in the boxes indicates
The same principle operates for the triangular matrix. Each circle
a point of another Guru.
that there is correlation between one point of a particular Guru with
angles to each
Again in this matrix follow the two directions of the lines downwards and at right
other.
the total points
The numbers below the horizontal line ratings (192, 184, 95 etc) indicates
right above the
the
on
shown
etc.)
40
60,
(53,
number
The
ISO.
with
Guru
each
to
in relation
a correlation with
have
Guru
r
particula
one
of
points
times
many
how
indicates
matrix
r
triangula
the others.

CONCLUSIONS

drawn.
From an examination of the QFD chart (Figure 1) some conclusions can be
A.

1.

2.

ISO 9000 AMP THE GPRPS

requirements.
The chart revealed that not one of the five gurus points cover all the ISO
are covered very thoroughly.
By adding all the points together at least 15 requirements
not strong
However some of the guru ' s points are not covered by the standard or there is
relationship (refer to the horizontal rating line) .
stressed
Considering the vertical rating column the most important requirements or points,
by the gurus, were identified. They are as follows, in rank order.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
t.

3.

B.

Management responsibility
Training
Process control
Statistical techniques
Quality system
Internal Quality Auditing

259
88
65
52
37
33

it can
In spite of the fact that the number of points of each guru investigated is unequal,
ISO (refer to
be stated that "Crosby's and Deming's" points are more strongly related to
horizontal vertical rating, 192, 184).
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE GPRUS

of 119
The correlation of the guru's points shown in the roof of the QFD house consist
entries .
and Deming
The correlation and similarities can be identified. It reveals again that Crosby
have the largest number of similarities with the rest of the gurus.
e can
By combining and following the ISO requirements and the gurus approach, an enterpris
continued market share,
follow the path to continuous improvement, leading to expanded and
used by companies to help
credibility and profit. The methodology described in this paper can be
to decide the teachings
and
ation,
implement
t
Managemen
Quality
Total
for
strategy
a
to identify
company.
their
to
suited
most
be
would
of which Guru
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APPENDIX 2
INDUSTRIAL STUDIES ON THE STATUS
OF CYPRUS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
A.2.1. INTRODUCTION

This Appendix outlines the production, productivity and
manpower of the CMI and presents statistical and general
information, and the structure of Cyprus industries.
This material was compiled to furnish the author with
the facts and information necessary for the formulation
of the questionnaire. In addition, the criteria for
selection of the appropriate sample was based on this
material.
A.2.2

BRIEF REVIEW OF CYPRUS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

A.2.2.1. Definitions

According to the 1968 ISIC, "Manufacturing" [Industrial
Statistics
1989] is defined as the mechanical or
chemical transformation
of
inorganic
or
organic
substances
into new products whether the work is
performed by power driven machines or by hand, whether
it is done in a factory or in the worker's home, and
whether the products are sold at wholesale or retail".
The main sectors of the Cyprus Manufacturing Industry
are written below [Industrial Statistics 1989, Census of
Ind. Prod. 1986]:
- Food, beverages and tobacco
- Textiles, wearing apparel and leather
- Wood and wood products, including furniture
- Paper and paper products, printing and publishing
- Chemicals and chemical, petroleum, rubber and plastic
products
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- Non-metallic mineral products
- Metal products, machinery and equipment
- Other Manufacturing Industries, including
industry.
A.2.2.2.

cottage

General Information

The main indicators of
[Economic Report 1989].

Cyprus

are

presented

below

By referring to "Economic report" [1989] it can be seen
that industry plays one of the most important roles in
the GDP, accounting for approximately 20%. Compared
with the other productive areas, manufacturing shows a
declining trend, which is matter of concern.
This is
due to the emphasis in recent years on
services
(banking, tourism).
Area : 9.300 sq.km
Population: 695.000
Labour force: 274.000
Unemployment: 1.8%
Gross Domestic Product: US$5.5 bilions
Annual rate of Growth: 6.1%
Inflation: 3-5%
The position of the manufacturing industry with respect
to overall industrial production and contribution to the
GDP is encouraging.
There is an increasing trend for
manufacturing to play a vital role in Cyprus. So while
industry shows
a declining trend, the manufacturing
industries show an increasing trend compared with other
sectors of industry.
A.2.2.3.

Contribution and Distribution of Manufacturing
Industries

Figure A.2.1. depicts the most important sectoral groups
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within the manufacturing industry in Cyprus.

STRUCTURE OF MANUFACTURING, 1990
(at current market prices)

Wood&Furniture (9.9SK)
Textile.Leather prod. (23.5%)

Paper prod. (6.1*)

Chemical prod. (8.

Mineral prod. (9.4%)

Food.Drings.tobacco (27.7%)

Metal prod.&machinery (12.OX)
Other man.ind. (2.9%)

Figure A.2.1.:

Composition of Cyprus Manufacturing
Industry 1990

Based on the above information it was decided to
interview or question the four largest manufacturing
industries (groups) whose overall contribution to the
GDP (manufacturing) is approximately 75%.
These are:
- Textile & Wearing Apparel, and Leather
- Food, Beverages and Tobacco

23.5%
27.6%

- Metal Products, Machinery & Equipment

12.1%

- Wood and Wood Products, including Furniture

10.3%

The same industrial sectors were chosen by a team of
experts who were invited by the Cyprus Government in
- 110 -

The
1987 to study the Cyprus manufacturing industry.
visiting team of experts was organized by the Institute
of Developing Studies of Sussex University, under the
general programme of the UNDP in an effort to upgrade
Cyprus industry. The reports were written under the
general heading "CYPRUS INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY" and there
were five reports [UNDP 1987]:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Main Reports V.I & V.II
Clothing
Footwear
Metal Industry
Furniture

Some of the conclusions of those experts, especially
those related to quality, will be related in Chapters 5
& 6, which reports on discussions and suggestions.
Clothing, food processing, footwear, metal industry and
furniture are the largest sectors of manufacturing
selected by the experts and for this research.
A.2.2.4. Cost Structure of Manufacturing
costs
According to Industrial Statistics [1990] on
structure of manufacturing, it can be seen that 66.1% is
spent on materials and the rest on labour and other
It is important to note that the expenses
expenses.
proportion for materials and services has decreased in
This is because the majority of
the last 10 years.
materials are imported from abroad, mainly from EC
countries. The reasons for that decrease are either (1)
of
import
new, more productive methods, (2) the
materials at lower cost and inferior quality, or (3) the
In some cases the
labour cost increase in Cyprus.
second reason is the most common. Quality is always of
top priority in EC countries. Attention should be paid
to identify suppliers and materials with top quality,
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since they account for 66% of the total costs.
Labour and administrative expenses
are
increasing
worldwide
and have an unavoidable increasing trend.
These expenses can be balanced
through
increased
productivity to counterbalance labour costs.
By
referring to the price index of manufacturing
production by industry 82-89 [Industrial Statistics
1989] it can be seen that in general the price of
manufacturing products increases at a rate of 3.5% per
year.
Specifically the rates are: food 4.0%, clothing
4.5%, footwear 4%, furniture 4.5%, metal products 6%.
The opposite is true for the price index of inputs for
manufacturing 85-88 which showed a declining trend.
By
adding those two numbers (3.5 + 2.5) the total 6% is
higher than the inflation rate which is approximately
2-5% for the last 7 years.
This has a detrimental
effect for the competitiveness of Cyprus products.
A.2.2.5.

Size of Enterprises

The majority of enterprises in Cyprus are family-owned
businesses with a very small number of enterprises
working as share-holding or public companies (i.e,
banks, insurance companies, private clinics, building
and construction firms, etc).
The size of Cyprus enterprises in terms of number of
employees (see figure A.2.2.) is very small. Out of
45,600 enterprises in the free territories (not occupied
by the Turkish troops), 53% employ only one person and
only 1% of this number has more than 50 employees. This
led to the conclusion that in Cyprus the majority of
enterprises are small-scale businesses (handicraft).
The majority of the enterprises (72%) are located in
industrial estates near the large towns and employ 82%
- 112 -

of the labour force.
The number of employees has
increased by 3% each year since 1985, reaching a total
of 203,000 in 1989. The percentage of women in the
labour force increased from 30% in 1976 to 37% in 1989
[Labour Statistics 1989].
As only 1% of the enterprises employs more than 50
persons it was decided to interview the majority of
these companies. According to statistical information
kept
by
the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry,
the industries with the highest contribution to exports
(especially to EC) are the largest industries (i.e.,
with the greatest number of employees).
Enterprises
interviewed.

employing

10-45

persons

were

also

SIZE OF ENTERPRISE 1989

50+ PERSONS (1.0*)

3-9 PERSONS (40.0*)

1 PERSON (53.0*)

10-49 PERSONS (6.0*)

Figure A.2.2.:

Size of Enterprise 1989
(persons employed in one
factory)

Figures

regarding

employment
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in manufacturing and the

number of persons employed per sector
[Labour Statistics 1988]:
Sector

below

5.861

11.636
2.697
3.043
3.078

Apparel-clothing
Footwear
Furniture and Fittings
Metal Products except
Machinery

A.2.2.6.

given

No. of persons (Thousands)

- Food

-

are

Supplementary Information

Production Output;
In 1989 the GDP for manufacturing was CE309.1 out of
This means that
C£l,992.1 mn of the national GDP.
manufacturing contributes more than 18% to the national
GDP. The increasing importance of the manufacturing
to the economy of Cyprus reinforces the
industry
is
argument that the introduction of TOM to CMI
necessary and vital for survival and competitiveness.
Due to the leading and important role of manufacturing
to the Cyprus economy it was decided to focus on this
Cyprus is a small island which is easily
sector.
affected by internal and external factors, especially if
one sector is entirely dependent on external factors
(such as the tourist industry). The recent example of
the repercussions to the tourist industry because of the
Gulf War reinforces the opinion that even more attention
and investments should be made in manufacturing sectors.
Expenditure on Fixed Assets
Referring to the expenditure on fixed assets by major
manufacturing groups [Industrial Statistics 1989] it can
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be seen that the majority (66 to 68%) of the total
investments goes to machinery and equipment and the rest
goes to construction and transport equipment (22% and
10% respectively). Further analysis of fixed assets
information with respect to the GDP indicates that the
results are not so encouraging. The 1980 percentage of
24.4 dropped down to 13.9 in 1989. The investment in
construction was also reduced, with an equal increase in
transport
equipment.
The
percentage
amount
of
investments is very low compared with other European
countries.
It is rather difficult to increase quality
by reducing investments on machinery, training, etc.
Domestic Exports

The tourist industry is the greatest contributor to
foreign currency earnings, followed by domestic exports.
Therefore exports are of great importance to the income
of Cyprus. Out of £231.987 million for total exports,
CE187.165
million
come
from
industrial products
[Economic report 1989]. So 80% of Cyprus exports depend
on industrial products, but with a decreasing trend in
the last 4 years.
The total exports absorbed by the EC average 60%,
followed by the Eastern Trading Area. Exports to EC
countries show a steadily increasing trend, indicating
that Cyprus should concentrate efforts to harmonize its
manufacturing industry with that of EC countries.
Hence it was decided to first interview industries with
exports
to
the EC
(mainly to the UK, Belgium,
Luxembourg, Greece, Germany) and then to several
Arab
countries (Libya, Lebanon, Egypt, etc.).
Imports
The

majority

of

imports

come
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from

EC

countries,

(approximately 60%), followed by Japan (15%) [Imports &
Exports statistics 1989]. So there is a balance of
payments between imports and exports with EC countries.
can provide quality
countries
Community
European
products, and Cyprus should benefit from that and import
the best quality from the EC.
Inflation

Overall Cyprus has a healthy economy at least for the
present. This is shown on the National accounts, the
Balance of payments, money and banking in "Cyprus
Economic Report" [1989.]. The Cyprus image is completed
by comparing the inflation rates with those of EC
same pattern, during recent years,
countries. The
applies for both communities (3-5% on average).
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APPENDIX 4

QUESTIONNAIRE USED FOR THE
EVALUATION OF TOM ACTIVITIES
DISTRIBUTED TO 60 MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES IN CYPRUS
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COVERING LETTER

This research is carried out by Kr loannis lona ingeli, leiber of the acadeiic staff of the Higher Technical Institute under the guidance and
supervision of the Polytechnic of Wales (Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering Department) in collaboration lith HTI and the assistance of
CIS and Q.C. Organisation. Provided that Cyprus will join E.E.C.in the near future the Cyprus governient and lore specifically the Cyprus
Manufacturing Indstries are concentrating their efforts in upgrading the Cyprus econoiy and industry and increase our coipetitiveness by
uproving quality.
The ail of this investigation is to improve the perfonance of the lanufacturing industry in Cyprus. This will be achieved by introducing
lodern concepts of Total Quality Kanageient together with appropriate statistical iethods,and by designing and developing a quality assurance
iipleientation lethodology.
The purpose of this questionnaire is to identify the current state of Cyprus lanufacturing industries i.e.what quality leans in Cyprus what
lethods are used, up to what levels it is iipleiented and what is left to be done.Tbe intonation provided by the survey will be analysed,and
lead hopefully to useful comprehensive intonation to assist the coipletion of the final report with the findings.

This is the first Uie such a survey is conducted in Cyprus, and we are therefore seeking your assistance and cooperation.il! intonation
collected will be treated as strictl? confidential and will used solely for statistical purposes.
Please allocate approxiiately one hour froi your valuable tiie to answer accurately as lany questions as possible following the instructions
in each question by entering your answer in the answering box or lore than one answer when it is specified above the hoi. Use the envelope
provided to send back the questionnaire.
In case of any difficulties, or if you prefer a personal interview please do not hesitate to contact Kr I ingeli at HTI, teli no.02-3Q505fl.
Thanking you in advance fo£ your assistance and cooperation, I reiain.
Tours faithfully,
I I Jngeli, BTI Dipl.,BEng(Hons),IBng,KiSQC,GMIProdE,6MIMechE
Laboratory Assistant 1st Grade HTI
EHHEIQMA

H cpeuva aunj Sie^dyetai and lov KO ludwn, luvd iyyeJi) ueJoc, tou aKaSnuauou npoowuou tou ivgtepou Texvo3oyiKou Ivoritotitou Kdtu ano rnv
enipta|iT| K<K tic. oSn.yi.cc, tou Dototexveiou OuaHiac, (Tuip Krixavolloyiac, ) KOI at auvepyaola ue to ATI KOI tnv f3oi)6cia tou Kunpiaxou Opyaviauou
upotiinuY KOI Eteyxou Hoiotntac,.
Aaupdvovta? uno^n. dti o Kiinpoc, 60 evuOei ue tnv Eupgnaufj Ouovouufj Koivotnta ato eyyuc, ueMov r| KunpiaKfj Kupepvnai) KOI iSiaitepa 01
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cuvayuvioriKOtnac, uac, ue qv Ka^iepyeta ti)? noiottitac,.
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eppyfj? noiotufif
0 OKOUO? tou epuupwtoyiou autou etvai va Ppe9el to noiotuo enlneSo t«v KunpioKiiv ptouiixaviyv Sii^Sii u oi)ualvyei yia tnv Kunpo
no(.6ti)ta,ti ^e8oSoi ipw(.VQmowm,\iiip\. uoiou OTIUGLOU e^apuo^ovtat Kai u ano^evei va ylvei.Oi nJnpovople? nou 8a anoKOuto9ouv ano ti)v
epeuva 9a ava3u6ouv KQI to auunepdffuata 6a anote^eaouv ti)v pdot) yia tnv oiivta^ tri?
Etvoi n nputi) »opd rrou Sie^dyetai tetoiou elSou? epeuva otnv Kunpo, yi' auto to 36yo Cn«upe tiiv porjSeia KOI tn. ouvepyaota oa?.
eia nou 8a au^eyouv 8a Kpati)8ouv ctxpuc eunioteuuKd KOI 8a xpi)<nuonoir|6ouv (idvo yta oratioruou?

03a ta

due va a^cepwete nepinou ula upa and tov noMti(io xpovo oac. yia va auavtiiaete ue aKplpeia oao uepiaaotepe? eputijuei? unopelte
, ti? oSnyie? ti)? Kd6e eputnoii? pd^ovta? triv amim oa? OTO Koutdm anavtiioegv fj nepiauotepe? anavtifaei? onu? avaypd^etai udvu
and to KOUU. Zpnaiuonoiiiate to »dke3Jo nou aac, exei 5o8ei yia va anooteitete iriou to epurnuato^yio.
It nepinuon onoiaoSijnote SuakoHa? tuv eputijaeuv ii us upot^nons npoounuii? ouvevteuft? jiq Suotdoete va enuoiv«vi)oete ue tov KO luawi)
Jii ato ATI, ql 02-305030.
la? euxapiotii ex tuv aputepuvuii qv auvepyaaia KOI poii6aa uaj
1 1 ftfytitlu ATI,BEng(Hons),IEng,MASOC,GMIProdE,GMIKechE
EpyaatqpiaKos Boi)66? In? Ta'SlS ATI
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Rate of Enterprise or nane of Holder .............................................................................................
'Ovoua enixeipnoTft jj dvoua iSioKtiiti]
Address ' ......................................................................................................................
Aieu6uvoT) :
laie of person and title providing data: .........................................................................................
'Ovoua KOI titto? tou awuou nou SiSa ta SESoueva:
lote: This part will be reioved.
Ei»u Auto to UEpo? 6a a<paipe9£i.
Code No: ....,
OTBSTIQimBK 01 TOTAL QIBLIiT ffllACHIfflT
SECnOi I/Ufflfl I
6EKML CEAHACfEHISTICS - FEdA IAPAITHPIETIIA
A) CHARACTERISTICS 01 ENTERPRISE
XAPAKTHPIETIKA EHXEIPHEHE

1. Type of activity (describe fully:) ...........................................................................................
ElSo? epyaota? (nEpijpdiiiEte nJiipu?)
2. Location/Tono6coia
Aiiicosia BiLiiassol C:Larnaca D:Paphos E:fanagusta
AeuKuola AEueaoc
AdpvaKa ndipo^ Annquaro?

......

3. Legal font of enterprise ....................................................................................................

4. Huiber of Enployees (Average)
.........
ApiBud? cpyoSoTOuuEYUY (UEOO? opo?)
5. Total output production in Honey ;......................
OJtKO? api6ii6? napayuyfj? O~E xpiww:
in nutters i......................
oe apiOuo :
108 OniCIAL DSK/ITA MEBMB IPHEH

6,

Code no:

7. Naie of person conducting the interview: ....................................................................................
'Ovoua atoiiou nou 6a EKtE/lErci ni tfuvcvTEU^r):
Date
Hlicpo

i..................................

Duration: ...................................

8. Title of person providing data: .........
TLt3o? atotiou nou napaxwpticfc ta 8£5oucva:
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B) ORSuismoMi - siRDCTOffi/oprucffl 9. Do you have a written Quality Policy?
'Excre rpaWKvn TI| DbiouKlj noJitun t
Ai Yes/ltai, Bi lo/'Oxi, Ci In a fe» departients/Ee Jiya rurjuaia, Di Yes but not witten/Hai aMd 5ev dm ipauueva .
10. Do you haw a Quality Kanual?
•EXETE eneipiBio noi6t))ta?;
i: Yes/Sai, B: Bo/'Oxi, Ci In a few departients/Ee 3iya tuijuata, Ds Tes but not written/Hal aJ5a Sev eivai ypauueva .
11. Is there any steering couittee or departient responsible for Quality latters?
YffdpXEi owSijirorc Kateueuvnjpia eimpomi uitEufluvi) yia etuara irotoqwf;
.
Yi Yes/Sat, H; Jo/'Ori
n

•••!

i

12. fcre the aiis and objectives of the steering conittee clear to everybody?
Oi orcoitoi KOI 01 OTO'XOI qj KateuBuvouw? enitpomif etvai t-eKdeapoi « 63ou?;
.
As Yes/Hai, Bi Little/Aiyo, Cs Ho/'Oxi ...

*

__
|
|
I__I

__
..II
•

•

'It

I___I

.

.

.

-

I

__

I

13. Iho is responsible for Quality latters?
Hotoc, etvai untueuvo? yia eqiata noiotip?;
As A Q. Eogineer/KuxavoJoyo? Doidtnta?, Bi A trained person/EKiraiSeupEvo dtouo, Ci A supervisor/Eirdim)?, Ds Operator/Ieipiorijc |
|
E: Kanage«ent/li£u6uvoTi, Pi The person in charge of steering comittee/0 uneu6uvoj tn? xattuBuvouoa? Eiritpomj?,
lanager/YneuSuvo?
Production
H-.
Hofaody/Kavcva?,
5i
14. Do you have third party independent assesient of yonr quality systei e.g.ISO 9000/ES 27000/BS5756
'Exetc ouSnnote rpUo ave^dpqto unxaviovo yw va a^oJoyijuet to EuatT|(io noi6ti)ta? aa?; n.x.ISO 9000/KH27000/BS5750
.........
Yi Yes/Sai, Hi lo/'Ori
If yes state tfho.
Edv vai SqJwate notoj.

....................................................................................................

c. COBPMY amnBB/ionnm THE Biofflnmr
15. Is everybody convinced that Quality is everybodys' job?
Etvai dtoi nemoiicvoi dti T| noiduiw eivai Epyo tou KOSEVO?;
.......
d3ou?, BsA fe»/a£ Jtyou?, CiSo/'Oxi
16. Is there full coiiitient of lanageient in utters concerning Quality?
Yndpxei unojptiwi.? nai irtip? avdiii^n nis 4ieii6uv(ri|? K ficuata rotdtqtaf;
....
A:Yes/Nai, BiLittle/Aiyo, C:Xo/'Oxi
17. IB the lission, the objectives and the specification for each product unit clear to everybody?
H aiKWTOlii, 10 avuKUuevo KO.I 01 npo8iaYpa»e? TOU Kd6e itpoiovto? etvoi |exd0apa oc 6Jou?;
A:All/oe d^ou?, BiHanageient oaly/Aieu6uwn advo, Cilforkers only/Bpydref uovo,
18. Do you have any ideal levels of Quality perfonance factors?
ouBipte tSavud enCneSa noiotiKlj? andSoon?;
....
Yes/Jai, Hi No/'Oji

,

19, Did you leasure the actual level of Perfonance for a Quality factor?
'EXETE uEtpifeEi to aKpiBe?/aJt)8c? EnlHESo auo56ff£«? tin eva irotonKO irapdyovta;
.....
Ys Yes/Hai, Ss lo/'Oji
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.

.

.

-II

D) DEPAUHnTAL PURPOSE/HOIIOI fflfflATCI

20. Is it clear to anybody what is the purpose of their departient and their job?
Eivai ?£Kd8apoi <re Mou? 01 onoiiol rou tulpTo? tou? xat noid eivai. i) SouJeid tou?;
.
A:!o all/oc Mou?, B:to the lajority/ornv irfciovdtnw, Cifew/ce aiyou?
21. Are you faiiliar withy Departmental Purpose Analysis (DPA) and perfon any study in yonr enterprise?
la? eivai TVOOTTJ n. te«peia ti)? avaJurcw? wu OKOUOW icdfle tuipto? m e"xeie oiflvSpote ueteni ornv enixeipnari oat;
......
.
Yi Yes/hi, H: WOxi
22. Are yon willing to evaluate the Actual Level of Perfonance (APL) of your eiployees through a questionnaire?
Eiou npoBuuoi va iraotorio-ete ro ipawauKd* enirreSo andSoan.? wv epYo5oiouuev«v ro? uaw tvoj
.
.
.
....
Yi Yes/Sai, N: Ho/'Oji
23. Do you keep any charts or posters related to Quality on the walls visible to anybody?
'Exeu oioucSijnoTE irivaxef ij entypa^? oicn^ucvou? ue ii)v ffoiotnro avapinji^vou? oiou? roixou? nou va
unopouv va TOU? pJcnouv 63oi;
.
.
.
.
.
A:Too lany/iroWou?, Bifew/Kjfou?, C:Ho/'0](i

__
I
I
I __ I
**<* oneoriore

•

24. Do yon keep any records fon/Kpatdte napattipfjoeit T<-O!
a) Perfonance data/ScSoucvo anoSoon?

........

I
__ I

b) Absenteeisi/anouoict

........

I
__ I

c) Saortages/KMiwet? triiwv

........

1
__I

.

.

.

.

.

I
I
I __ I

...

.

.

.

.

-II
I __ I

f ) Production Control Paraieters/Eapduetpot EJeYXOf Daparwrn? •

•

•

•

•

-II
I __ I

d) Defects per unit/Etattuiiata Kara uovdSa upolovroc
e) Output production/EuvoJiKtj napayuTii

Ej SDPPLKES-IIPuTS/lff«ffl6KYm-EirEPIOffilA

25. low iaoy suppliers do you have?

Uooouj npo(in8Euref tjfxti
As 1-5, Bi 6-10, C: 11-20, D: >20

•

•

26. fto is your supplier or fro« where do you get your raw laterials. Give percentages
Ooioi tivai 01 npouneeute; oa? KOI and nou irpoepxovtai 01 np<ite? Ote? oa?; More nooootd
.
A: Local larket/Evrdma ayopd, B: E.C./EOK, Ci Other countries/ 'AHt? x«pe?

•

•

.

——
-II

A|

__

|

Choose one or sore
——
__
|
|
C
|
B |

27. Do you change suppliers very often?
AMdCete npouneeure? roM cruxvd;
As Ho/'Ojti, BJ Rarely/anavia, C: very often/iroM
28. Do your suppliers confon to any standards,BS; ISO, DIN and provide you with any certificate?
Oi npounBeure? o~a? irtipuv ra npdtuita BS, ISO, DIH KQI oa? exouv irpoui)8evoti lie ouBpoa:
As Yes, give percentage/Sai, Swte nooooro, B: never ask/Aev ep«if|8nffav ....
29. Do you check your raw laterials supplied by the suppliers?
Etenete w uhKd nou oa? [rpoui)9eiiouv 01 npopuSeurc? aa?;
As Always/Hdvtore, B: Very often/lIoJu ouxvd, C: Rarely/Eiravia, D: Proi tiie to tise/Ano Kaipou ti? KOLPO, E; So/'OKI
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I
I

30. Do you carry out stock control procedure?
ftrcetelie Kawypaw oiro6nKeuu£v«v uJuiiiv;
ii Very often/BoM auxvd, B: twice per year/AOo tpopec. w xpdvo, C: Once per year/Kid <popti w xpovo, Ds Ko/'O
31. Do you check your products or laterials after they hare been stored for a long period for their quality and fitness of purpose?
Eteyxere ta irpoldvw oa? ij w uHixa roc. ucid inv a!ro8p:uoTi yia opKeio jpovo yia tnv noioaita touc, KOI yw w OKOitd nou qouv
KfltaoKeuootd;
__
I: Yes/Hal, »: Ro/'Oji
....
.
.
.
.
-II
32. Do you have a fonal supplier assessient systei?
'Jiete tunoitoniuevo oiioinuo a^ioadKiioii? wv npo|H)6euTuv 009;
1: Tes/Iai, Si lo/'Oxi, Ci Yes bat not witten/iJai a^Jd on Tpauuevo

.....

(a) If yes, hot often do you assess suppliers?
Edv vai «d6c note a^ioJoTeCxe rouf npoun8ewtcc.f
Every/Ka8e .................................................
(b) If yes, please give a brief explanation of the syutei
Edv vai napaKatf Store ouytoui) eirc$iyi)OT| rou ouoripwc..

!) QBLin ASSOCIATED iCTIflffiS/JPiniPIMerEl EIUEUHEffiE HE DOIOTHrl

33. Hov often do you order and which ordering policy do you apply?
ndoxt mijvd KOI nia mrtuiKii napayycKuv cvow^erc;

Choose one or sore

(a) Fixed nniber of iteis but of different tiie
Ewfiepo o.pi6ud alld ce SiafopcuKoO; ipovou?
(b) Fixed tiie but different nuiber of itess
Eta8ep6 xpdvo a33d SicHpopmxo api8|id

.

(d) Order when we are out of stock
dtav ic^eiuaouv ta
(e) Just in the tethod (JIT)

pii? ornv «pa TOU?, EiSuij ue8o8o?

.

(g| Have always large quantities of goods in stock? .
Yndpjouv itdvwrc ucydJc? noaotntef OTI? auo8iiKe?;
(h) lake in consideration lead tine
Aaufldvovto.? undp to vexpo jpovo

.

.

.......

(c) Different tiie and quantity
xpovo KQI

(f ) Order just before the product finishes
IlapayyeJia 3Lyo npiv rcJeiwouv ta npoiovta

.

.

(i) Take in consideration inventory control before you order
Aaupdvora? unwji) ti)v airoypap npiv

.

(j| Analyse and develop a product structure tree
.
•
•
Katouiv avdJuoTi? KOI ere^epyaoiflf evo? axtSiou Kawoxeufj? TOU npolovios
(k) Apply Kconoiic Order Quantity (EOQ)
rqv ufttoSo in? Ouovopunj Uoaootialaj
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!
I.
I
I.

34. Do you apply laterials requireients planning (KRP)?
Efapuofcte mv ue8o5o tou npoYpapiuouou tuv avaYKaiuv uJuiiv (HRP);
At Yes/Nai, B: Ho/'Oxi
.........

__
|——|

35. Ihat is your cost in percentage of total output of repairs, laintenance of i/c inclusive spare parts etc. for the last five years?
Holov eivai to KOOTO? cni toi? emov tt)j ouvoJiKfjc irapaYuyii? ce eitioxeue?, ovivujpiioTi uiixavniidtuv auimepiJauBavouevuv KOL tuv

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

\: 86 I——|, 87 |__| , 88 |__j , 89 |__| , 90 |__| , no records/Sev undpxouv oroixeia

II

|__|

36. Ihat is your investient in uchinery and other uchanical equipment in percentage of total output for the last five years?
DM? eivai 01 enevSweic oa? ae uiixavipita ij aMec iHiX^itef WOKCUC? enl tote CKatov tn? cwoJufjc napaYWYfa TW w teJeutala 5 xpovia.
I'll
I
I
I
I
I
I
I__I/ " |__| , 88 |__| , 89 |__| , 90 I__| , no records/Sev undpjouv atoixeia

f
|_

37. Do yon have any records concerning productivity figures of your enterprise for the last five years?
JeBoueva nou va Seixvouv qv napaiBTiKoqw q? enixetpi|<nrc OT? fia ra icJeutala 5 xpovia;
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
*! 86 I__l» 87 |__| , 88 |__| , 89 |__| , 90 |__| , no records/Sev unapxouv oroixeia

II
|__|

SECTIOI II/TKHMl II

6) ffiSIM Sna/EHilO ffiUTBE

monsE QUiiin icTmras/iaffEpim: ipimpioraiH noioienE

38. Do you apply any Failure Hode and Effect Analysis? (FMEh)
Efapud^ete tnv |ie6o5o ni? avdJuon? wv airotuxniv KOI itoid 6a eivai ta anoieJeouata rou?;
T: Tes/lai, N: lo/'Oii
........
39. ire you doing any analysis of potential failures of your products or process?
Kdvete oiavSijnote avdJuoii iri8av«v anotuxniv RIV npo'Cdvwv oa? ij rq? eneiepYooia? irapaY«Yn?;
&i Alvays/ndvroie, B: Very often/noM ouxvd, C: Rarely/Eirdvia, D: On a few products/Ec ficpud npotdvra, Et MO/'OXL
40. (There do you use coiputers, choose froi the list one or lore,
nou jpo<H|ioiToteUe n^cKTpovuou? uno^oTiorc?, Sia^eu ono tov
I
I
I
I
Fffii |__| , SPC |__| , IHVEHTORY/Airofpafij
PAYHEHTS/mniwpef
I
I
CNC |__|

I__I . DArA/Je5ou4va

JO DRIVE HACHIiES/KaeoSijyp)

__
I
I
So wbere/nouSevd |__|

I
J

II.
, PORCHASES/AfOpe? |__| , STOCK COHIROL/'EJeYXO? YJiuw

i

QDALITY COHJROL/'BJeYIo?

DRAKIHGS/ExeSlaai) I__I (Tick one or
lore)

41. Are you doing any analysis on the potential affects in cases of failure of your products or process?
Bdvete oiavSijrrorc avdSuor) t«v iritovuv auorcJeaudwv ue nepiircuaei? mtotuxuiv cwv irpo'idvtuv aa? r\ Kara qv
SidpKeia ti)? ene?epYao"ta?;
A: Alwys/Ddvtore, B: Very often/IoJu ouxvd, C: Rarely/Eiravia, D: Hever/Hore
42. Are you talcing into account the potential causes irhich light cause failure of your products or process?
Aaufidvere unoi|in ri? niBave? aule? iron 8a ^nopouaav va qouv aav anorekoua ri)v anorujia rwv npoldvuiv
i) tnv SuSiKaaLa napaYWYH?;
As Always/ndvwte, B: Very often/no^ uuxvd, Cs Rarely/Endvta, D: Never/note
If yes, do you keep any records/Edv vat, Kpatdte napatripnaei?;
Y: Yes/Sal, H: Ifl/'Ojl
....
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|
I

|
I
|
I

43. Are you doing any analysis to identify the possible causes of Quality probleis?
Kdvete oiavSijnoie avdJuoi) yia va emoniidvete ti? irieave? aitie? tuv rrpoBJrnidtgv noiotnta?;
ti-. Always/ndvtote, B: Very often/floM ouxvd, C: Rarely/Dravia, D: Ho/'Oxt
(a) Please indicate if your answer for the above Questions refer to:
ava^epate cdv 01 anavtifreic, oxi? <m.$ nio ndvu eputnoei? ova^epovtai atnv
A: Process only/lta5uaoia napaygylft (idvo, Bi Products/Dpoidvta, Ci Both/Kai ta 5uo
(4. Nhen do you apply the above lentioned Questions?
note efapuoCete tij irio ndvu eptitfpei?;
ta Design stage/EtdSio ueJeni?, B: Manufacture stage/CidSio napayuyfjc,, Ci Afterwords/Ketd

|

|

.

.

.

.

.

__
-II
I__I

45. During design stage do you take in consideration the capability of your process and uchines?
Ito otdSio q? (icaetns JauBdvetE mtwpn niv 5uvatd"tip wv uipvnudtuv oaj KOI in? enefcpyaola? KataoKeufi?;
A: Always/Hdvtote, Bt Very often/noM ouxvd, Ci Rarely/Endvu, D: Tiie to tiie/airo KaipoO ei? Kaipd, E: Io/'0xi,
Is lo design/'On iieHetej

.

__

|
|
|__j

D UCHHIS-FROCESS ciPiBmn/jmroim mzuoi m BBRIEOE
46. Have you perfoned any capability study in your factory?
'Ejea EKreJeuei otavSpott ucJcn) Suvaidtriia? oro epyoatdaio aa?;
A; Many tiiesflloaKc »opc?, B: Very fev/UoM lire?, C: Mever/Doit

__
-II
I__I
47. Have you perfoned any process capability study to decide whether your process which is affected by
equipien^peoplefiaterial,environment lethod, is capable to wet the specifications in order to satisfy custoier needs.
'Exetc xdvei oiavSijnoTe ue&q Suvatoniia? Kara mm i) eneicpyaoLa napaYUTJi? <Jfl? nou ennped^tat aird 119 owKcue^avepgnou?, u^ud,
__
nepipdMov, p£8oSo, elvoi iKavd va avranoKpi0oOv oil? npoSiaypanief KOI va uavonoiijaouv TI? avdync? TOU neXdq;
-II
.
At ilvays/ndvioie, B; Very often/DoHec. fope? C; les/Mye?, D: Once/Kid fopd, E: lever/note
.

.

.

.

48. Does your production process, or uchines ieet the specification of your product?
la (iipvpiia rot, n irapayurii oa? KOI n eneiepyaata KaraoKeuij? aviairoKpivovtai oti? irpoSiaypafe? T«V npoidviuv cay;
&i Always/ndviore, Bi Very often/M ouxvd, C: Rarely/Endvia, D: Tiie to tiie/airo KaipoO a? xaipo, E: SO/'OKL,
!: Do Study/lev ue3erij0T)Ke

.

__
|
|
| __ |

49. How iany of your defectives are due to incapable Machines or process to ieet the specifications when analyzing defective coiponents?
Dora <mo TO e^airuuarud aa? vvcUovtai oro 6u TO uniavijuara ii n cne^epyaoia Kawaxcuii? aSuvarouv va uavonoLnaouv n; npoSiaypa^,
__
dwv avaJucFtu ta eJattuuatud npoldvta;
-II
.
.
.
.
A: Give percentage/Auorc noaocta, B: Do data/lev undpxouv ScSoucva
I __ I

i) onmcanoi/DHiBPEi Mini

50. Have you perfoned or applied any Tachuchi eiperiient to optiiize process or product?
efoptioaei neipdiiata Tachuchi yia va auvrovioete qv SiaSuauLa napayuyrjt fj npoldvto?;
.
.
As les/Bai, B: Ho/%, C: I don't bow/lev yv«piC«

-II
I __ I
51. Have you perfoned any eiperiient to optiiize soie of the paraieters which light affect the quality of your products? (Teiperature,
pressure, tiie, disposition etc.)
'Exete efapudoei oiavSpote neipaua yia va ovvtovloete-Ka^utepeuoete uepue? airo ti? napauetpou? nou unopouv va enripedoouv tnv noidtnca
__
twv npoidvwv aa?; (8epnoKpaala( nleui?, xpovo?, avaJoyta K^n.)
|
|
A: Many tiies/noMec. ppej, Bs A few/Mye;, Cs Very little/EJaxiute?, D: Never/note, I: Hot applicable/! lev eipappo^iai
I __ I
52. Choose lethods froi the list below which lay be the lost applicable to your coipany,to optiiize your product or process when you are
designing and lanufacturing a product.
iitrteyete tij ue8d5ou? airo to KfltdJoyo nio ndtu irou elvai nio eipapuoaiiie? OTIIV etaipeia ca? yia va <Rivtoviaete-Ka3utEpei|iete ta npo'iovta
H tnv ene^epyaola uapayuyn? aa? dtav uetetdte KOI Kataoveud^ete £va rpolov;
Choose one or lore
.

.

(a) By trial and error/lOKinoota xai Jd6o?

.

(b) By varying only one paraieter and record it/AMdijovtaj (idvo eva auvtekorii KOI OT)uei«vovta? tov.

.

- 1 28-

-II
I__I
-II

(c) By changing 2-3 parameters at th« saie tiie/MJd^ovta? 2-3 ouvietajie? tnv iSia upa.
(d) Dse past experience/Xpjpiuoiroiovio:? rnv netpa IOD irapeMdvio?.

.....

(e) Dse standard practice/Xprpiuoitoidvia? KOIVFJ ueeoSoJoyia.

.....

(f) By chance/Einv nixi).

.

.

(g) Dse Statistics/Xpno-iuoiroiovta? EtauoTiKec,.

.......
.......

(h) Dse Statistical approach/Ipipiuonoiovia? aiaiioruii irpooe'YyiOTi.
(i) Others/'AMe?.

.

.

.....

.......

D IUUFICIDIIIK sna/rauo niuiETHE
53. Do you apply statistical process control daring your Manufacture (SPC)?
'Ejeie e»op|ioo-ei orauotiKd tteyxo <rci)v eneSepyaota napayyyift Mid ni Sidpma ti|? KaiaoKeuiJs (SPC| ;
Hi Always/ntivroie, Bi Very often/DoM euxvd, C: Rarely/Endvia, Dt Tiie to tiie/ano KatpoO ci? xaipo, E: never/Doit

I

I

I

I

I

I

If yes do you keep records?/Edv vai Kpatdre napanipijacL?;
Ys Yes/Rat, H-. lo/'Oji
.........
54. Hare any uibers of your staff received adequate fonat training on S.P.C.iethods and Techniques
'Exa otovSporc ueto? tou ovuiepou vpoounixou oa? cKnaiSeuiei at eiSuo tunonoii||ievo oieSio yta XL? |ic66Sou( KOI uxvue;
TOU S.P.C.;

i: Yes/Hai, 6: Little/Aiyo, C: Very little/floM ^iyo, Di No/'Oji

.....

55. Do the supervisors of your shop floor know the basic principles of statistical recording and process control?
Oi cndirce; nopawfc <ra? tv«piCouv it? paauc; opxe? in; oranoriKii; Kaiarpaffj? xai
Is Yes/Jai, Bs little/liyo, C: Very little/HoM Jiyo, Oi llo/'Oii
.

56. Do you hare any control liiits where the process should operate (D.C.L., L.C.L, lean, range etc.)
'fycte oiovSijnotc opia c&ftou itou i) ene^epyooia napaifUTTK npcitci va Kupaiveiai (A.E.E., K.E.E., pcpo;, dpo;, SioKluavori K^IT.) __
Y: Yes/Hai, Hi lo/'Oil

....

.

.

.

.

.

I

I

57. If yon apply S.F.C. who is responsible for the entries of the charts?
Edv Ewiid&ie S.P.C iroid? ELVOI uneu8uvo? jia ti)V cviBiepwni i«v
__
A: Vorkers/EpYdie?, B: Inspectors/Enieeupnic?, C: Sapemsors/Enoine;, D: Q. Engineer/Hrijavo^yo? noiduiia?,
.
|
|
E: Quality ian/Yneu9uvo? noidii|iof, F: Kanageient/2Licu6uv<n), 6: Production Kanager/Yneu6uvo? DapaT«TiK» H; Sobody/sKaveva? |__|
58. Do you take any saiples during a continues process, tabulate thei on process charts, and identify when the process is out of control?
Kdvetc oiovBijnote SeiyuaioJimiia wid ii) Stapkeio tn? cne|epT<wlaj, w KaiaYpd^eie ac lUYaxec., KQI eniuriuaiveic iroie 11 enelepraala
irapajuyii? eivai aid? eJeyxou;
__
A: Yes/ Nai, B: Sottetiies/Hcpue? (pope?, C: Rarely/Endvia, D: Bo/'Oxi
.
.
-II
59. Khen the process is out of control what actions do you take?
'Oiov i) eire^epyaaia eivai CKIOS e^tiou ii ueipa Jaufdveie;

Choose one or aore

a] Stope the production line and take action.
Eiouoiii ii) Yfxpfl napay«Tfii? KOI 3auBdv« ueipa.
b) Try to identify the causes when the process is running.
npooifl8u va eniorpvtt uc. auiec cvii n ene^epyaaia

va

c) Continue with the production and identify the defectives during inspection.
e W napayuyn KQL eiu<Jiplv« la £Jaii«|iaiiKd oiov
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Apply toot inspection at the end of the process.
E?apuot,w 100* eJeiio aco reJo? rijf
e] 60 back and check iat«ials, design, icthodology.
ni)K<ilv« irtw KQL titnu ta Mica, tn. iicJeti) KOI q
(0. Which of the following charts do yon apply ia your production line?
noidv ano roue. nio Kdtu ntvaKe? cfoptio^CTe <itn.Y YpaiPi »WTfc <w$
a) The np chart (The ouber of defective charts)
0 nivaKo; op (UivaKO? api9(iou c]onu|iariKuv)
b) The p chart {The proportion defective charts)
0 nlvoKOf p (Dooxwualoc,
c) The C chart (The nuiber of defects charts)
0 nlvaKac. C (Dlvaxa? KOI api6|iol
d) The B chart (The nuiber of defects per unit chart)
0 nivaKat D (nivaKa? apifHiou e5an«|KiuK«v Kara tiovaSa)
e) Use our own charts
XptpiuorroioOue Suouc. uac.
e) Hoae/Eavcva
61. Ihen you are producing products with variable diiensions weights, etc. do you use any control charts (! lean or R range charts) to
controlyour process?
'Otov napqeie irpovovra uc Sid^opcc. uiiec, Siaordaeuv, Bapuv KJit. xpnoiuonoicitc oiovSfjnore irivoKa tlinw (I ucaoc. opo? fi R
YLO va cteYXra W ar^epYaoia;
A; Alvays/Hdvtoic, B: Very often/fioJO ouxvd, Ci Rarely/Inavu, Di Tiie to tiie/ano Kaipou eif xaipo, E: Sever/note,
f: H.A./ICV
(2. Khen you finish with a particular product do you keep any records of the SPC charts untioned before?
'Otav tEteiiivete tie tnv napayuTii cvoj npoldvto? Kpatdte otiBiiuotc Sc5«|ievQ airo touj rrivaKCf SPC nou ava»cpenKav nponYou(iev«;-,
A: Alvays/Hdvrore, B: Very often/OoJu oujvd, C: Rarely/Eirdvia, D: Tiie to tite/aird xatpou ci? raipo, E: Sever/DoK,
63, Have you heard before of POKA-YOR or Fool Proof devices?
'Eneie dKourci nponyou(ievy? |ia 10 POKA-YOKB ij OTjaxeue? cira^i)8eua£«?-irfl5Jivoepg(jc«9;
At les/Kat, B: Ho/'Oxi, Ct I don't know/lev

64. Do you apply any techniques, devices, sequence of operations to identify any faulty operation or warn you in order to eliiinate defective
coiponents and take action?
'Ixcte efopudoei oiecSniroie leivnte?, auoKtucf, rcipd Jeuoupyeta? yia evtontouo eJartuuanKiiiv DeitoupfKJV fia va ctorwea oro e3d](toTfl
__
ra e3arru(iatud tqidxia KOI va ndpere uerpo;
|
|
A; Alwys/Ddvrorc, Bs Very often/no3u auxvd, C: Rarely/Endvu, D: Tiie to tiie/ano KaipoO eij Kaipo, E: never/Me,
I__I
Gi H.A/LE
65. Do you have any fool proving devices within all stages of the production process to drive you towards zero defects?
'fyetc flteo-5n>ore OWKCUC? eiraJrjeeuoiic - naWuvdp8«oTic <re 63a ra ordSia rt)? eiref-epyaoia? napaYUTn? "ou 6a ua? oSwiow oe
A: Bverywhere/navtoii, BsHost/IIepUHwepe?, C: A few/MYt?, D: »o/'0xi, E: R.A/A.E .
66. Do you apply Quality Function Deployient (Q.F.D.) in your enterpise for problei solving?
'Sxete e^apuoo-ci. tqv ewpcia ri)? Avdirai^t)? tn? HOIOUKII? feitoupYUdrnTOS (Q.F.D.) ornv entxelpiicTi roc yia enlJuoii
.....
Ai Tes/Nai, B: Ho/'Oxi, C: I don't know/Aev Yv«piC«
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(7. OR do you identify what probleis you light bare during design and lanufacture and how those problems can be eliiinated to satisfy
custoier Quality requireients.?
eYtonirci mo irpoBJfpta Suvatdv Ya irapouaiaorouv OTO ord5io it)? ueaetn.? Kai UK Kaiaoxeuii? KOI, mi? aura w irpopjijuaw unopouv va
ua YO uaYonoifoeie tic. aYdnKec. wu ncJdui ornv noidqw;
__
A: Always/uaraie, B: Very often/floM ouxvd, C: Rarely/EndYU, Di Tiie to tiie/and xaipou a? mpd, Ei Sever/Here,
I
I
G: J.A/A.E
|__|

i) iisKcnoi/EunQE
68. Do you hare any Q.C.lab or the adequate facilities for inspection?
'Bxete cpyoornjuo cJen<™ noidqtaj Ij ia aYOKKflto uaja TU 'eteuo;
Ai Everything/'Oto, B: V.GJacilities/n.I.Kara, d Very little/noJu Jiya, D, Ho/'Oji, Ei H.A/A.E

__
-II

.

69. Do you staip or put any sign to certify that your products have been passed through Quality Control?
<j pd^cte otiStjuoTC orp nou va motonoid 6u la npoldYTO wj 4io«v uepdrei and
A; In all/Ee o'3a, B: Hajority/nepiGadiepa, Ci In soie/Ee uepud, D: lo/'Oji
.

__
-II
I __ I
70. fhen there is a defective coiponent, do you analyse and take into consideration the individual defects to rectify your process or Kthod
of lanuf acture?
'OiOY litit elarruuatud npolovw avaJOere xai ^aupdvcrc uirdfiv aa? la enipcpou; eJatt^aw yia va aMdSjeu qv enc^cpjaoia ii
A: Always/flavtorc, B: Very often/DoM ouxvd, Ci Rarely/OtdYia, D: Tiie to tiie/and KatpoO a? «aipd, Ei (o/'Oxi .

|
|
I__I

71. lhat is your internal failure or defective products before rework if there is rework (percentage of total output)
Douo? eivoi o opiSud? ccurcpuvv anouixivv fi etaiiuuauKttv npiv and oiavSijnoTc eniSiopewm edv undpxouv eniSiopftious; (Atote api6ud em
tn.f aawY til? ouYoJiKfj? uapaT«iii?).
__
__
A: \ »uiber/t ApiOudv, B: Ho record/'Oxi ScSoueva
At |
|, B |
|
I__I I__I
71.A lhat is your failure or defective products after rework (scrap). Give percentage of total output
ndcoc, eivoi o opiSudt airoiuxiuv ij ctoiwpdtuwv |icrd and oiavSnnote eniSidpduori (dxpipra). Awu api6|id eni
roi? exatdv q? ouYoSLKijf napaT«Tn?A; \ Httiber/i ApiSuov, B: lo record/'Oji ScSoucva

tA |

__

__

72. (That is your external failure or defective products (coiplains, returns, etc) Percentage of total.
Hoioj elvai o c^tcpuo? apiudf anoiuxiuv ij e^attuuaiuuv npoiovtuv (Ilapdnova, Enioipoi^c K3n.)
A: \ HuiberA ApiBudv, Bi Ho records/'O^i SeSoueva,
73. Can you recouend any Testing
operating now in Cyprus (CYS,
Hiropdrc va uaj £iOT)i(n6lJTe
and CKeiva nou n8i) epjd^ovtai

A'<

Centers or Quality Assurance Institutions or other bodies which light be needed except of those which are
BTI, EMS, etc.)
otavBijnote dWa Kmpa eJejxou ii IYOHUOUTO £UiofaHoe«s (j d3Ja Wuata nou 6<i unopoiiaoY YO xpetaaiouY
(Kunpiakd Updruna, ATI, m K3n.)

74. Have you used any of the facilities of the existing centres.
'Exete xpwoiroi-fpa ouSijiTore and ori npoa^pouv ra napovia KtY
A: Many Tines/DoMe? ?ope?, Bi A few/Alye? ipope?, C: Once/Kid (popd, D: Sever/note

SEcnoi in/am in
OUTDOORS QUALin ACTIVITIES/EHIH'KPIKB: UATTHPIOTBIBI DOIOTHAE
L)

COSTOHERS/nEAATEE

75. Iho is your custoier? (give percentage). !ill one or >ore.
Hold? ctvat o neJdrii? oa?j (8w:e eni q? aatdY.). feulote aa ij nepio-odiepa.
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I__I

| , C: E.C./EOK
| , B: Local Market/EnudiKO? ayopd * |
Ai Internal/ Ewxcpud? (EpyooraoiaKO?) \ |
I __ I
__ I __ I
| .
D: Other countries/ '« Jar jgpe? \ |
__
76. Do you have any fonal lechanisi for finding custoier requireients or needs?
oiovSnnoie ruiroiroinuevo pn.xavi.oiid fio va SiairiOTUveie u? avdYxc; KXJ ne^drn oa?;
|
| , Bi Qw8tionnaire/Ep«ni|iatoJ6iio |
Tick one or lorei A: Surreys/'Epeuvts |
__ I__I
I__I __
__
| .
| , !i lo/'On |
| , E, Other/'AMoi |
Di Custoiers/HeJdac. |
I__I

I__I

I__I

77. Do you keep any records of customers coiplains?
liraipaTE Gtoixela ue napditova reJawv ao?}
.
As Ahays/ndvtoie, B: Rarely/Dravw, C: A fes/Alya D: lo/'Oxi
If yes ho« iaay coiplains have been recorded daring the last fire years? Give ambers.
Edv vai ndoa nopdnova txouv KoioTpafel TO rcJcuiala S xpovia;
6 I

I, 87 I

I , 88 |

|

, 89 |

|

|
, Ci Manageient/iie06uwi| |
I__I

, 90 |

__
I
I
|__|

•

.

| , H/ft

78. What actions have been taken for any coiplains or suggestions?
Ti uccpa exeie 3dBei yia ouSnnoix napdirova

79. 7roi vbere do you obtain feedback for the Quality of your products?
And m irepveu niou SeSo^cva yia qv noidmia TUV irpolovTuv <ra;;
Tick one or lore/Enueiuore eva r\
A: Survey/'Epeuvc? |__| , B: Coiplains/Hapdnova|__| , Cs Call for laintenanceMipeic yw uuvTijpiiOTi |_
D: Eiperience/flttpa, |__| E: Sales Dept/Tuljua n«3iio-£yv |__| , fs Sales Trent/Klvipri Mi/sew \_
6: Ho feedback/lev nepvouuc , |__| Hs Other/'DJa |__|
0. Iroi vhere do you get information concerning custoiers needs or expectations?
Airo rrou iwipvere iriou rtnpofopief doov qiopd u? avdyKe? KQI 10 ti eetouv 01 ireJdie?
Tick one or lore/Iwiciuore eva n irepioaoiepa
Ai Survey/'Epeuvo, |__| Bs Sales Dept/T(iii|ia HttJijo-euv |__|, C: International Trent/Aieevijf KLVIUJI) |.
D: Custoier/ne3dti)f |__|

Es Hagazines/DepioStKd |__|

, F: Standards/updtuna |__|, Gi Ho need/lev

Hs Excipitions/EK6eaeis I__I
K)

TOTAL QiOLin 8AIAGEffiIT/AIETenn£ OAOEABMIIBE DOIOTHTil

81. Have you iipleiented any Total Quality Kanageient (TQM) to your enterpise before?
'Exca £»apudcei oro nope^dv AieOeuvori OJoKJupwruri? DotdTiitaf oniv cirtxeipiioTi aa?;
.
A: Yes/Hat, B: Ho/'Oxi, C; I don't know/lev ywpity ...

.

.

•

82. Do you operate any Quality Circles?
'Exouv Jeitoupyijo-ei irotc Kiiidoi floidtnTa?;
Y: Yes/Hoi, S: fc/'Oll

.

.

-I

...
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.

I

,

i)
83. Have yoar operators received adequate training?
Oi xeipwrij ca? exouv eKiraiScuTei KariMqJa;
Ai Very luch/fldpa noJu, B: Enough/ApKCTd, Ci Little/At yo, D: lo/'Oii

.

.

.

84. Is there any continues iiproveient progru to train your leaders or operators?
Yirdpxei ouSijirote ijpdypouua auvexouj iwSrjoetij KOI Beftivaq? yia va EKnaifeueu touj we're? KOI wuc. XEipurcec, w?;
A! Kajor/HeydJo, B; Hinor/Kupd, C: »o/'0xi
.
.
.
.
.

__
-II
| __ |
__

-

85. Has anybody froi your staff received any fonal training on Quality? If yes gire details.
'Exet oiovSqnoTC ueJo? TOU ovurepou npoowuou ro? exnaiScutci at runonoiquevo npiypappa pflBqaegc, orov wpea Tq? noiotqra?;
Yi Yes/lai, 1: lo/'Oxi
.
.
......

I
I
I __ I

__
|
|
I __ I
Details/Aarcopepae?:.............. ............. .........................................................................................

86. Hare any of your foreien received any fonal training on Quality? If yes give details.
'EXCTC oiovSflrott and rou? enonrej w? irou tf.t\. eKiraiSeuteL rc runoiroimicva irpoypaupata paOnueu? OTO ropda rq? iroioiqw?;
Yi Yes/Iai, I: So/'Oxi
.
.
......

__
|
|
I __I

87. Are you interested in training and educating tethers of your staff and supervisors on tatters concerning Quality?
Ev5uifcp€OTC va ciuraifeuGcte xai va enipopfucete pc^i) TOU avurepou rrooovmKOU Kai enoirtc? ue eejtaw irou afopouv rqv noidrqra;
It Too mch/uapa noM, B: Hoderate/ExcTixd, C: Ho/'Oxt
.
.
.
.
>
I
87.&.Hov inch is the willingness for the training of your staff? Udoq elm q irpoSuiiia yia cKiralSeuoq TOU Iv. DPOOUITIKOU.
B.Hov inch is the willingness for the training of yonr sorters? Hooq eivai q irpo6u|iia |ia CKnaificuoi) TUV Epyariiv.
i 1

2

3

4

5

B 1
2
poor/nTUxd

3

4

S

6

7 ) circle your choice
) oiHieiuore Tqv exlorq crag
6
7)
Very High/no^u

88. Ihich tethod of training is lost suitable to your coipany?
Hold u£8o5o? CKiraiBeuaetij appotjei irepiomcpo orqv Biopqxavia oa$;
1) Separate course for staff -engineers
.
Ecxvpiord Tunonoiqpevo npdYpaupa ua8rpeu; yia Av.npoounud
2) Separate course for supervisors
rrpdYpaip yia cou?

..

3) One course for everybody
'Eva npoypaip yu 6Jou?.
4) A seiinar
Eeiuvdpia.

.

5) A short intensive course 2-3 days
'Eva auvrouo npoypaujia 2-3
6) A short course once per week (20-40 hours)
....
'Eva oOviouo irpoypaiiua pta ?opd tq? eB8o|id5a (20 - 40 «pe?).
7) A short course once per week (40-60 hours)
....
'Eva <wro|io npdypauiia uia ipopa rq? eBSopdSa (40-60 «pe?|.
8) A special course suitable for specific industries only. (e.g. textiles, shoes, clothing)
'Eva £5i5ueuuevo npoypapua yia uSue? BiowxavU? povo n.x. u^avtoupyeta, irairouroia, pouxiapo
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Tick one or lore

9) A general course suitable for all industries
'Eva yevuo npdypauua yia ote? uc. Biounxavie?.
10} 1 theoretical course with practice
'Eva 8cupi|UK6 npoypopa |ic npaxuKfj.

......
.......

11) A course with practice, lab and application
'Eva npoypaiuia ue npaKtuij, epyaorijpia KOI tfapuoyec,.

......

12) Special short courses for techniques only (e.g. s.p.c., Optimization Mthods, failure lode and defect analysis etc.)
E|i8ueuueva ounoua npoypduiiaia yia IEXVIKOUC, uo'vo (n.j. S.P.C, FHDA, Q.I.D, Tachuchi xJn.)
13) Individual visits to interested parties and discussion on individual Quality probleis
Eniuipou? cnioKti|ei? at ev5iafcp6(ieve? fltouiixaviec. yia aufljirioT) KOI cnDuoi) tuv eniuepouc, npoBSiptuv noidtj|tac..
14) A theoretical course with on the job application
'Eva BeopntiKo npoypauua tie qpapuoyec. oto tdno epyaula? eni tonou.
89. Please recouend any specialized courses you are interested for, which relate to Total Quality and Standard.
u<niyi|8ijte ouSifoote e^iSucuuevn, oeipd tunonoiipcvuv |ia6iptuv nou evSiofcpeore KOI nou fxci oieaci uc tnv
npdtuna.

noioijia

90. loald you like an expert in Quality unageient to visit your factory and have a discussion with you about quality?
6a 8etotc va 009 enioKeueti eva? eiSuof re eeuara 5icu6uvoii? noiornraf rai va ouOltno'ctc yia 6cuaw
i: Very iuch/Qapa noM, B: Roderate/Keipu, C: Mo/'Oji
....
91. How iuch tiie according to your needs he will be spent in your factory?
Doco xpo'vo ovaaoya ue 119 avdyKe? oa? 6a xpeiaorel om.v ptotiiixavLa uag;
i: One week/Hia t$5oudSa, Bi One day/Kia ijucpa, Ci Short visit/Euvioui) cirlcxcvi)
92. Are you willing to share or contribute towards any expenses.
ElcraoTE npofluuoi va uoipaoreUe ij va ouveioijepeu yia mjov e?o5a;
Y: Yes/Sai, R; lo/'Oji
.
.
....
0)

E.C. 4E> CTFEDS/EOK EBI mPOC

93. Do you have any plans to start trading with E.C?
'Exete ou8ijirorc cxcSia va ap^taerc epopio (ie qv EOK;
As le are trading/Euiropeuouoore, Bs In the near future/Eio eyyu? ue^ov, C: In the future/Ere ueJJov, D:
94. What is your opinion for the decision to join E.C.?
Doiti elvfli i) diroitiii oaf yia TIIV flnojraor) eioSoxijf ua? on|v EOE;
As Yes/Hat, Osllo/'OxL, Cs I haven't decide/ AvanopJicTo?

....

95. {That will be your requireients for joining E.G.?
Dote? 6a elvat 01 avayKCf CFO? edv evwj6oii|ie onjv BOK;
Answer brief ly/Auavu<ra mivtoua. .............. .............................................................
96. Do you think that the group of industries your enterprise belongs are ready to join E.C.?
HouiCete 6u n oudSa wv ptopiixavniv nou n entxeipnori 009 aviikei civai eroiui] yia rt)V eiuSoxii otnv EOK;
A: Ready/'Eioiue?, B: With linor inproveaent/Me Illye? Ka3uiepeO<rci9, C: Hajor iiproveients/teyafe?
D: Ho/'Oxi
97. Jhat is the level of Quality of the products of the group of industries your enterprise belongs coipared with E.C products?
Md elvai ra enineSa noidtqra? tuv upoiovwv HI? oudSa? wv piounxaviiiv irou n euixeipnaii oa? aviiKei auyKpivoiicva ue w Eupunaud
npoiovra.
A: Superior/AviiKpa, Bs Saie/fa iSia, C: Close but below/Kovtd a33d Kawtepa, D: Inferior/Kawrepa,
Es So co«parison/Kauia cuyKpioi)
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P)

QUALITY COSTS/Ioni miOTBTil

98. Do JOB have any figures for the cost of quality t of annual sales or in «oney?
oiavSnjTore utotxela yia to KOOTOC, tn,? irototip? 1 wv uuvoJuuv iruJipttiY ii oe
a)
b>
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Prevention/DpoJiiiruKd
Appraisal/YmfloyioTiiia Koota noiotnra? .
Internal failure/EotitepiKe? anoruxie? .
External failure/E^repuec, airotuxie? .
lost opportunity/Amiteia euKaipia?
Any total cost/EuvoJud KOOTO
No figures/lev virdpxouv apiBuoi.

g) GHKBAi goKsnas/ranD: BMTHHIE
99. ire you interested in the results and the findings of this Research?
EvSiave'peoxe yia ta anoreJeopta KOI ta eupipia aurijf, m.? epeuva?;
T: Yes/Sat, R: Ho/'Oxt
....
ISO. Koald you like the researcher to advise or reconend letbods and techniques on fotal Quality Kanageient vitich can be applied to your
enterprise for the purpose of this research?
60.Betate wv epeuvntii va o<i? (wupoulettea n va aas eionti|0cl uc665ou? xai texviKe? OTO to(iea tq? AieOeuvoTis 02oK3i)P«tiKii? noiornra; irou
8a i/uopouOTv va e^wpjioerouv OTIJV arioxeippl wf yia rov mono auiij? riiy epeuva?;
__
Is Yes/Sat, I: JO/'OXL
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
-II
101. ire in favour of the establishment of the first Quality Assurance Institution Organisation for the benefit of our Manufacturing Industry?
EIOXHJTC uircp oft iSpuoT)? TOU irpgrou Iwuiourou Opyavioiiou EniOfaJLaeg? Dotdtntaf irpo? lifeJog wv pio^xaviwY ua?;
__
I: les/Hai, Ii So/'Oxi
.
.
......
|
|
If yes please answer the following question or statements. Tick one or lore.
Edv vat irapaKatt fliravrijate u? enoumj cpuriioei? n SiiJwcij. £IIUCL«OTC eva ij
a) To be seii-gorernieat/Ha eivai njiuparud
b) To be independent/Ha civai ave^dpniro
c) To be a governient dept/No elvai Kupepvntud
d| Under CCCO/Kdtu and to KEBE

...

e) Under OBB/Kdiw and ro 0KB

.

.

.

f) Indeptent with all the above/AveStiprnto uc 6»ou? tou? nio ndvu
g) Belongs to lanufactures/Ha OVOIKEI OTI? piounxaviEf
h) I ai willing to be a leiber of that organisation/Eluai irpd8uuo? va yivu (ic3o? tou opyaviojwu
i) I at willing to be aiong the first/Ba fjeeto va eipai and TOU? irpiirou?
j) Other specifications/ 'A3 Jej
102. Are you aware of another coipany who lay be interested in participating in this research? If yes please write the na«e and address of
the conpany.
Eivat at yvuan ua? otavSfjirote dMi) eirtxeiPOT nou 6a ijeete va Jdpet pepo? ae auni ti)v epeuva; Edv vat napaKaJu ypdjcre ro dvopa KOI inv
Sieu'euvnii q? etatpela?.
——
Y: Yes/Bat, H: Ho/'Oxi
.
.
......
|
|

103. Have you been asked to contribute to such a study before?
'Kjete cpurqeei oro irapeMov va 0uvaoi|iepei£ re uapopoia
Ai Yes/Hai, Bi lo/ '0*i, C: Specify/AicuKpivlore .

104. that is the level of villigness of the unageient in changing and iipleienting new lethods?
noid civai TO enLire5a q? npo8u(iia? ii|? lieOBuvoiiy yia a/Uaye? nai c^apiioylj ve«v (i£86S«v
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 cirlce one/onjieLuoxe cva
Very High/
105. Any couents, suggestions, opinions are velcoied.
irapariipiiaei.?, eioTiynoei?, yvwue? eivai

TBAHK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

HI mnpiriQ m m
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APPENDIX 5
FILES INCLUDED ON THE 3 1/2"
ATTACHED DISKETTE (D1)
All the files have been
sub-menu, of SPSS/PC+ V3.0
FORM : The programming
without any answers.
DATA

1:

of

written using Data Entry II

the

entire

questionnaire

Includes the form - layout of Question 1 to
Question 59 without any answers.

DATA 1A: Includes the above with all the answers from Ql
to Q59.
DATA

2:

Includes the form - layout of questions 60 to
105 without any answers.

DATA 2A: Includes the above with all
Q60 to Q105.
FREQ

1A:

the

answers

from

Frequency distributions for Ql to Q59 for the
first 25 cases.

FREQ IB: Frequency distributions for Ql to Q59
cases. (60)

for

all

FREQ 2A: Frequency distributions for Q60 to Q105 for the
first 25 cases.
FREQ 3B: Frequency distributions for Q60 to Q105 for all
cases. (60)
START

:

This is a batch file which leads you to the
main menu of SPSS package.
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APPENDIX 6
STEPS FOLLOWED IN PROGRAMMING
THE COMPUTER
1.

Define variable name (8 characters).
The first
letters were related to each question. The numerical
part has exactly the same numbering as the question
number which appeared on the questions.
The last
letter indicates the subdivision of each question if
there was one.
2. Define variable label (52 characters).
describes very briefly each question.
3.

This

section

Define type of variable (numeric or string). If the
acceptable answer is going to be a number (N) or a
letter (S).

4. Define variable length.
How many digits or letters
answer.

can be accepted as an

5. Define decimal number.

In case of a numeric variable, the number of
points that could be accepted.

decimal

6. Define missing cases: (.)
When there is no answer or a missing value the
computer will treat that answer separately.
The
symbol used for missing case was the point ".".

7. Define variable definitions.
On the questionnaire the answer is shown either as a
letter or a number. That answer was defined at this
stage as it was defined in the questionnaire. This
138 -

definition appears on every table or analysis.

8. Define Ranges.
This is to protect the programme from inserting
answers which are not included in the questionnaire.
The computer was programmed to accept only numbers
and letters which were options on the questionnaire.
Ranges have been
specified
for
95%
of
the
questionnaire.
9. Define Rules.
This is a logic command. It was used when there was
a relation between two or more questions.
It was
used to skip or jump one question or allocate a
certain value when a specific answer was given on the
previous question.
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APPENDIX 7
SAMPLE PAGE OF THE COMPUTER PRINTOUTS

ft
o

Valid Cases

60

8

Missing Cases

DPA21

Value Label

Value

NO
YES

40

0

f*
12/3/91
O

Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

N
Y

47
13

78.3
21.7

78.3
21.7

TOTAL

60

100.0

100.0

I. . . .... ..I. ....... .1. ....... .1. .
0
10
20
30
Valid Cases

60

Missing Cases

68

Cum
Percent

^

78.3
100.0

rt
O

APL22

0

...... .1, ........ I
40

50

12/3/91
0

EVALUATE ACTUAL PER. LEVEL

Value Label

Value

XO
YES

Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cum
Percent

O

12.1
100.0

f>

N
Y

7
51
2

11.7
85.0
3.3

12.1
87.9
M I S S I XG

TOTAL

60

100.0

100.0

r'
C

NO ^_.^^ , 7
I
I. . .......I... ......I.. ....... I..
0
12
24
36

e

Valid Cases
Page

58

Missing Cases

48

60

Value

TOO MANY
FEW .
NC

C

2
12/3/91

....

Frequency

A
.B .
C

TOTAL

w

Percent

Valid
Percent

C

5
.10
45

8.3
16. 7
75.0

8.3
16 . 7
75.0

60

100.0

100 .0

Cum
Percent

«

8.3
25.0
100.0

*

TOO MANY ^—•M 5
FEW ^_••••••••I 10
I
I . . ...... .1. ....... .1. ........ I. . ....... I ......... I
40
50
10
20
30
0
Valid Cases
Page

<-

POSTERSiCHARTS OX WALLS

Value Label

w

....... I ......... 1

SPSS/PC+

69

VIS23

&

__ _____ ___ __-__--._ C

SPSS/PC+

o

o

<*'

YES ,_„_•••••••••••I 13

Page

o

32

FAMILIAR WITH DEP. PUR. ANALYSIS

o

o

24

SPSS/PC*

o

o

16

67

o

o

fF'n>n»iPMw ""*

' C

I. . ...... .1. ....... .1. ....... .1. . ...... .1 ........ .1

0

Page

n

,!,_______.. ..

FEW mmi-BBBB 6

fs
r>

i

Ml.TORT TV ^^

ft

60

Missing Cases
SPSS/PC*

70

RFCOR24

0

KEEP RECORDS FOR:
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APPENDIX 8
SUMMARISED SURVEY RESULTS
QUESTION

ANSWERS-CHOICES

MISSING

ACTIV

1

C:(13122%

F:(14^23%

LF:(13122% M:fl4^23%

LOCAT

2

A:<39165%

B:ri2\20%

C:(9115%

FORM

3

COOP: (1)2% PRIV. LTD: (35)58% PUPLIC:(2)3% SEMIG.:(1)2%
SHARE CO: (20^33%

EMPL

4

9-19:(6)10% 20-49:(12)20% 50-99 : (23) 39% 100-199 :( 15)25%

WFi(6UO%

0
0
(1)
0

200-500: (5)9%
OUTP$

5

MILL. POUNDS UP T0;0 . 5 : (7) 12% 1:(10)17% 5:(28)48%

(9)15%

17: (4)7%
CODE NO 6

C:(13)22%

NAME

7

ANGELIC 35) 58%

TITLE

8

Q.ENG:(4)7% Q.PERS:(2)3% OWNER: ( 16 ) 27% DIREC: ( 15) 26%

F:(14)23%

LF: ( 13) 22% Mi ( 14 }23% WF:(6)10%
BY HAND: ( 23) 38% STUD.:f2)3%

0
0
0

PROD. MAN: { 23^39%
W.O.P

9

A:(13^22%

B:(14125%

C:fll>19%

D:f22l35%

0

OMANU 10

A:(ll)19%

B:(24U1%

C:(10U7%

D:(14^24%

0

ST.COM11

Y:/34)57%

N:(26)43%

OBJ.CO12

A:<27180%

B:r6^18%

C:m3%

RESP

A:(16)27%

B:(l)2%

C:(8)17%

F:(112%

H:fl8UO%

Y:(18)30%

N:(42)70%

13

O.SYST14

0
D:0

E:(15)25%

O.SYST14B O.A.STAN:f5^8% UNDER LIC.:(315% OTHER: f9U5%

126)43%
(1)2%

(43172%

O.OBJ 15

A:f22l37%

B:f37)62%

C:fl^2%

0

MAN.C016

A:f54^90%

B:f5)8%

C:m2%

0

OBJ.

17

A:f37^62%

B:f23U8%

0

ILOP

18

Ysf39^65%

Nif2n35%

0

ALOP

19

Y:fl7^28%

N:M3W2%

0

DEP

20

A:r38^63%

B:/16^27%

DPA

21

Y:(13>22%

N:r47^68%

APL

22

Y:(51^88%

N:f7U2%

VIS

23

A:f5^8%

BK 1<M17%

C:f45W5%

B:(49)82%

C:(52)87%

D:(31)52%

B:fl2120%

C:^14^23%

D:f29H8%

RECOR 24* A:(42)70%
F: f45175%
SUPP

25

A:f518%

C:f6UO%

0
0
(213%
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E:(59)98%

0
0
0

QUESTION
SUPP

26

CHAN

27

STAN

28

MISSING

ANSWERS-CHOICES
LOG. MARKET: 24. 2%
A:fl9l32% B:f41)68%

EC:52.4%

f518%

OTHER:18.1%

0

C:0

CHECK 29

0-25:(5)8% 26-50:(5)8% 51-75:(6)10% 76-100: ( 19 )32%
NO: (24U1%
E:(2^3%
D:f4l7%
A:f32>53% B:(18^30% Ci(4)7%

STOCK 30

Aif28U7%

Bimi2%

STORE 31

Ys(48186%

Nif8ll4%

32

A:ri0^17%

B:(28)47%

SYST

C:^22^37%

D«m3%

0

m2%
M17%

am

C:(21^35%
3-12MONTHS : f 4 m

SYST 32A% CONTINUE. : (9 115%
OFTEN :MW%
SYST 32B%
f 19 132% GIVE AN ANSWER

(43)72%
41^68%

B:(8)14%

C:(38)64%

D:(2)3%

E:(ll)19%

F:(23)39%
K:fl5125%

G:(ll)19%

H:(39)65%

I:(40)67%

J:(37)62%

A:(41)71%

B:(17)29%

ORDER 33* A:(ll)19%

(1)2%

0

(2)3%

MRP

34

COST

35% KEEP RECORDS : ( 30) 50%

COST

35* 1986;2.8%: (15)25%
1989:3.7%: (16) 27%

INV

36% KEEP RECORDS: (22)37%

INV

36* 86:4.2%(18)30%

(23)38%

PROD

37% KEEP RECORDS: ( 11) 19%

(49)81%

PROD

37* 86:5%:m

FMEA

38

Y:f9U5%

N:f50)85%

FAIL

39

A:fl3^22%

B:f20)34%

COMP

40

USE:f51)86%

COMP

EFF

(5)8%
40* FMEA: (3)5% SPC: (5)8% INV:(35)58% PUR:(42)70%
STOC: (39)65% PAYM: (50)83% DATA: (31)52% MAIN: (8)13%
OC:(8U3% CNC:(6)10% DRV:ri0^17% DES:r7U2% DWG:r8M3%
( 3^5%
41 A:(20U5% B:fl4^25% C:fl4l25% D:f9U6%

COUS

42

A:r31152%

B:f24HO%

COUS

42A Y:(17U1%
43 A:f3U52%

N:f38l69%
B:(20^33%

C:f6UO%

B:(4m

C:r54190%

APP

43A A:(2)3%
44 A:f33^57%

B:f22138%

C:f3^5%

CAP

45

A:f47)80%

B:(6UO%

C:r2l3%

CAP

46

A:fl7^28%

6:^15^25%

C:f27H6%

O.PR
O.PR

f30!50%
1987; 3%: ( 15)25% 1988; 3 . 7% : ( 14 ) 24%
(45)75%
1990:3.1%: < 20 134%
f38)63%

87:6 . 1%: (21)35% 88: 7 . 8%: (23) 38%
89:6.9%:(25)42% 90 :4 . 8% : f 29 1 48%
87:4%:m

88:5%:(8l

89:7%:(10^ 90:8%:fll^

(5U88%
(1^2%

C:f4W%

D:f8U4%

E:U3)22%

f5^8%

NOUSE:^8U4%

C:f3l5%

f2^3%

0

D:f213%
f5^8%
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D:f3l5%

0

ms%
D&E:0

F:MW%

fl^2%
f!12%

0

QUESTION
CAP

47

SPEC

46

A N S W E R S - C H Q I C E S
A:( 17)2fl*

Bi(25)42%

A:(40lfi7*

B;f2Q133%

C:(9115%
C.D.E.F;Q

D:(l)2%

MISSING
E: (8) 13%

M.DEF 49% 0-.19:(13) 22% 0.2-0. 49:(3)5% 0. 5-0.99:(5) 8%
l-4.99i(l«5 ^25%______ 5-10: (6110%
TACH 50 A:(112%
B;/2Q134% C:(38163%
OPT
OPT

51

SPC
SPC

53

TSPC

A: ( 29149*
52* A: (25)42%
F:(213%
A:(13122%
53A Y:(20140%
54 A:(12120%

ENT

55
56
57

P.C
ACT

58 A:(22137%
59* A:(44)73%

TRAI

LIM

A:(10117%
Y:(38169%
A:(l)3%
F:(113%

B:ri4124%
B:(30)50%
G:( 12120%
B: (9115%
N:f30160%
B:(213%
B:(518%
NK17131%

C:(7112%
C:(9)15%
H:(6110%
C:(7)12%

D:(6110%
D: (55)92%
I: (417%
D:(315%

C:(112%
C:(417%

Di(45)75%
D: (41)68%

B:(l)3%
G:f319%
B:f22l37%
B:(27)45%

C:(12)37%
H:f216%

D: (7)21%

CJ(6)10%
C:(12)20%

Di(9)15%
D: (24)40%

C:(213%
C:(315%
C:(7114%
C:(43172%
C:(12121%

D:(213%
D:(112%
D: (316%

D:(18132%

YOKE

K:(15125%
6Q* A:f8113%
61 AifllM9%
62 A:(13126%
63 A:(112%

POKA

64

A: mi2%

B:<6110%
B:(9116%
B: (418%
B:(16127%
B: (10117%

FOOL

65

A:(315%

B: (10117%

C:(19133%

OFD

66

A: (112%

B:(18131%

PROP

67

A:l 17130%

B:(23)40%

C:(39167%
C: (10117%

D: (213%

O.LAB 68

A:(9115%

B:(26127%

C:(11119%

D: (19132%

STAMP 69

A:(7112%

B:(213%

C: (417%

D:(46178%
D:0

CHAR
X-R
REC

DEF

FAIL

70

A:(45176%
71% 0-0.19:0

D: (6110%

C:(315%
0.2-0.49:0 0.5-0.99t(l )2%

B:(10117%

E:(315%
E:(37)62%
E:(28147%

0
0

(18)30%
(112%
(112%
0
0
(10117%
0
0

E:(5)16%

(5)8%
(28)47%
(112%

E: (41)68%

0

E:(52)87% (28147%
E&F:(33156% (315%
E: (23)46%
(10) 17%
0
E&G: (23)40% (213%
E:(7112%
(315%
E: (5)9%
E: (4)7%

E: (112%
1-4.99:(35)60%

(2)3%
(3)5%
(112%
(112%
(112%
(15)25%

5-30: ( 9115%
FAIL 71A% 0-0.19:0

0.2-0.49:0 0.5-0.99:(8 )14%

1-4. 99: (16)27%

(32)54%

5-30: (315%
FAIL
RECO

72% 0-0.99:(14 )24% 0.2-0 .491(2)3%
1.0-4.99: ( 14124% 5-7 :(417%
73 Y: (22181% N: (5118%

0 .5-0.99:(2 )3%
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(21)36%
(33155%

OUESTTOM
USE

CUST

CREQ

_______ANSWERS-CHOICES____________ MISSING,

74

A: ( 19 ) 32%
75* A:3%
76* A:(12)21%

Bi(14)24%

Cs(26144%___________

(112%

Bs62%

C:27%

D:19%

(213%

B:(8)13%

C:(34)57%

D:(38)63%

E:(3)5%

(2)3%

F: (6110%
COMP 77 A:(20)34% Bs(7)12%
C:(7)12%
COMP77NA* NA: (30150%
COM
77* 86:(4)7%
87:(417%
88:(518%
ACTION? 8% GIVE AN ANSWER (40167%

D:(24141%
89:(519%

90:(9116%

P.Q
CUST
TOM
O.Cs
OPER
PROG

79* A:(19)38%
F:f 21135%
80* A:(16)27%
81
82
83
84

TRAIN 85
TRAINS 5 A
TRAIN 86
TRAIN86A
EDUC 87A
EDUC 87B

F:0
A:(213%

(213%
(30)50%

B:(41)68%
G&HsO

C:(ll)18%

D:(27)45%

E:(50)83%

(53190%
(20133%
(1)2%

B:(38)63%
G:(4)7%
Bs(25146%

C:(29)48%
H:0
C:(28151%

D:(44)73%

E:(19)32%

(1)2%

A:(18130% B:(37162% C:(417%
A:(15125% B:(26)43% C:(19)32%
Y:(27145% N:(33155%
GIVE AN ANSWER (19131%

(112%
(315%
D:(112%

0
0
0
(41169%
(213%
(46)77%
(10)17%

Y:(19133% N:(39165%
GIVE AN ANSWER (14123%
6:(11122%

7:(21142%

1:(7)14%

2i(9)18%

3:(12)24%

4:(9)18%

5:(3)6%

88* 1:(30)50% 2:(41)68% 3:(16)27% 4:(36)60% 5:(21)35%
6:(22)37% 7:(9)15%
8:(46)77% 9:(2)3%
10:(10)17%
11:(31152% 12:(33)55% 13:(30150% 14:(23138%
(8111% RECOMMENTATIONS
RECOM 89
C:(8)14%
VIST 90 A:(44)74% B:(518%
VIST 91 A:(15133% B:(25156% C:(5111%
TRME

EXP

92

EC
93
JOIN 94
REOUIR95%
READ 96
PR.O 97

Y:(34185%
A:(33158%

N:(6115%
B:(6110%

(10)17%
(1)2%

(52187%
(315%
(15125%
(20133%

C:(12121%

A:(581100% B&CsO
GIVE AN ANSWER (43182%
A:(7112%
Bi(20134% C:(26145%
A:0
B:(24141% C:(30151%
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D:(6110%

D:(519%
D:(417%

E:(112%

(315%
(213%
(17128%
(213%
(112%

QUESTION

COST

MISSING

ANSWERS-CHOICES

98* A,B,E,F, NO FIGURES

(60)100

C:0-0.19:0 0.2-0.49:0 0.5-0.99:0 1-4.99: (19)80%
5-30: (2)8%
D:'0-0.19%:(5)20% '0. 2-0 . 49% : ( 1)4% 0.5-0.99%: (1)4%
l-4.99%:(15)6p% 5-30%:(2)8%
RES
99 Y:f56\95% Nt(-f)5%
TQM 100 .. Y:f52\91% Nt(5H9%
OAI
101 Y:(57>97% N:(2)3%
QAI
101* A:(12)20% B:(10)17% C:(6)10%
D:(ll)18% E:(6)10%
F:(23\38% G:/7U2%
H:M2)70% I:/29)48% J:f2)3%
FAM 102 Y:fl2>31% N:f27>69%
FAM 102A% GIVE DETAILS f!2U9%
STUD 103 A:0
B:(591100% C:0
STUD 103A NO ANSWERS
WILL 104

1:0
2:0
3:0
6:fl3^28% 7:^23)49%
COMM 105% GIVE AN ANSWER f41) 70%
DURATION AVERAGE INTERVIEW TIME: 84 MIN
DATES
FROM 13/3/1991 TO 25/11/1991
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4:(5)11%

5:(6)13%

(35)58%
(36)60%
(1)2%
(3)5%
fU2%
(3)5%
(21U5%
f48)81%
(1)2%

(60UOO
(13)22%
(19UO%

APPENDIX 9

PROPOSAL FOR A
"QUALITY MANAGEMENT" TRAINING AND
IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT
(Proposed by the author to
Department)

the

Mechanical

Engineering

Aim and Objectives;

To train and improve the performance and competitiveness
of Cyprus manufacturing industries. This
will
be
achieved by introducing modern concepts of Total Quality
Management
together
with
appropriate
statistical
methods, using the Action Learning Methodology.
Organizers;

Higher Technical Institute, and possibly CPC.
Participants:
Quality Assurance Personnel,
Executives Officers (CEO)
Manufacturing industries.

Production Managers, Chief
from
4
to
5
Cyprus

Duration;

9-12

months,

November 1992 to July 1993, 1 day/week on

each industry
Implementation of the Proposal

- To be discussed at a later stage.
- Instructors/Consultants/Facilitators Counterback
Personnel mainly from HTI, CYS, CPC, and EC countries
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preferably U.K.

Funding;
Scheme 1. Enterprises, Scheme 2: Enterprises & ITA
3: Enterprises, ITA, CDB (EC International
Scheme
investment partners EC-HP)
Cost:
Very rough estimations: CE15.000 to CE30.000. These
include expenses for consultation, materials, travel
expenses etc.
Supervision;
Cyprus
possibly
and
Institute,
Higher Technical
Productivity Center, University of Glamorgan, CCCI?
Personnel requirements;
One full time consultant/facilitator, 3-5 part time or
visiting consultants, facilitators.
General Characteristics;
This is a joint training and implementation project for
(and E.G.
industries
manufacturing
of
group
a
enterprises under the general supervision and guidance
of Higher Technical Institute and other institutions.
Using the action learning methodology the project mainly
will consist of formal training courses and regular
meetings followed by implementation and consultation at
the enterprises premises (one day per week for each
participating company). Suggested courses are attached
with this proposal.
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During the implementation of the project and training,
will be used, supplied,
resources
and
materials
These will be
purchased, suggested, borrowed etc.
discussed at a later stage.
Suggested Courses and Training

coordinators and representatives will be
Companies
exposed on the following formal courses and training.
1« Project planning and control, project management
2. Total quality management (TQM & Quality Gurus)
3. Seven tools (Pareto, cause and effect C&E, control
charts, run chart, scatter diagram, flow charts,
histogram)
4. Statistical process control SPC
5. Quality system - ISO 9000
6. Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
7. Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
8. Design of experiments - Taguchi
9. Kamban and Just in time (JIT)
10. Poka yoke
11. Material requirements planning (MRP)
12. Quality Circles (QCs)

Instructors: Local/Foreign
: English/Greek
Language
: Mainly HTI, Enterprises Premises
Location
: To be discussed on a later stage
Duration
accordance with a detailed programme
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